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Abstract
Microstructural patterns are as prevalent in metallurgical technologies,
including alloy casting, primary metals production, welding, and soldering
as in nature (e.g. snow ﬂakes, frost, minerals and veins). Depending on the
material in consideration (natural or synthesized), the interfacial energy is
among one of the properties that can vary from being isotropic to strongly
anisotropic. In the following thesis, the inﬂuence of interfacial energy on
pattern evolution during diﬀusive phase transformations is studied.
In the ﬁrst part of the following research, a grand chemical potential
formulation of the multiphase-ﬁeld model is employed with an objective
to comprehend the inﬂuence of isotropic interfacial energies along with
other relevant properties and boundary conditions on the microstructural
evolution during eutectoid transformation in Fe-C steels. The required
thermodynamic information to calculate the driving force is obtained
by coupling the phase-ﬁeld solver with the CALPHAD database. The
numerical model is used to simulate the pulling-away of the advancing
ferrite-austenite interface from cementite, which results in a transition
from lamellar to divorced eutectoid morphology.
The inﬂuence of preexisting arrangement of phases, undercooling (below
A1) and grain size on the evolving patterns is investigated in detail.
For the ﬁrst time, the onset of a concurrent growth and coarsening
regime at small inter-particle spacing and low undercooling is identi-
ﬁed. Thorough analyses of the numerical results unravel the essential
physics behind this complex spatial and temporal evolution pathway.
The existing criteria is amended by constructing a Lamellar-Divorced-
Coarsening (LDC) map. Based on the insights derived from parametric
studies, factors that favor the evolution of a bimodal size distribution of
cementite particles are elucidated.
In the following part, with the aim of understanding the pattern for-
mation in strongly anisotropic systems, the multiphase-ﬁeld model is
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used to numerically simulate the free as well as crack-sealing evolution
in geological veins. The inﬂuence of diﬀerent boundary conditions such
as the crack roughness and opening rate on the vein tracking eﬃciency
is established. The eﬀect of other relevant parameters such as crack
location, obliquity of opening, grain size, and orientations on the evolving
vein microstructure is also studied and analyzed in detail. Results show
many similarities with natural microstructures such as stretched crys-
tals and unitaxial veins and compare well with the previous numerical
ﬁndings. By adopting a thermodynamically consistent and numerically
eﬃcient phase-ﬁeld approach, the beneﬁts of accounting for an extra
third dimensionality are explained.
The 3D simulation results are supplemented by innovative numerical
post-processing and advanced visualization techniques. The new method-
ologies to measure the tracking eﬃciency of fracture cements reﬂect the
incremental fracture opening and demonstrate the importance of account-
ing the temporal evolution of grains in 3D; no such information is usually
accessible in ﬁeld studies and diﬃcult to obtain from laboratory experi-
ments. For the ﬁrst time, the relevance of fragment trails as potential
indicators of the opening of crack-seal veins is explained. Finally, the
evolution of ﬂuid channel connectivity in 2D and 3D during the sealing
process is analyzed.
The phase-ﬁeld investigation of two distinct scientiﬁc problems in consid-
eration suggest a strong inﬂuence of interfacial energy on the natural and
induced pattern formation in diﬀusion-controlled regime. The scientiﬁc
progress will accelerate with the advent of high performance computing
and maturation of simulation techniques. In future, this would in turn,
promote further synergistic activities and advancements in the interdisci-
plinary context. The author looks forward to seeing those anticipated
advances unfold in time.
Zusammenfassung
Mikrostrukturelle Muster sind in metallurgischen Technologien, wie bei-
spielsweise der Herstellung von Gusslegierungen oder Prima¨rmetallen,
beim Schweißen oder Lo¨ten genauso weit verbreitet wie in
der Natur (z.B. Schneeﬂocken, Raureif, Mineralien und Gesteins-
adern). In Abha¨ngigkeit der betrachteten Materialien (natu¨rlich
oder synthetisiert) ist die Oberﬂa¨chenenergie eine der Eigenschaften,
die zwischen isotrop und stark anisotrop variieren kann.
In der folgenden Arbeit wird der Einﬂuss der Oberﬂa¨chenenergie auf
die Musterbildung wa¨hrend diﬀusiver Phasenumwandlungen untersucht.
Im ersten Teil wird ein Multiphasenfeldmodell mit einer Formulierung
des Großkanonischen Potentials verwendet, um die Auswirkungen der
isotropen Grenzﬂa¨chenenergien zusammen mit anderen relevanten Eigen-
schaften und Randbedingungen auf die mikrostrukturelle Entwicklung,
wa¨hrend eutektoider Umwandlungen in FeC-Sta¨hlen, zu analysieren.
Die beno¨tigten thermodynamischen Informationen zur Berechnung der
treibenden Kraft werden durch Kopplung des Phasenfeldlo¨sers mit der
CALPHAD-Datenbank gewonnen. Mit Hilfe des numerischen Modells
wird das Zuru¨ckdra¨ngen von Zementit bei einer sich na¨hernden Ferrit–
Austenit-Grenzﬂa¨che von Zementit simuliert, was zu einem U¨bergang von
einer lamellaren zu einer getrennten eutektoiden Morphologie fu¨hrt.
Der Einﬂuss der vorgegebenen Phasenanordnung, der Unterku¨hlung
(unter A1) und der Korngro¨ße auf die sich bildenden Muster wird
ausfu¨hrlich untersucht. Erstmals wird das Auftreten eines gleichzeiti-
gen Wachstums– und Vergro¨berungsverhaltens bei kleinem Teilchen-
abstand und niedriger Unterku¨hlung ermittelt. Sorgfa¨ltige Analysen
der numerischen Ergebnisse bringen Aufschluss u¨ber die grundlegen-
den physikalische Vorga¨nge hinter den komplexen ra¨umlichen und zeit-
lichen Entstehungspfaden. Die existierenden Kriterien werden durch
die Darstellung des U¨bergangs von lamellarem zu vergro¨bertem Wachs-
tum (Lamellar-Divorced-Coarsening (LDC)) vervollsta¨ndigt. Ausge-
iv Zusammenfassung
hend von den hergeleiteten Erkenntnissen, der parametrischen Unter-
suchungen werden Faktoren, welche die Entwicklung einer bimodalen
Gro¨ßenverteilung von Zementitpartikeln begu¨nstigen, erla¨utert.
Im zweiten Teil der Dissertationsschrift wird das Multiphasenfeldmo-
dell mit dem Ziel verwendet, die Musterbildung in stark anisotropen
Systemen zu verstehen, um sowohl freies Kristallwachstum als auch
Kornstrukturausbildung bei der Rissversiegelung in Gesteinsadern nu-
merisch zu simulieren. Der Einﬂuss verschiedener Randbedingungen,
wie der Rauigkeit der Risse und der O¨ﬀnungsrate auf die Eﬃzienz der
Verfolgung des Aderverlaufes wird ermittelt. Die Auswirkung anderer
relevanter Parameter, wie die Lage des Risses, die Unregelma¨ßigkeit der
O¨ﬀnung, die Korngro¨ße und ihre Orientierungen, wird auf die sich her-
ausbildende Mikrostruktur der Gesteinsadern ausfu¨hrlich untersucht und
analysiert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen viele Gemeinsamkeiten mit natu¨rlichen
Mikrostrukturen, wie gestreckte Kristalle und unitaxiale Adern auf und
lassen sich gut mit den vorangegangenen numerischen Erkenntnissen
vergleichen. Mit einem thermodynamisch konsistenten und numerisch
eﬃzienten Phasenfeldansatz werden die Vorteile einer zusa¨tzlichen dritten
Dimensionalita¨t erla¨utert.
Die Ergebnisse der 3D-Simulation werden durch innovative Post-
Processing- und fortgeschrittene Visualisierungstechniken erga¨nzt. Die
neuen Methoden zur Messung der Verfolgungseﬃzienz der Korngrenzen
wa¨hrend des Bruchvorgangs spiegeln die inkrementelle O¨ﬀnungsweite wie-
der und zeigen, wie wichtig es ist, die zeitliche Entwicklung von Ko¨rnern
in 3D zu untersuchen. Normalerweise sind derartige Informationen in
Feldstudien nicht zuga¨nglich und nur schwer aus Laborexperimenten zu
erhalten. Erstmals wird die Relevanz von Fragmentspuren als mo¨gliche
Indikatoren fu¨r die O¨ﬀnungsgeschichte von versiegelten Gesteinsrissen
aufgezeigt. Abschließend wird die Verbindung der Flu¨ssigkeitskana¨le
wa¨hrend des Versiegelungsprozesses in 2D und 3D analysiert.
Die Phasenfelduntersuchungen in zwei Anwendungsbereichen unterscheid-
licher Materialklassen und wissenschaftlicher Herausforderangen zei-
gen einen starker Einﬂuss der Grenzﬂa¨chenenergien auf die natu¨rliche
und induzierte Musterbildung in einem diﬀusionskontrollierten Prozess.
Der wissenschaftliche Fortschritt wird sich mit großer Sicherheit in na-
her Zukunft, besonders durch die Einfu¨hrung von Hochleistungsrech-
nen und der raschen Entwicklung von Simulationstechniken beschleu-
Zusammenfassung v
nigen. In der Zukunft wird dies wiederum weitere synergetische Akti-
vita¨ten und Fortschritte im interdisziplina¨ren Kontext voran, treiben.
Der Autor freut sich darauf, wenn sich diese erwarteten Fortschritte in
absehbarer Zeit entfalten.
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Preface
Numerical modeling and analysis of microstructural evolution is a topic
of broad scientiﬁc interest. Due to it’s versatility, the phase-ﬁeld method,
which essentially is a popular approach in the material science community
to model phase transformations has been extended to study natural
phenomena pertaining to geophysics and biology.
The present thesis, which is largely inspired by the evolving interdisci-
plinary context of the phase-ﬁeld approach, explores it’s applicability in
the modeling of microstructural pattern formation processes. Exemplary
application areas include eutectoid transformation in binary steels and
polycrystalline evolution in geological veins. In Part I, a brief overview
of the previous developments, with a special focus on various application
areas of the phase-ﬁeld method is presented. The state-of-the-art numeri-
cal modeling techniques to simulate polycrystalline evolution in veins are
also described. In Part II, the multiphase-ﬁeld model equations and the
extension to grand chemical potential approach are elucidated. Special
emphasis is laid on the incorporation of faceted anisotropy in the surface
energy and its inﬂuence on the temporally evolving patterns as compared
to isotropic case. Numerical results reported in Parts III (considers
isotropic surface energy) and IV (considers faceted anisotropy in surface
energy) were published in the following peer-reviewed articles:
Article 1: K. Ankit*, A. Choudhury, C. Qin, S. Schulz, M. McDaniel,
B. Nestler, Theoretical and numerical study of lamellar eutectoid
growth inﬂuenced by volume diﬀusion, Acta Materialia 61 (2013)
4245–4253.
Article 2: K. Ankit*, R. Mukherjee, T. Mittnacht, B. Nestler,
Deviations from cooperative growth mode during eutectoid
transformation: Insights from a phase-ﬁeld approach, Acta
Materialia 81 (2014) 204–210.
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Article 3: K. Ankit*, T. Mittnacht, R. Mukherjee, B. Nestler, Evolution
of mixed cementite morphologies during non-cooperative eutectoid
transformation in Fe-C steels, Computational Materials Science 108
(2015) 342–347.
Article 4: K. Ankit*, R. Mukherjee, B. Nestler, Deviations from cooper-
ative growth mode during eutectoid transformation: Mechanisms of
polycrystalline eutectoid evolution in Fe-C steels, Acta Materialia
97 (2015) 316–324.
Article 5: K. Ankit*, B. Nestler, M. Selzer, M. Reichardt, Phase-
ﬁeld study of grain boundary tracking behavior in crack-seal mi-
crostructures, Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology 166 (2013)
1709–1723.
Article 6: K. Ankit*, M. Selzer, C. Hilgers, B. Nestler, Phase-ﬁeld mod-
eling of fracture cementation processes in 3D, Journal of Petroleum
Science Research 4 (2015) 79–96.
Article 7: K. Ankit*, J. Urai, B. Nestler, Microstructural evolution in
bitaxial crack-seal veins: A phase-ﬁeld study, Journal of Geophysical
Research - Solid Earth 120 (2015) 3096–3118.
Part V concludes the thesis.
At this point, I would like to clarify that the above articles are published
as a part of my research since June 2012, while I was a doctoral student at
the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
and simultaneously employed (as a collegiate) at the DFG Graduate
School - 1483 (Project Number B8). All the corresponding co-authors
as well as publishers have granted me their permission (in writing) to
present the results in the current thesis. Unanimous written consent of
every co-author concerning the description of their contributions have
also been secured (refer to the exemplary declaration below and attached
documents). Wherever applicable, such contributions are demarcated in
footnotes. Unless otherwise stated, the scientiﬁc advancements reported
in this thesis are my contributions. Written permissions to illustrate
copyright images in chapter II of this thesis were secured from the
corresponding publishers. License for usage of copyrighted images is
limited to the following thesis.
* Corresponding author
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Part I
Introduction and
literature review

1 Introduction: Synopsis
In the present thesis, the applications of phase-ﬁeld method as a mi-
crostructure modeling tool in two diﬀerent study areas are presented. In
particular, it has been explored how the concepts of phase-ﬁeld technique
which primarily originated to tackle the phase transition problems pertain-
ing to metal physics can be extended to study polycrystalline evolution in
geological veins. The research contents is classiﬁed into 3 categories:
• Phase-ﬁeld modeling of the eutectoid transformation in
binary Fe-C steel.
• Phase-ﬁeld modeling of the polycrystalline evolution in
geological veins.
• Establishing synergies between the numerical results and
experimental/ﬁeld ﬁndings.
The numerical investigations are performed with an objective to simulate
typical morphological patterns observed in laboratory experiments as well
as in nature. Polycrystalline evolution in geological veins is simulated
by using the multiphase-ﬁeld model developed by Nestler et al. [1].
The numerical simulations of the eutectoid transformation in binary
(Fe-C) steels is performed using the grand-chemical potential formulation
(Choudhury and Nestler [2]) of the multiphase-ﬁeld model. Apart from
being of scientiﬁc importance, the present work demonstrate the general
capability of the multiphase-ﬁeld model to advance the understanding
of the physics of moving-boundary problems at the mesoscale. In the
following sections, a brief overview of the work is presented.
4 1 Introduction: Synopsis
1.1 Phase-ﬁeld modeling of eutectoid
transformation in binary Fe-C steel
This portion of the thesis deals with the multiphase-ﬁeld modeling of the
eutectoid transformation in binary steels (Fe-C). In order to quantitatively
model the kinetics of transformation, the grand-potential formulation [2]
is used. The variation of the grand-potential of the three phases namely,
ferrite, austenite and cementite, are approximated using a polynomial
of second degree. The corresponding coeﬃcients are extracted from the
thermodynamic functions of the respective phases that are derived from
the CALPHAD database [3]. The work is further categorized into two:
1.1.1 Cooperative growth
This ﬁrst part of this study (Chapter 5) concerns with the cooperative
mode where the product phases (ferrite and cementite) evolve coopera-
tively, sharing a common growth front with the parent phase (austenite).
The resulting morphology is the well-known pearlitic structure (lamellar).
To begin with, the Jackson-Hunt analysis [4] is extended to account for
diﬀusion in the growing phases. Next, the lamellar growth rates obtained
from the phase-ﬁeld simulations are validated by comparing with the
analytical results. A detailed parametric study reveals that diﬀusion in
austenite as well as ferrite leads to the formation of tapered cementite
along with an overall increase in the transformation kinetics as compared
to diﬀusion in austenite (only). As the objective of this part of the work
is not to consider the pearlitic transformation in totality, diﬀusion in
the phase interfaces is not considered. A near overlap of the numerically
simulated and analytical result demonstrate that the objective of the
present work have been adequately achieved. The limitations of the
presented model as well as possible extensions are discussed at length.
1.1.2 Non-cooperative growth
Experimental ﬁndings suggest that the relative contribution of the carbon
diﬀusive ﬂux along the interphase interfaces as well as in the phase volumes
determines the mechanism by which eutectoid transformation proceeds.
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In the second part (Chapter 6), I incorporate the diﬀusion along the
transformation front into the previous modeling approach and simulate
the non-cooperative evolution of ferrite/austenite advancing front. In
particular, I investigate the inﬂuence of undercooling (below A1 tem-
perature) and interparticle spacing (λ) in facilitating a pull-away of
advancing ferrite/austenite transformation front as it forms interfaces
with preexisting cementite particles.
These studies are extended further to investigate the inﬂuence of arrange-
ment by assuming a preexisting conﬁguration of phases that consist of
a random arrangement of cementite particles (Chapter 7). By investi-
gating the inﬂuence of parameters such as prior austenite grain size and
thickness of preexisting ferrite layers, I provide explanations and propose
mechanisms that contribute to the formation of a bimodal distribution
(Chapter 8) of cementite particles in the ﬁnal microstructure.
1.2 Phase-ﬁeld modeling of the
polycrystalline evolution in
geological veins
Vein formation in earth’s crust involves a complex interplay of material
transport and local precipitation during ongoing deformation. The geo-
logical experts try to correlate the diﬀerent indicators which may vary
across length scales, to reconstruct the past events, in order to gain an
understanding of vein formation. However, it is diﬃcult to decompose
the eﬀect of diﬀerent processes that might have acted in sequence or
simultaneously in such studies. The approximate reconstruction, which
determines the ﬁnal vein morphology could often be misleading and
may result in erroneous interpretation of evolution mechanism. On the
contrary, numerical methods applied to the study of vein microstructure
formation improves the general understanding, as it is possible to decom-
pose the eﬀect of various boundary conditions. Further, computations
provide an in-situ look into the temporal evolution of grains. In spite of
numerous attempts in the past to simulate the dynamics of vein growth
process, numerical studies are limited to two dimensions. It is to be
noted that the grain formation process is generically of 3-D nature and
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can be interpreted in a physically suﬃcient manner by methods capable
of capturing the growth characteristics and dynamics in full 3-D space.
In the present dissertation, I start by conducting 2D simulations of
the vein evolution in unitaxial veins establish a synergy with the natu-
ral microstructures as well as with the previous simulations using the
front-tracking method (Chapter 10). Then, I extend the previous nu-
merical studies to 3D and analyze the complex morphological evolution
in unitaxial veins by the application of advanced post-processing (such
as numerical masking) and visualization techniques (Chapter 11). The
adopted phase-ﬁeld approach is validated by analyzing the growth com-
petition arising due to relative misorientation w.r.t to the most-preferred
orientation. Finally, the developed approach is extended (Chapter 12) to
simulate the morphological evolution in bitaxial vein sealing (in 2D as
well as 3D). For the ﬁrst time, the mechanism by which crystal fragments
evolve is discussed and analyzed in the context on deducing back the
crack-opening history. Formation of other associated patterns such as
stretched crystals and bridges and dynamics of vein permeability are
also addressed.
1.3 Establishing synergies between
the numerical results and
experimental/ﬁeld ﬁndings
In the present dissertation, a strong emphasis is laid on the comparison
of numerical results with real world ﬁndings. In both the application
areas, the numerically simulated morphologies are in good agreement
with the those observed in experiments and nature.
For the case of non-cooperative eutectoid transformation, the experi-
mental Lamellar-Divorced transition curve (undercooling plotted against
interparticle spacing) is qualitatively reproduced using the phase-ﬁeld
approach ([6]). As the numerically simulated eutectoid transformation
that proceeds from a random arrangement of cementite particles and
grain boundary ferrite layers, both embedded in polycrystalline austenite,
nears completion, particle loops, elongated and bell-shaped morphologies
are found to evolve [8]. These characteristics bear a strong resemblance
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with those observed in divorced eutectoid microstructures obtained after
intercritical annealing.
In the geological arena, simulations of freely evolving quartz polycrystals
in liquid show a good comparison with the blocky microstructures [10].
The accepted mechanism of growth competition that sets in due to relative
misorientation of grains is also fully recovered using the present approach.
Phase-ﬁeld simulation of unitaxial vein patterns show similarities with the
ﬁeld ﬁndings (for e.g. wave-like grain boundaries [9]) that are reported
previously. In bitaxial veins, the numerically simulated stretched crystal
are shown to compare favorably with the natural examples [11]. Till
date, the viability of crystal fragments (known to co-exist with stretched
crystals) in recording the rock deformation history have been largely
ignored. The simulated fragmented trails that essentially evolve due to
growth competition (depending on relative misorientation) compare well
with the natural prototypes.

2 Background
2.1 Phase-ﬁeld modeling
and applications
Most materials, whether natural or synthesized are heterogeneous at the
mesoscale. Developing an understanding of how they form is a challenge
from an industrial as well as philosophical perspective. Many of these
materials are polycrystalline, such as metals, minerals, food, ice, snow,
cholesterol, kidney stone etc., whose properties are determined by their
microstructure [12]. Since the mechanical properties of such systems are to
a large extent determined by the phases present in their microstructures,
acquiring a precise understanding of the mechanisms that drive the phase
transformation is a great challenge for scientists, who work in this ﬁeld.
In the last few decades, the phase-ﬁeld method has shown tremendous
capabilities in accurately predicting the microstructural evolution at the
mesoscale. Typical application areas include pattern formation in physics,
materials science, geology, biology and medicine. As the present doctoral
thesis is largely inspired by the interdisciplinary research activities within
the phase-ﬁeld community, a brief literature overview summarizing the
important developments is presented.
2.1.1 Historical developments
The phase-ﬁeld approach’s popularity is due to the elegance with which
it treats moving boundary problems. The interface representing the
boundary between two mobile phases or grains is replaced with a smoothly
varying phase-ﬁeld parameter, whose change represents phase evolution.
The physics of diﬀusive and displacive mechanism are incorporated, and
creation, destruction, and merging of interfaces are handled implicitly.
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The history of phase-ﬁeld modeling dates back to a century-back era of
van der Waals [13] who modeled a liquid–gas system by means of a density
function that varies continuously at the liquid–gas interface. Much later,
Ginzburg and Landau [14] formulate a model for superconductivity using
a complex valued order parameter and its gradients. In their pioneering
work, Cahn and Hilliard [15] propose a thermodynamic formulation that
accounts for the gradients in thermodynamic properties in heterogeneous
systems with diﬀuse interfaces.
Important theoretical developments during the past decades led to the
modern use of phase ﬁeld methods in materials science. The earlier works
primarily focus on dendritic solidiﬁcation of pure and binary materials.
Langer [16] and Fix [17] were the ﬁrst to introduce a phase-ﬁeld model
for the study of ﬁrst-order phase transformation. Simultaneously, Collins
and Levine also develop a similar diﬀuse interface model [18]. Langer and
Sekerka [19] consider a diﬀuse interface model for binary alloy system
with a miscibility gap in solid solution phase. Caginalp et al. [20–24]
investigate the eﬀects of the anisotropy and the convergence of the phase-
ﬁeld equations to the conventional sharp interface models in the limit
of vanishing interface thicknesses. Penrose and Fife [25, 26] provide a
framework for deriving the phase-ﬁeld equations in a thermodynamically
consistent manner, which allowed for the modeling of non-isothermal
solidiﬁcation
In spite of the earlier developments, the application of phase-ﬁeld model
to study microstructural emerge as fascinating discipline only by 90’s.
Two types of phase-ﬁeld models exist: The ﬁrst kind of approach [27, 28]
is derived from the microscopic theory of Khachaturyan [29]. The phase-
ﬁeld variables are related to microscopic parameters, such as the local
composition and long-range order parameter ﬁelds reﬂecting crystal sym-
metry relations between coexisting phases. The model has been applied
to a variety of solid-state phase transformations (see [30] for an overview)
that involve a symmetry reduction, for example the precipitation of
an ordered intermetallic phase from a disordered matrix [31, 32] and
martensitic transformations [33, 34]. It was also applied to ferroelectric
[35, 36] and magnetic domain evolution [37] (refer to [38, 39] for a detailed
overview) and can account for the inﬂuence of elastic strain energy on the
evolution of the microstructure. A similar approach has been adopted to
study the interaction of stress, strain and dislocations with the evolving
precipitate and displacive transformations [40–42].
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In the second approach, the numerical interface width is allowed to
exceed the physical width, however, doing so result in unsolicited er-
ror that scales with the interfacial width [43]. Development of thin-
interface models is therefore, a valuable stride in this direction as they
converge to the Gibbs-Thomson relation in the limit of vanishing in-
terfacial width [44, 45]. In such models, the excessive solute trapping
that occurs due to a choice of large interfacial width can be remedied
by applying antitrapping currents [46].
Wheeler et al. [47] develop a model for studying the solidiﬁcation in binary
alloys. Kim et al. [48] show the existence of a potential excess, arising
from the variation of the grand chemical potential across the interface at
equilibrium. This model was also extended to multi-component systems
together with the incorporation of anti-trapping currents [49]. Tiaden
et al. [50] propose a solution to this problem by adopting diﬀerent
concentration ﬁelds for the solid and the liquid, connected to each other
through a partition coeﬃcient, which is a function of velocity. Cha et
al. [51] develop a model on similar lines, as the model used by Kim.
In order to circumvent this problem, some more related variational
and non-variational methods were formulated by Folch and Plapp [43,
52] for two phase eutectic solidiﬁcation, without the use of separate
concentration ﬁelds for the solid and the liquid.
Owing to a genuine requirement to address topological changes in multi-
component and multiphase systems, Steinbach et al. [53], Garcke et al.
[54] and Nestler et al. [1] develop the multiphase-ﬁeld model to study
the complex interaction of arbitrary number of phases. Tiaden et al. [50]
extend the multiphase-model of Steinbach to incorporate solute diﬀusion
into the multiphase ﬁeld approach. An important advancement in the
quantitative modeling that is built upon the multiphase-ﬁeld model of
Nestler, is the grand-chemical potential model [2], which conceptualize the
decoupling of bulk and interfacial energy contributions in the total free en-
ergy, to facilitate an increase in the length-scale of numerical simulations.
Kobayashi et al. [55, 56] and Gra´na´sy et al. [57] develop vector-valued
models in which the phase-ﬁeld parameter is coupled with an orientation
ﬁeld for representing diﬀerent crystal or grain orientations.
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2.1.2 Solidiﬁcation of pure metals and alloys
Dendrites are easily the most widely studied microstructures in the
area of solidiﬁcation in metals, polymer, ceramics and concrete. The
ﬁrst large scale simulations of thermal dendrites of snow was reported
by Kobayashi [58]. Parallel attempt was made by Wheeler et al. [59]
to quantitatively compare the morphology of the dendritic tip with
the Ivantsov solutions [60, 61]. Warren and Boettinger [62] employ a
thermodynamic consistent model to simulate solutal dendrites in Ni-Cu
alloys (Figure 2.1). The thin interface limit proposed by Karma and
Rappel [44, 45] for pure metals was extended by Losert et al. [63]. for
binary alloy, thereby, paving way for quantitative simulations. Danilov
and Nestler [64] study the dendritic to globular transition in ternary,
glass-forming Ni60 − Cu40 − xCrx alloys. The developed approach show
good agreement with experiments [65, 66].
Figure 2.1: A plot of the concentration and phase ﬁeld proﬁles for a nickel-copper
alloy. The calculation was done on a 750 × 750 grid, and then reﬂected
about the x and y axes. The colors range from red (lowest concentration)
to green (central concentrations) to blue (highest concentrations). The
dark black lines shown in the lower half of the ﬁgure are the phase ﬁeld
contours from φ = 0.1 to 0.9. The diﬀusion rate in the solid is assumed to
be 10−4 times smaller than the liquid diﬀusion rate. Reprinted from [62]
copyright (1995), with permission from Elsevier.
From an engineering perspective, eutectic alloys are useful owing to their
low melting temperature and the superior mechanical properties that
they posses by the virtue of their homogeneous microstructure. The ﬁrst
ever phase-ﬁeld model to simulate eutectic solidiﬁcation was developed
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by Karma [67]. The results of the average interface undercooling and the
minimum undercooling spacing accentuated the predictions of the classical
Jackson-Hunt theory [4]. Karma and Sarkissan [68] employ a boundary
integral method to investigate purely oscillatory and tilted states in
eutectic solidiﬁcation. A multi-component multiphase-ﬁeld technique was
employed by Nestler and Wheeler [69], for the ﬁrst time, which illustrate
diﬀerent oscillatory patterns in 2D (Figure 2.2). Kim et al. [70] and
Plapp [71] report a systematic study of the instabilities in 3D. Parisi et
al. [72] perform 3D phase-ﬁeld simulations to investigate morphological
transitions from rod to lamellar during directional solidiﬁcation (Figure
2.3).
Figure 2.2: Simulation of varicose instabilities that occur during eutectic growth
after new lamellae have been formed by nucleation. The microstructural
evolution is shown at four representative time steps. Reprinted from [69]
copyright (2000), with permission from Elsevier.
Many commercially important alloys exhibit peritectic transitions during
solidiﬁcation, Fe–C, Fe–Ni, Cu–Zn, Cu–Sn and Ti–Al being commonly
known. From the perspective of pattern formation, peritectic reactions
are known to yield diﬀerent kinds of microstructures. One of the varieties
is the engulﬁng microstructure in which, the peritectic phase grows over
the pro-peritectic phase in the form of spherical nuclei, or inﬁnite plate.
The phase-ﬁeld study of the evolution of such microstructures have been
reported by Tiaden et al. [50], Nestler and Wheeler [69] and Choudhury
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et al. [73] (Figure 2.4). The stability of other variants such as the banded
structures and those evolving by the island and coupled mechanisms have
also been examined using the phase-ﬁeld method [74].
Figure 2.3: Evolution of lamellar pattern with isolated rods (top) and rod patterns
with isolated lamellae (bottom) in symmetric model alloy, depending
upon eutectic composition. Reprinted from [72] copyright (2010), with
permission from IOP publishing.
Figure 2.4: Phase-ﬁeld simulation of the process of pro-peritectic phase engulfment in
3-D at (a) an early stage and (b) a late stage of the peritectic reaction.
Reprinted from [73] copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier.
Aluminum and copper based monotectic alloys have been intensively
investigated during last decades as possible new bearing materials [75].
Since the process of monotectic solidiﬁcation involves the interaction of
two ﬂuids of diﬀering concentration, a number of physical phenomena
resulting from the coupling of the ﬂuid properties with the diﬀusion
and capillary eﬀects inﬂuence the ﬁnal microstructure. The ﬁrst phase
ﬁeld method used for studying monotectic solidiﬁcation was reported by
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Nestler et al. [76]. Tegze et al. [77] use a Cahn-Hilliard approach that
was coupled with the Navier-Stokes equations to study the inﬂuence of
thermal Marangoni convection on the coagulation and size distribution
of droplets in Al-Bi alloys. This work, however, did not address the
monotectic reaction entirely and is limited to the study of liquid-state
phase separation. Wang et al. [78] adopt a similar approach to study
the inﬂuence of solutal Marangoni convection on the size distribution of
droplets in Fe-Sn alloys (Figure 2.5). The simulated size distributions in
presence of solutal Marangoni convection, which show a characteristic
departure from the Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) theory, compare well
with the analytical results of Ratke and Thieringer [79]. In parallel,
Wang et al. [80] also develop a new model for monotectic solidiﬁcation
to study the decomposition of the parent liquid phase into product solid
and liquid phases.
Figure 2.5: Phase separation morphologies in Fe-40 at.% Sn alloy without (left) and
with (right) solutal Marangoni convection. Reprinted from [78] copyright
(2012), with permission from American Physical Society.
A more detailed review of the above developments can be found in the
review articles of Boettinger et al. [81], Singer-Loginova and Singer [82],
Moelans et al. [83], Asta et al. [84], Provatas and Elder [85] and Nestler
and Choudhury [86].
2.1.3 Solid-state transformations
Based on kinetic considerations, the solid-state transformations can be
categorized into (a) Diﬀusion controlled and (b) Displacive [87]. The
following section provides an overview on the application of phase-ﬁeld
models to investigate solid-state transformations in steels, with a special
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focus on diﬀusive transformations. For a more general review of the solid-
state transformations in multicomponent alloys, the reader is referred to
the review article of Thornton et al. [88].
A cursory look on the available literature reveals that the austenite-
ferrite transformations is an area, which has been actively investigated
using the phase-ﬁeld method. The ﬁrst works in this area was reported
by Yeon et al. [89], who analyze the local equilibrium conditions for
Fe–Cr–Ni and para-equilibrium conditions for the Fe–C–Mn alloys. Logi-
nova et al. [90] develop a phase-ﬁeld model for binary Fe-C alloys to
investigate the transition between diﬀusion controlled and partitionless
massive transformations in 1D. In the following work, Loginova et al. [91]
incorporate an anisotropic ferrite/austenite interfacial energy function
to study the two-dimensional evolution of Widmansta¨tten ferrite in Fe–
0.22%C alloy (Figure 2.6). Yamanaka et al. [92] propose an alternative
approach to incorporate the interfacial energy anisotropy and report
a similar computational study. Recently, Yan et al. [93] investigate
the evolution of Widmansta¨tten plates by using the Kim-Kim-Suzuki’s
(KKS) and Loginova’s phase-ﬁeld models and compare the simulated plate
spacing obtained from the two diﬀerent approaches with experimental
ﬁndings, respectively.
Figure 2.6: Phase-ﬁeld simulation illustrating the evolution of Widmansta¨tten plates.
Reprinted from [91] copyright (2004), with permission from Elsevier.
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Nakajima et al. [94] report a phase-ﬁeld study of the cooperative growth
mode during the pearlitic transformation in Fe-C alloys. Although,
the simulated growth rates (at diﬀerent interlamellar spacings) of the
pearlitic lamellae show a reasonable agreement with the Zener-Hillert
theory [95, 96], which excludes the diﬀusion in growing phase as well along
the transformation front, suﬃcient closure with the experimental ﬁndings
could not established. Steinbach and Apel [97] extend their previous study
by incorporating the eﬀects of lattice strain on the pearlitic transformation
(Figure 2.7). However, Pandit and Bhadeshia [98, 99] have been critical
of such eﬀorts and assert that the pearlitic transformation proceeds by a
re-constructive mechanism.
Figure 2.7: Snapshot of the tip region as calculated for the staggered growth mode.
Left: Hydrostatic stress. The austenite around the cementite tip is under
large expansion, caused by the lattice match to cementite. A large part of
the expansion is compensated by enrichment of carbon. Therefore elastic
stress is limited to 90 MPa. The iso-line divides compressive (middle) from
tensile stress. Right: Carbon distribution around the cementite tip. The
carbon enrichment is mainly due to the expansion of the austenite lattice.
The concentration reaches its maximum at 6 at.% in austenite. Reprinted
from [97] copyright (2007), with permission from Elsevier.
In view of such criticisms, Ankit et al. [5] recently investigate the
lamellar growth of pearlite in the volume-diﬀusion controlled regime by
comparing the results of an extended Jackson-Hunt analysis that accounts
for the diﬀusion of solute in all phases, with the numerical ﬁndings. In
the following work [6], diﬀusion along the transformation front was
incorporated and the new model was used to study non-cooperative
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evolution of the ferrite/austenite front that results in a product phase
typically known as the divorced eutectoid. Both these works are discussed
in detail, in the following chapters.
Figure 2.8: Predicted 3D microstructure evolution for 0.4 K/s using the initial
tetrakaidecahedron conﬁguration; ferrite shown in red and interfaces
in green. Reprinted from [105] copyright (2006), with permission
from Elsevier.
Microalloying small amount of elements (0.05 to 0.15%) in steel, such
as Nb, V, Ti, Mo, Zr, B and rare-earth metals, facilitate precipitation
hardening and grain reﬁnement [100]. Mecozzi et al. [101–103] report
2D phase-ﬁeld studies to describe continuous cooling transformation
kinetics in low-carbon steels including a Nb microalloyed grade. These
ﬁndings replicate the mixed-mode characteristics of the austenite to
ferrite decomposition as reported by Sietsma and Zwaag [104]. First 3D
investigation of the austenite-ferrite transformation during continuous
cooling in 0.1 wt.%C–0.49 wt.%Mn alloys was reported by Militzer et al.
[105] (Figure 2.8).
In comparison to the austenite-ferrite transformation, phase-ﬁeld studies
of the reverse transformation i.e. austenite formation has not been as
frequently reported. Thiessen et al. [106, 107] employ a phase-ﬁeld model
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in 2D to investigate the austenite formation from a mixture of ferrite-
pearlite and ferrite-martensite structures during heat treatment cycles.
However, the developed model has a drawback that the pearlite is treated
as a supersaturated ferrite and the pearlitic lamellae are not resolved.
Savran [108] build upon this earlier work and attempted preliminary
simulations of intercritical austenite formation. Azizi-Alizamini and
Militzer [109, 110] simulate austenite formation in the Fe–C system using
ultra-ﬁne ferrite–cementite aggregates, pearlite and ferrite–pearlite as
the initial microstructures. More recently, Rudnizki et al. [111] use the
pseudo-phase approximation to model pearlite to austenite decomposition
in 2D, using the multiphase-ﬁeld approach. In spite of the reported
advancements in computational modeling of austenite formation, the
modeling eﬀorts in this direction are still at a nascent stage and therefore,
need to be developed further.
The phase-ﬁeld models have been extensively used to simulate static and
dynamic recrystallization [112–115], normal and abnormal grain growth
[116–120] and the inﬂuence of particle pinning [121–123]. Recently, the
approach has been extended to model austenite grain growth in the
heat-aﬀected zone of a Nb–Ti microalloyed low-carbon steel [124]. In
the following work, it is also demonstrated that 2D and 3D simulations
essentially yield the same result provided the eﬀective mobility in the 3D
simulations is a factor 0.7 smaller than in the 2D simulations [125].
The ﬁrst eﬀorts to numerically simulate the evolution of martensitic
microstructures were made by Khachaturyan [29] and his co-workers
[33, 34, 126, 127]. Numerous contributions in this area have been made,
notably by Bhattacharya [128], Saxena and co-workers [129, 130] and
Levitas and co-workers [131–134], In spite of these well reported develop-
ments which are nicely summarized in the review article of Mamivand et
al. [135], phase-ﬁeld modeling of martensitic microstructures in steel be-
gan to be actively discussed only in the last 3-4 years. Recent progresses
in this area have been reported in the series of articles of Yeddu, Malik
and co-workers [136–146]. (Figure 2.9).
2.1.4 Polymers and liquid crystals
In the area of polymer science, the well known Cahn-Hilliard approach
[15] coupled with the ﬂuid ﬂow has been applied to study the inﬂuence of
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external agents [147, 148] and boundary conditions ([149] and references
therein) on the characteristics of phase separation. Phase-ﬁeld approach
to model the evolution of spherulites that are formed by quenching liquids
into crystalline solids, is described by Gra´na´sy et al. [150] (Figure 2.10).
Figure 2.9: Temporal evolution (a-f) of martensite in 3D with clamped boundary con-
ditions. The colors in the domains show three diﬀerent orientation variants
of martensite. The colors in the boundary represent diﬀerent crystals.
Reprinted from [139] copyright (2012), with permission from Elsevier.
Figure 2.10: Nucleation and growth of polycrystalline spherulites in the phase-ﬁeld
theory. Left: concentration map, Right: orientation map. Reprinted from
[150] copyright (2005), with permission from American Physical Society.
The molecules of the nematic phase in liquid crystals are locally ori-
ented, resulting in anisotropic viscosity and interfacial energy. Folch
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et al. [151] develop a phase-ﬁeld model to study the viscous ﬁngering
in nematic liquid crystals. Oates et al. [152] report a phase-ﬁeld ap-
proach to study the evolution of domain structure in nematic phase
liquid crystal elastomers. Recently, Yang et al. [153] derive a phase-ﬁeld
model to explore the inﬂuence of distortional elasticity and nematic
anchoring at the liquid crystal-air interface and how they modify the
capillary instability (Figure 2.11). The above developments demon-
strate the capability of phase-ﬁeld method as a valuable alternative to
study the non-linear dynamics in liquid crystals, which are otherwise
predominately investigated using molecular simulations.
Figure 2.11: Snapshots of the leaking liquid crystal faucet into a viscous, slightly
less dense, ﬂuid, at representative time-steps with Ericksen number and
anchoring energy strength equal to 1 and 0 respectively. Reprinted from
[153] copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier.
2.1.5 Biological applications
In the last few years, there has been a surge in the application of phase-
ﬁeld models to address the problems beyond the realms of typical areas of
study, where topological changes at the mesoscale is of primary interest.
In the biological arena, the phase-ﬁeld models have been applied to study
the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic and mechanical forces on the domain
separation in vesicles, such as the red blood cells. The primary objective in
this area has been to study the phenomena of microscopic vesicle dynamics.
Du et al. [154] compute the equilibrium conﬁgurations (volume preserved)
of a vesicle membrane under elastic bending energy. Biben et al. [155, 156]
extend this work by incorporating hydrodynamic ﬂow. The phase-ﬁeld
studies provide deeper insights into the blood circulation physiology and
rheology as the red blood cells have a tendency to tumble if diluted with
plasma. Wang and Du [157] and Lowengrub et al. [158] extend the
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phase-ﬁeld approach to study the dynamics of multicomponent vesicles.
Recently, Peco et al. [159] propose an adaptive–Lagrangian–meshfree
technique for phase-ﬁeld modeling of biomembranes (Figure 2.12).
Figure 2.12: Relaxation dynamics of a constant area vesicle under combined vol-
ume decrease and spontaneous curvature increase. Reprinted from [159]
copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier.
A tumor is a complex system with a variety of diﬀerent mechanisms
relevant to its growth. The proliferation of solid tumor is essentially a
moving boundary problem, where the diﬀerent constituents in the system
organize themselves in diﬀerent phases. The phase-ﬁeld models have been
used to capture relevant features of the angiogenesis (birth of new blood
cells) dynamics which provide insights into the parameters controlling
the ﬁnal capillary network morphology and explain the mechanisms that
inﬂuence the capillary formation in living organisms [160, 161]. These
developments in the numerical approach are summarized in a recent
review article by Travasso et al. [162]. It is worth noting that in all such
phase-ﬁeld models, the endothelial cells are treated as discrete agents,
which implicitly assumes their movement to be driven by chemotaxis
(chemical stimulus). Recently, Vilanova et al. [163] develop a new
approach, which considers the migration of the tip endothelial cells as a
stochastic process and introduces it as a biased circular random walk.
Cardiac arrhythmia (also known as irregular heartbeat) is a group of
conditions in which, the electrical activity of the heart is irregular. The
numerical modeling of wave propagation in heart geometries has emerged
as an exciting discipline. From the modeling perspective, the challenge
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essentially lies in accurately describing the electro-physiological properties
of the heart and a precise implementation of the geometrical structure and
ﬁber orientation within the tissue (networks of cardiac cells). The phase-
ﬁeld approach considers the boundaries between the heart muscle and the
surrounding medium as a spatially diﬀuse interface of ﬁnite thickness [164].
The recent studies have focused on elucidating the origin of spatiotemporal
patterns of period doubling oscillations of calcium and voltage signals in
cardiac cells and tissue which lead to the irregular heartbeat. The review
article of Karma [165] summarizes the role of phase-ﬁeld approach in
advancing the understanding of heart rhythm disorders such as ventricular
tachycardia and ventricular ﬁbrillation, which are the leading causes of
morbidity and mortality in the present era of industrialization.
Figure 2.13: Example simulations of a spiral wave in the anatomical model of the
human atria. Reprinted from [164] copyright (2005), with permission
from AIP publishing.
Finally, the phase-ﬁeld models have also been applied to explore
the morphological transitions associated with defects and deforma-
tion [166], electrodeposition of metals [167], colloids [168, 169] and
irradiated materials [170].
2.2 Numerical modeling of vein growth
Veins are sub-planar discontinuities in the Earth’s crust, containing
minerals which precipitate from a super-saturated solution in a fracture
[218]. They provide a wealth of information on growth conditions in a
fracture which ranges from euhedral growth in open space to elongate-
blocky to ﬁbrous growth formed in syntectonic rock microstructures (e.g.
[219, 220]) (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14: (a) Thin section image of quartz growing upwards from microcrystalline
quartz substrate under crossed polarizers. (b) Same image in crossed
polarizers and lambda plate. Blue colored crystals indicate NE-SW
trending c-axis orientations and yellow colored crystals NW-SE c-axis
orientations. Multiple colors on the upper part of the image highlight
diﬀerent crystallographic orientations. During ongoing growth, blue colors
prevail. (c) Thin section image of quartz crystals by multiple crack seal
increments. Vertically elongated crystals are aligned along a horizontal
line. Blue colored crystals indicate N-S trending c-axis orientations and
yellow colored crystals W-E orientation. Note that in comparison to (a)
and (b), more crystallographic orientations prevail indicated by diﬀerent
birefringence colors of the individual quartz crystals. Image in crossed
polarizers and lambda plate.
The elongate and ﬁbrous morphologies are quite diﬀerent from what
is formed if the same mineral grows in an open ﬂuid. These unusual
microstructures have been long known. Taber [221] and Mu¨gge [222]
explained their formation by proposing crystal growth, which keeps track
with syntectonic opening. Often, fracture cements with ﬂuid inclusion
bands aligned sub-parallel to the fracture wall suggest that they formed
by repeated fracturing and sealing increments. This crack-seal mechanism
[223–226] provides a boundary condition, which suppresses the growth
competition and allows growth of elongate crystals. At higher meta-
morphic conditions, a lens shaped geometry forms due to an irreversible
deformation of the host rock and a crack parallel shortening induced by
to stress relaxation Nu¨chter and Sto¨ckhert [227, 228]. These authors thus
favored the term cavity sealing. The importance of cements to occlude
and stiﬀen fractures was highlighted in several studies [229–231].
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There is an extensive literature describing and analyzing natural vein
microstructures (Hilgers and Urai [233, 234], van Noten et al. [235]
and many more). Experimental simulation of crystal growth in veins
[233, 234, 236–239] has provided a basis for comparison with natural
veins in addition to the numerical simulations.


(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.15: Polarized microscope images of the typical microstructures studied in
this thesis, from very low grade metamorphic siltstones of the Variscan
of the Ardennes and Eifel (Rursee and Cielle outcrops). (a) overview
image showing bundles of crack-seal antitaxial veins in siltstone, with
many inclusion bands and stretched crystals in plane polarized light. (b)
Stretched crystals with typical radiator morphology and solid inclusion
trails, yellow line indicates vein boundary. (c) stretched crystals with
smooth boundaries alternating with crystals with irregular boundaries.
(d) stretched crystals with irregular boundaries developing into trails of
separate grains, at least in thin section. b,c and d are taken with crossed
polarizers and the gypsum plate.
Simulation of unitaxial (one-sided) growth to produce antitaxial veins
by Urai et al. [218] shows similarities with natural microstructures and
explains the mechanism of curved ﬁbre growth. Subsequent numerical
modeling using front-tracking methods [240–242] have explored growth
where the crystals can partially seal the crack before the next cracking
event, developing facets during the process of partial growth competition.
More recent studies using phase ﬁeld methods [9] have for the ﬁrst time
simulated this process in 3D, showing that the principles developed in
2D simulation essentially hold in 3D.
Bitaxial (from both sides) crack seal growth, where a crack is ﬁlled by
the same phase as the wall rock (producing quartz veins in quartzite
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and calcite veins in limestone), is by far the most common vein forming
process in the Earth’s crust, with unitaxial veins typically composed of
calcite in claystones. Therefore, it is surprising that very few simulations
of this process have been done to date. This can be partially attributed
to the numerical issues experienced on using front-tracking algorithms,
for simulating bitaxial sealing.
For a more detailed description of the terminologies pertaining to vein
growth, the reader is referred to chapter 3.
Because of this increased complexity, bitaxial vein microstructures can be
expected to be more complex than unitaxial. To illustrate some aspects of
syntaxial quartz veins in very low grade metamorphic quartzites [226, 235],
I present typical microstructures in Figure 2.15. The numerous delocalized
microcracks produce veins with many host rock inclusion bands and ﬂuid
inclusion trails, and stretched crystal microstructures with frequently
jagged grain boundaries (called radiator structures). In some cases, series
of isolated grains (in 2D) in trails parallel to the stretched crystals is also
present. More details of these microstructures can be obtained by CL
imaging which I expect would show numerous healed fractures, and by
analysis of ﬂuid inclusions, stable isotopes etc.
2.2.1 Front-tracking models
Cox and Etheridge [171] and Urai et al. [218] propose a kinematic model
for crystal growth in crack seal veins and show the importance of the wall-
rock morphology for the resulting vein microstructure. According to this
model, if the crystals have already sealed the space available before the
next crack event, the facets are lost and they assume the morphology of
the rough vein wall interface. If opening increments are suﬃciently small,
the crystals cannot develop crystal facets and therefore, grow isotropically.
An important conclusion of this model is that the crystal growth kinetics
is eﬀectively isotropic if the crack surface is suﬃciently rough and crack
opening rate is smaller as compared to rate of crystal growth front. As
a step to implement crystal anisotropy in 2D, an eﬃcient numerical
program Vein Growth is developed by Bons [240] which is further utilized
to simulate the anisotropic growth of crystals under complex boundary
conditions. Simulations with Vein Growth produce ﬁbrous crystals with
the potential to track the opening trajectory of the crack when the
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wall morphology is rough and the average opening velocity is smaller
(Figure 2.17) than the growth velocity of the crystals [172, 237, 241]. A
2D simulation program FACET is separately developed by Zhang and
Adams [173] to study the growth of polycrystal based on deposition ﬂux
of atoms. Nollet et al. [237] use the algorithms Vein Growth and FACET
to study crystal growth competition leading to orientation selection and
transition from blocky to ﬁbrous morphology during crack-seal growth.
Figure 2.16: Kinematic simulation of syntaxial crack-seal vein developed by delocalized
cracking. Numbers refer to successive crack-seal events, dashed lines
mark the sites of each seal and legend shows material added during the
corresponding seal event. Reprinted from [218] copyright (1991), with
permission from Elsevier.
Figure 2.17: Numerical simulations with oblique opening trajectories in Vein Growth.
(a) Oblique opening in small increments (5 pixels lateral oﬀset). (b)
Oblique opening in larger increments (13 pixels lateral oﬀset). Fibres
track the opening trajectory only when the opening increments are
suﬃciently small. Reprinted from [237] copyright (2005), with permission
from Elsevier.
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The numerical programs Vein Growth and FACET suﬀer from geomet-
ric restrictions and are vulnerable to inaccuracies at triple/quadruple
crystal junctions. The artifacts of the algorithm Vein Growth namely
‘Crystal terminations’ and ‘Long-distance eﬀects’ cause the euhedral
angles between facets at crystal terminations to depart from an angle
corresponding to the equilibrium shape and the eﬀect of non-neighboring
crystals on growth process respectively. Further, the method advocates
the switching of the numerical program to FACET in order to produce
crystallographically correct facets that develop during free growth of
crystals. However, the switching of numerical program induces new com-
plications; the complete sealing of the crack can no longer be simulated
correctly. Besides, the algorithm FACET is not capable of generating the
crystal facets from a randomly shaped nucleus and implicitly assumes the
presence of crystallographically correct facets prior to the growth process.
These aspects are addressed in great detail by Nollet et al. [242].
2.2.2 Cellular-automaton-type
model (Prism2D)
Lander et al. [231] developed a simulation algorithm (Prism2D) to in-
corporate the anisotropy in quartz growth kinetics into a calibrated
cellular-automaton-type model. The numerical simulations showed how
for small wall rock grains, initial overgrowth develop euhedral termina-
tions and the growth competition is controlled by slow-growing crystal
facets. When the host rock is coarse grained, initial epitaxial growth
until the formation of euhedral facets is more important. Such results
are currently implemented into novel reservoir quality prediction codes
for porous siliciclastic reservoir rocks [174].
Figure 2.18: Temporal evolution of metamorphic vein textures that use the same host
rock properties and initial fracture position. “Elongate blocky” vein
texture develops in this opening- mode fracture by the passive growth
of quartz into the fracture void. Reprinted from [176] copyright (2014),
with permission from the Geological Society of America.
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This model was also used to numerically simulate dolomite growth within
dolostone fractures [175]. Recently, Lander and Laubach [176] investi-
gated the inﬂuence of quartz growth and crack opening rates on the
evolving vein morphologies such as bridges, rinds and massively sealed
structures. The results compare quite well with the microstructures in
partially sealed quartz veins with bridges, as shown by CL microscopy,
and also compare favorably with earlier simulations of stretched and
elongate blocky textures in quartz veins reported by Urai et al. [218]
and Bons et al. [220].
2.2.3 Diﬀuse interface model
Despite the above achievements of the front-tracking as well as cellular-
automaton-type models, their applications have been limited to 2D. In
the present context, I emphasize that the curvature of grain boundaries as
well as the grain-liquid surfaces is an important factor which governs the
morphological evolution of crystal growth patterns in veins. Since these
curvatures are diﬀerent in 3D as compared to 2D, the underlying physics
of this complex evolution can be interpreted in a physically suﬃcient
manner by methods capable of capturing the growth characteristics and
dynamics in full 3D space. Moreover, it is also important to account for
a statistically higher number of grains to establish the relevance of the
simulated results. Therefore, the present numerical techniques need to
be extended to 3D for a meaningful comparison with experimental data.
However, such an extension, all though desirable, turns out to be a non-
trivial task, as the computational requirements needed to carry out the
numerical simulations increase dramatically with the number of spatial
dimensions. The phase-ﬁeld method, long established in the material
science community, is a stand-out approach to describe microstructural
evolution during phase transitions for e.g. solidiﬁcation, spinodal de-
composition etc. [30, 82, 86, 88] The phase-ﬁeld method’s popularity in
modeling material processes is due to the elegance with which it treats
moving boundary problems by obviating the necessity to explicitly track
the interfaces. Thus it can overcome many of the problems suﬀered by
earlier models such as the Vein Growth and FACET. The model equations
are derived on the basis of general thermodynamic and kinetic principles
and contain a number of phenomenological parameters related to the
physical properties of the material. These parameters are determined
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based on experimental and theoretical information. Diﬀerent thermody-
namic driving forces for microstructure evolution, such as chemical bulk
free energy, interfacial energy, elastic strain energy and diﬀerent transport
processes, such as mass diﬀusion and advection, can be coupled and the
eﬀect on the over all evolution process can be studied simultaneously.
Figure 2.19: (a-d) 3D phase-ﬁeld simulation of fracture sealing (quartz surface in
fracture rendered according to surface normal). Reprinted from [183]
copyright (2015), with permission from John Wiley and sons.
Hubert et al. [178] introduce a phase-ﬁeld model to study sealing in
fractures, which uses a non-faceted anisotropy for the interfacial energy.
However, such smooth continuous functions have two limitations, if
utilized to simulate the evolution of crystals with ﬂat facets and sharp
corners [179]. First, sharp corners that arise due to missing orientations in
the equilibrium shape are related to the non-convexity of the parametric
inverse interfacial energy plot. This leads to ill-posed phase-ﬁeld equations
for these orientations, which have to be regularized [180]. The second
problem is that ideal straight facets require sharp cusp-like minima in the
interfacial energy. The non-diﬀerentiability at cusps result in undeﬁned
equilibrium and motion equations, for interfaces having the orientation of
a facet. Eggleston et al. [180], Fleck et al. [181] and Selzer [182] present
a computationally eﬃcient implementation of the phase-ﬁeld models that
account for arbitrary crystal symmetries with curved facets and high angle
rotations of crystalline axes. Ankit et al. [9, 10] show the importance of
adopting a general thermodynamically consistent approach in modeling
the evolution of fracture cement microstructures by considering faceted-
type anisotropy formulations of the interfacial energy function to simulate
crystals with ﬂat facets and sharp corners. Wendler et al. [183] present
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phase ﬁeld simulations of the epitaxial growth of quartz in hydrothermal
veins (Figure 2.19), in a study of one-step sealing (without crack-seal),
comparing their results with those of hydrothermal experiments.

Part II
Research objectives
and methods

3 Objectives of this work
Scientiﬁc objectives presented in this chapter are published in parts
in [5–11].
The present thesis serve dual objectives:
1. Investigation of the pattern formation processes by assuming
isotropic interfacial energy. In order to achieve this objective,
eutectoid transformation in Fe-C steels is considered as an example.
The overall idea is to demonstrate the richness in microstructural
pattern formation in steels, although the anisotropy in interfacial
energy has not been considered.
2. Investigation of the pattern formation processes by assuming faceted
(strong) anisotropy in the interfacial energy. The process of poly-
crystalline evolution in geological veins is considered as an exemplar.
In particular, the objective is to decompose the inﬂuence of vari-
ous boundary conditions on vein textures. Two distinct minerals,
namely alum and quartz are considered in order to gain insights
into the natural pattern formation in rocky veins.
3.1 Pattern formation during eutectoid
transformation in Fe-C steels
3.1.1 Cooperative growth: Pearlite
The mechanisms of microstructural evolution during eutectoid transforma-
tion in steel has been a topic of theoretical and experimental investigation
since inception of steel as a structural material. The eutectoid trans-
formation involves the formation of a pearlite colony which appears as
alternate lamellae of ferrite and cementite phases, that grow as a common
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front with the austenite. Cementite is the carbon rich phase whereas the
carbon solubility in ferrite is relatively lower [184–186].
The two principal mechanisms of eutectoid reaction, i.e. austenite to
pearlite phase transformation, cited in the literature are volume diﬀusion
and grain boundary diﬀusion. The former suggests the volume diﬀusion of
carbon ahead of the phase interface, while the latter emphasizes the role of
grain boundary diﬀusion as the rate controlling step. The pioneering work
of Zener [187], Hillert [96] and Tiller [188] on pearlite formation explains
the relation between the lamellar spacing and undercooling during the
phase transformation. In spite of making a generous eﬀort to explain
the phenomenology of pearlitic transformation, the classical Zener-Hillert
model shows large deviations from the experimentally measured lamellar
growth velocities. The model assumes no diﬀusion in the ferrite phase
whilst considering diﬀusion in austenite phase (only). This would be a
reasonable assumption in case of eutectic solidiﬁcation problem, where
the diﬀusivity in solid is lower than the diﬀusivity in liquid (bulk phase)
by a factor of 1000. However, in a solid state phase transformation like the
eutectoid reaction, the diﬀusivity in austenite (bulk phase) is comparable
to the ferrite. Thus, it is reasonable to expect some disagreement between
experimentally-obtained velocities with corresponding values derived from
the Zener-Hillert co-operative growth model.
Jackson and Hunt [4] adapt the Zener-Hillert model for investigating
directional solidiﬁcation in eutectics with a constant velocity of growth
front, which broadly falls in the same class of moving boundary problem
as the eutectoid transformation. Recently, Nakajima et. al [94] use the
multi phase-ﬁeld method to simulate the co-operative pearlite growth
by accounting for diﬀusion in the ferrite as well as the austenite phase.
They predict a successive process of diﬀusion in ferrite and growth of
cementite from the ferrite, resulting in an increase of the kinetics of
pearlitic transformation by a factor of four as compared to growth from
austenite exclusively. The simulated cementite lamella is found to be
tapered and exhibits a conical morphology. This is interpreted as an eﬀect
of diﬀusion in ferrite. Steinbach and Plapp [189] claim an overlap of phase-
ﬁeld results with Hillert’s model in absence of diﬀusion in ferrite. Further,
they couple a stress-driven diﬀusion ﬁeld to the phase ﬁeld and study
the eﬀect of transformation strains. However, Pandit and Bhadeshia [98]
argue that pearlite forms by reconstructive transformation, in which case,
transformation strains should not be signiﬁcant. They also emphasize
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the need to consider both the mechanisms, volume as well as interfacial
diﬀusion, simultaneously for an overlap with experimental ﬁndings.
In chapter 5, I extend the previous work on Jackson-Hunt (JH) analysis
of ternary eutectic alloys [205] to study the eutectoid transformation.
The main question which I address is: Can a JH type analysis (previously
done for eutectics) be extended to predict lamellar growth velocities of
pearlite by accounting for diﬀusion in austenite as well as ferrite? In
order to answer this question, I ﬁrst extend the JH analysis for eutectics
by accounting for diﬀusion in austenite as well as ferrite. Then I analyze
the case of stable lamellar coupled growth and derive the expressions
for lamellar growth velocity as a function of undercooling and lamellar
spacing. This is followed by comparison of analytical prediction with the
numerical results of a thermodynamically consistent phase-ﬁeld model.
3.1.2 Non-cooperative growth:
Divorced eutectoid
The eutectoid transformation in steel involves the decomposition of the
parent austenite (γ) into two product phases, ferrite (α-Fe) and cementite
(θ-Fe3C). When both the product phases, evolve cooperatively, sharing a
common growth front with austenite, the morphology of the resulting
product is lamellar, popularly known as pearlite [5, 96, 184, 187]. On
the contrary, under a given set of conditions (low undercooling and
small inter-particle spacing of pre-existing cementite), the α/γ advancing
transformation front begins to pull-away from cementite, leading to the
formation of a divorced eutectoid. Hillert et al. [184] establish that a
pearlitic colony comprises of inter-penetrating bi-crystals of ferrite and
cementite phases. Steels with a fully pearlitic microstructure (0.8 wt.%
C), ﬁnd extensive application in the manufacture of ropes, where high
tensile strength is desirable.
Manufacture of a signiﬁcant proportion of engineering components, ob-
ligate the use of steels with low hardness and good machinability (for
e.g. in ball-bearings [190]). Two, well-known spheroidizing annealing
heat treatment cycles, that are adopted to soften the pearlite, prior to
machining, are shown in Figure 3.1. The sub-critical annealing involve
the spheroidization of the ﬁne pearlite, by holding the hypoeutectoid steel
isothermally, just below the A1 temperature, as shown in Figure 3.1(a).
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The driving force for morphological transition is the reduction in θ/α
interfacial area. For softening hypereutectoid steels, intercritical anneal-
ing [Figure 3.1(b)] is a more economical method (see [190] and references
therein). The steel is fully austenised, such that a small amount of ce-
mentite particles remain undissolved, and then held below A1 to generate
a spheroidized transformation product (cementite particles embedded
in ferritic phase), popularly known as divorced eutectoid microstructure,
which is much softer than the lamellar counterpart i.e. pearlite [Figure
3.2(a)]. Experimental studies indicate that the presence of pre-existing
cementite particles in the parent austenitic matrix results in the non-
cooperation between the ferrite and cementite phases [191–193] and yields
divorced eutectoid as the ﬁnal transformation product [Figure 3.2(b)].
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Figure 3.1: Typical spheroidizing annealing heat treatment cycles [194]. (a) Sub-
critical annealing is carried out slightly below the A1 temperature and
does not involve the formation of austenite. (b) Inter-critical annealing
involves heating the hypereutectoid steel to fully austenise it, with a
small amount of cementite remaining undissolved and then, holding it
just below A1 temperature. The ﬁnal transformation product is known
as the divorced eutectoid. The divorced eutectoid transformation, that is
numerically simulated in the present work (for three diﬀerent undercoolings,
ΔT ), is shown by the colored (thick) line.
The history of divorced eutectoid dates back to the time of Honda
and Saito [195], who report the morphological dependence of the ﬁnal-
transformed product (lamellar to completely spheroidized) on the austenis-
ing temperature. Oyama et al. [191] describe a heat treatment schedule,
that is adopted for spheroidizing a microstructure, comprising of a mix-
ture of pearlite and proeutectoid cementite. Verhoeven and Gibson [196]
develop a theoretical framework (for binary Fe-C alloy) to establish the
criteria, that governs the transition from lamellar to divorced eutectoid
morphology. Luzginova et. al [197] study the inﬂuence of chromium
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concentration on the formation of divorced pearlite in a hypereutectoid
steel. Pandit and Bhadeshia [99] amend the earlier theory of lamellar to
divorced eutectoid transition, by accounting for the diﬀusion of carbon
along the transformation front.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Cooperative and non-cooperative growth regimes are observed during
eutectoid transformation in Fe-0.92C-0.66Si-1.58Mn-1.58Cr-0.12Ni-0.05Mo-
0.178Cu (wt. %) alloy. Samples are austenised at 870 ◦C for 2.5 hours
and held for ∼ 65 minutes below the eutectoid temperature (at T1 and
T2). These are ﬁnally quenched to ambient temperature. (a) Lamellar
and (b) divorced eutectoid morphologies are obtained for T1 = 710 ◦C
and T2 = 705 ◦C, respectively (private communication with Z.X. Yin and
H.K.D.H. Bhadeshia).
It is apparent from the brief literature survey, that much of the in-
vestigation of divorced eutectoid transformation is primarily limited to
experimental and theoretical studies. They delineate the basic concept
of the evolution mechanism, but unable to provide the ﬁner details re-
quired for tailoring the microstructure to achieve the desired properties
(e.g. better machinability). Therefore, a theoretical understanding of
the complex evolution pathways during the divorced eutectoid transfor-
mation is paramount to comprehend the ﬁnal microstructure, which is
indispensable from a technological point of view.
In view of establishing a synergy between theoretical and experimental
studies concerning the eutectoid transformation, the phase-ﬁeld method
holds great promise in terms of the ability to describe the interface evo-
lution in the diﬀusion length scale. In chapter 6, I use a multiphase-ﬁeld
model (explained in chapter 4) to scrutinize (and amend) the existing the-
ory by providing an in-depth understanding of the carbon redistribution
mechanism, which has profound implications in eventual optimization of
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the process control parameters related to heat treatment of steel. Based
on the insights from numerical simulations, my further intention is to
depict the interplay between two important parameters – (a) spacing
between the pre-existing cementite particles and (b) undercooling, which
can result in diﬀerent eutectoid morphologies.
The theoretical basis reported earlier [99, 196] as well as the numerical
results in chapter 6 are primarily limited to the case of symmetric ar-
rangement of preexisting θ particles, (Figure 3.3(a)). In this regard, a
typical approach has been to generalize the transformation mechanism
on the basis of simpliﬁed theories (limited to symmetric conﬁguration,
as shown in Figure 3.3(a)) and thereby, elucidate the complex carbon
redistribution pathways in the experimental microstructures, where the
transformation proceeds from a preexisting random arrangement of θ par-
ticles, as shown in Figure 3.3(b). It is worth mentioning that the inﬂuence
of curvature-driven coarsening is more pronounced, as the transformation
proceeds from a random spatial arrangement of θ particles. In the present
article, I aim to bridge this gap in understanding by reporting a detailed
parametric study of the non-cooperative eutectoid transformation, which
proceeds from random arrangement of preexisting θ particles.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagrams showing the arrangement of preexisting cementite
(θ) particles. (a) Particles are in symmetric position – arranged in rows
parallel to the α/γ growth front. The centers of the particles in two
consecutive rows lie on a straight line (dashed line) perpendicular to the
growth front and maintain the same interparticle spacing λ (for more than
two rows of particles). (b) Particles are in random position – the centers
of the particles do not necessarily lie on straight lines perpendicular to the
growth front and the interparticle spacings are variable.
In chapter 7, I analyze the inﬂuence of coarsening by introducing a
third preexisting θ particle at a symmetric position (refer to Figure
3.3(a)). Changes in carbon redistribution mechanism, which arise due
to introduction of the new particle is of particular interest. Next, I
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relax the assumption of a preexisting symmetric arrangement and study
microstructural evolution characteristics as the transformation proceeds
from a random distribution of θ particles. Due to overlapping concen-
tration ﬁelds of the preexisting particles, which essentially depends on
their relative arrangement, a competition between the various carbon
redistribution mechanisms is anticipated, as the α/γ transformation front
temporally evolves. Various theories have been proposed in the past to
explain the occurrence of a bimodal θ size distribution in the transformed
microstructure [197, 213, 214]. In view of interesting experimental ﬁnd-
ings, I numerically simulate and analyze the complex microstructural
evolution starting from diﬀerent preexisting arrangements of θ particles
at various undercoolings and thereby, propose a general mechanism which
result in a bimodal (or multimodal) distribution of θ particles.
In the ﬁnal chapter of Part III (chapter 8), I study how the preexist-
ing spatial arrangement of θ particles inﬂuences the evolution of α/γ
transformation front (non-cooperative or otherwise). To begin with, I
analyze the coarsening regime in detail, starting from an asymmetric
conﬁguration of preexisting θ particles. Next, I investigate the inﬂuence
of prior γ grain boundaries and morphology of preexisting α layers on
the temporal evolution of divorced eutectoid microstructure. Finally, by
qualitatively comparing the simulated θ morphologies with those observed
in experimental microstructure, I deduce the mechanisms by which mixed
morphologies (spheroidal as well as non-spheroidal) evolve.
3.2 Pattern formation in
geological veins
The evolution of veins is of importance in many ﬁelds of applied and
basic earth science, because of the associated large changes in trans-
port properties and rock strength. A range of microscale processes
have been identiﬁed, which depend on parameters such as the degree
of supersaturation, rates of transport by diﬀusion and advection, epi-
taxial and anisotropic crystal growth, local rates of deformation, and
the relative strengths of the wall rocks and vein minerals [232]. There-
fore, it is not surprising that the process of vein formation in deformed
rocks is complex.
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Growth of crack-seal veins can take place in two diﬀerent kinematics. In
unitaxial veins, epitaxial crystal growth takes place on the vein ﬁll only,
towards the wall rock, and thus on only one side of the crack. In bitaxial
veins, crystals grow on the wall rock or fractured vein material, on both
sides of the crack. Which of the two mechanisms will operate depends
mainly on material contrast between wall rock and vein material. This
determines the local mechanical properties and thus, the site of renewed
cracking, together with the locations of epitaxial growth sites. These two
fundamental types, combined with localized or delocalized cracking, and
diﬀerent rates of anisotropic crystal growth versus opening rate, produce
a wide range of microstructures called ﬁbrous, elongate-blocky, stretched
crystal, ataxial, etc.
One essential aspect of the repetitive crack-seal process is that after
each cracking event, the crystal surfaces developed are rough, grow
isotropically until facets form, continue to grow until the crack is sealed
and a new rough surface is produced by the next cracking event. The
diﬀerence between unitaxial and bitaxial growth is that in the ﬁrst case,
the template against which, the crystals grow is invariant, and in the
second case, it evolves.
One-sided (unitaxial)
Free growth
Antitaxial crack-sealing
Two-sided (bitaxial)
Mineral A
Liquid
Liquid
Mineral A
Wall rock
Figure 3.4: Diagram illustrating free growth, antitaxial and bitaxial crack-sealing
in veins.
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3.2.1 Free growth in open cavity
In chapter 9, I use a thermodynamically consistent multiphase-ﬁeld model
(described in chapter 4) to extend the 2D numerical studies of vein growth
to 3D. Here, I present the speciﬁc formulation of the multiphase-ﬁeld
model for alum and quartz growth by considering anisotropy of the surface
energy to produce ﬂat facets and sharp corners. I also brieﬂy discuss
about the computational optimization technique used to make large-scale
studies feasible in the present simulations. The phase-ﬁeld model is
used to simulate and analyze the kinematic properties of the anisotropic
growth competition in polycrystal, arising due to mis-orientation with
respect to most preferred growth direction. In this regard, I also make a
strict check for any model artifacts (if present).
3.2.2 Unitaxial veins
When minerals grow from only one side into a dilatation site, it is usually
referred to as unitaxial growth (as shown in Figure 3.4). In chapter 10, I
modify the boundary condition and parameters (used for free growth) to
present a systematic study of the inﬂuence of crack surface roughness,
crack opening velocity, opening trajectory and number of crystal nuclei
on unitaxial sealing. This is followed by a detailed analysis of the 3D
tracking eﬃciency and wall surface pinning in chapter 11. It expands
the discussion presented in the previous chapter and considers natural
fractured rocks as an example. By employing advanced visualization and
innovative post-processing techniques, new methodologies to calculate the
general tracking eﬃciency for a more complex motion of grain boundaries
is proposed. The present work highlights the importance of accounting
the time evolution rather than calculating tracking eﬃciency solely based
on ﬁnal grain boundary morphology. Further, grain statistics such as
temporal evolution of the number of tracking grain boundaries and the
corresponding orientation and size distribution is obtained from the
present large scale 3D phase-ﬁeld simulations with an aim to relate the
shift in growth mechanism as a function of crack-opening rate, which is
missing in chapter 10.
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3.2.3 Bitaxial veins
When minerals grow from both the sides into a dilatation site, it is usually
referred to as bitaxial sealing (as shown in Figure 3.4). In chapter 12, I
validate the model (described in chapter 4) by examining the curvature
of grain boundaries that evolve during the bitaxial sealing of two grains.
Next, I present a systematic study to explore the eﬀects of changing the
crack-opening vector and location of the crack, on the vein texture and
grain statistics. Then, I numerically simulate and analyze the mechanism
by which the associated crystal fragments evolve. Finally, I present a
discussion of numerical results and compare them with natural examples.
Considering the large and complicated parameter space, this study, which
complements that of Lander and Laubach [176], is only a ﬁrst look with
a discussion on the directions of further parameter studies.
4 Methods
Description of the phase-ﬁeld models in this chapter are published in
parts in [5–11].
4.1 A phase-ﬁeld model for
polycrystalline evolution
In this section, I present and adapt a multiphase-ﬁeld model capable to
treat the problem of polycrystalline growth of crystals of distinct growth
shape. The general model and a short sketch of the numerical methods
used to treat a multi-phase/multi-grain problem in veins is given below.
This is followed by a bench-marking of the anisotropic growth of alum and
quartz, by numerically simulating and analyzing equilibrium geometries.
Key modeling assumptions are also enumerated.
4.1.1 Multiphase-ﬁeld model
A set of phase-ﬁeld parameters denoted by φ (x, t) =
(φ1 (x, t) · · ·φN (x, t)) are considered, where each component of
the vector φα (x, t) varies smoothly from 1 inside 0 outside the crystal
α over a small ﬁnite distance ε (diﬀuse interface). The location of
the crystal-liquid or crystal-crystal interface is deﬁned by a level set
at φα (x, t) = 0.5 which is determined mathematically by solving the
evolution equation. The external ﬁelds like temperature or concentration
can be coupled to the phase-ﬁeld parameter φ, hence no external
boundary conditions needs to be applied at the interfaces.
For vein growth simulations, I use the phase-ﬁeld equations derived from
non-equilibrium thermodynamics guaranteeing a locally positive entropy
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production. The model is well suited to describe a polycrystalline system
by accounting for an arbitrary number of phase-ﬁeld parameters [1]. In
the considered applications to crystal growth in veins, I restrict model
deﬁnition to an isothermal problem. The Helmholtz free energy functional
can be formulated as
F (φ) =
∫
Ω
(
f (φ) + εa (φ,∇φ) + 1
ε
w (φ)
)
dx, (4.1)
where f (φ) is the bulk free energy density, ε is the small length scale
parameter related to the interface width, a (φ,∇φ) is a gradient type and
w (φ), a potential type energy density. Each of these terms are discussed
in detail below.
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Figure 4.1: Diﬀuse interface approach: The phase-ﬁeld variable evolves continuously
(smooth transition) from one phase to another. (a) An initial crystal
nucleus embedded in liquid, evolves to (b) the equilibrium shape, whilst
maintaining a numerically constant volume. The distinct number of grid-
points, which constitute the simulated solid-liquid interface is shown in
the inlet picture. (c) Contour plot showing the smooth transition of the
phase-ﬁeld variable along the simulated solid-liquid interface (numerically
equals to 0 in liquid and 1 in solid).
The phase-ﬁeld parameter φ (x, t) = (φ1 (x, t) · · ·φN (x, t)) describes the
location of ‘N’ crystals with diﬀerent orientation. The value of each phase
ﬁeld parameter φα lies in the interval [0, 1] and fulﬁlls the constraint
N∑
α=1
φα = 1. The interfaces between the diﬀerent domains (represented
by phase-ﬁeld parameter) are identiﬁed by a continuous variation of
the properties within a narrow region (Figure 4.1), in contrast to the
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front-tracking approach for microstructure modeling. The integral shown
in functional (4.1) extends over the entire domain of consideration.
Figure 4.2: Polar plot of function (4.3) for (a) cubic and (b) alum (truncated octahedral
symmetry). These anisotropic functions are incorporated in phase-ﬁeld
model to simulate the equilibrium crystal shapes for (c) an octahedral
crystal and (d) an alum in free growth conditions. The colors in Figures
4.2(c) and 4.2(d) diﬀerentiate among crystal facets.
The gradient energy density a (φ,∇φ) is given by
a (φ,∇φ) =
N,N∑
α,β=1
(α<β)
γαβa
2
αβ (φ,∇φ) |qαβ |2 (4.2)
where aαβ (φ,∇φ) deﬁnes the form of the surface energy anisotropy of
the evolving phase boundary and γαβ is the surface free energy per unit
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area of the α−β boundary which may additionally depend on the relative
orientation of the interface. The vector quantity qαβ = φα∇φβ − φβ∇φα
is a generalized gradient vector normal to the α − β interface. To assign
an isotropic surface energy to the α − β phase boundary, aαβ = 1 is
chosen. For including a strongly anisotropic surface energy, so that
crystals develop ﬂat facets and sharp corners according to directions of
the crystal symmetry, a piece-wise deﬁned function is used
aαβ (φ,∇φ) = max
1≤k≤ηαβ
{
qαβ
|qαβ | · ηk,αβ
}
(4.3)
where {ηk,αβ |k = 1, · · · , ηαβ} for ηαβ ∈ M denotes the complete set of
vertex vectors of the corresponding Wulﬀ shape of a crystal α embedded in
the bulk phase β and M represents the number of edges. In Figures 4.2(a)
and 4.2(b), a polar plot of function (4.3) for a cubic symmetry and for a
truncated octahedral shape are shown1. The corresponding equilibrium
crystal shapes are displayed in Figures 4.2(c) and 4.2(d), respectively.
In the free energy functional (4.1), the function w (φ), which represents
a multi-obstacle potential is chosen of the form
w (φ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
16
π2
N,N∑
α,β=1
(α<β)
γαβφαφβ +
N,N,N∑
α,β,δ=1
(α<β<δ)
γαβδφαφβφδ if φ ∈
∑
∞ elsewhere,
(4.4)
where
∑
=
{
φ |
∑N
α=1
φα = 1 and φα ≥ 0
}
. The higher order term
proportional to φαφβφδ in function (4.4) is added to reduce the presence
of an unwanted third or higher-order phase at binary interfaces.
The term f (φ) represents the interface driving force due to the occurrence
of diﬀerent bulk phases. A general formulation of f (φ) can be given as
an interpolation of diﬀerent free energy densities fα of the bulk phases,
f (φ) =
∑
α
fαh (φα) (4.5)
1The Gnuplot script to generate the cubic symmetry and the corresponding surface
energy plot was provided by M.S. This was extended by K.A. to generate the Wulﬀ
shape of alum and the associated surface energies.
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For studying the kinematics of crystal growth, a suitable interpolation
function h (φα) = φ3α
(
6φ2α − 15φα + 10
)
and a constant value for fα for
the bulk free energies are chosen.
The evolution equations for the phase ﬁelds can be derived from the
free energy functional (4.1) by relating the temporal change of the order
parameter, i.e. ∂φα
∂t
to the variational derivative of the functional F .
Applying the Euler Lagrange formalism yields:
τε
∂φα
∂t
=ε (∇ · a,∇φα (φ,∇φ) − a,φα (φ,∇φ))
− 1
ε
w,φα (φ) − f,φα (φ) − λ,
(4.6)
λ = 1
N
∑
α
ε (∇ · a,∇φα (φ,∇φ) − a,φα (φ,∇φ))
− 1
ε
w,φα (φ) − f,φα (φ) ,
(4.7)
where the comma separated subindices represent derivatives with respect
to φα and gradient components
∂φα
∂χi
. The Lagrange multiplier λ guaran-
tees the summation constraint
(
N∑
α=1
φα = 1
)
. In the evolution equation
(4.6), τ is the kinetic coeﬃcient which establishes a relationship between
the interface growth velocity and the driving force.
The phase-ﬁeld evolution equation (4.6) is solved numerically using an
explicit forward Euler scheme. The spatial derivatives of the right hand
side equation are discretized using a second order accurate scheme with a
combination of forward and backward ﬁnite diﬀerences. The phase-ﬁeld
solver is written in programming language C and only solves the evolution
equation next to the locally present interfaces. The implementation of
such a locally reduced order parameter optimization (LROP) facilitates
a reduction in computation time from O(N3) to O(1) and in memory
consumption from O(N) to O(1) per cell in the domain, N being the
number of crystals in the system2. Thus, the computation is independent
2This statement written by K.A. is based on a discussion with M.R.
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of the number of phases making the large scale crystal growth stud-
ies feasible even in 3D [243, 244]. Further, the simulation code is 3D
parallelized on the basis of message passing interface (MPI) standard
including 3D domain decomposition and dynamic redistribution schemes.
For the present article, the simulations are performed on multiprocessor
workstations as well as on a Linux high performance cluster.
4.1.2 Modeling equilibrium quartz geometry
Quartz occurs in diﬀerent forms and the relative size of the facets vary
as per the growth conditions. For the sake of simplicity at this stage
of modeling, one can choose a common quartz geometry containing the
facets,
(
1010
)
,
(
1011
)
and
(
0111
)
. The surface energy is proportional
to the distance of the facet from the geometrical center. The tables in
Appendix A show the vertices of the chosen quartz geometry (Figure A1)
and the corresponding surface energies of the facets (Table A1).
+30°-30°
SymmetricRight-handed 
(asymmetric)
Left-handed 
(asymmetric)
Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram to demonstrate the method of obtaining 2D variants
from the 3D quartz geometry. The solid lines represent the projections of
the edges of 3D quartz geometry on a plane. For the present numerical
simulations, the asymmetric variants are preferred over symmetric, due to
handedness. The illustrated geometry is an adaptation of form number 10
available at the open-source crystal atlas [245].
A 2-D representation is derived from the 3-D geometry by considering
two possibilities: symmetric and asymmetric as shown in Figure 4.3. If
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the vertices pertaining to the symmetric case are projected on a plane,
a symmetric 2D variant is derived. On the contrary, projection of the
vertices that correspond to the asymmetric case, lead to two identical
asymmetric 2D geometries, which can be classiﬁed as (a) left-handed and
(b) right-handed quartz. Lander et al. [231] and Lander and Laubach
[176] also use a similar growth form of quartz to derive 2D symmetric
variants (only) for their simulations. However, it is necessary to consider
the eﬀect of intrinsic handedness of the quartz symmetry as the most-
preferred-orientation for asymmetric variants is somewhat tilted from the
usual c-axis of the symmetric variant and ultimately result in a diﬀerent
microstructure, as they evolve freely. With a motive to highlight the
inﬂuence of handedness on the freely evolving quartz veins, I use an
asymmetric variant for the present 2D simulations.
X
Z
0°
Y
Axial tilt
Rotation axis(a) (b) (c)
1
2
3-5
9-14
21-26
27-32
15-20
6-8

Cusp
Figure 4.4: (a) Polar plot of the interfacial energy for the symmetry of a quartz crystal.
(b) Equilibrium quartz shape obtained from phase-ﬁeld simulation. The
complete set of vectors corresponding to the labeled vertices are presented
in Table A1. (c) The deﬁnition of crystal orientation in 3D. The radius of
the horizontal circle gives a measure of the misorientation with respect
to the most preferred orientation of the crystallographic c-axis (which
is along Z axis for 3D quartz). Apparently, a concentric circle with a
larger radius refers to a larger axial tilt (or larger misorientation) and vice
versa. The colors in ﬁgure 4.4(b) and 4.4(c) is an illumination eﬀect to
diﬀerentiate among crystal facets and should not be confused with the
color coding used to represent crystal misorientation in the polycrystalline
growth.
In order to simulate the precise equilibrium shape of a single quartz
crystal growing in liquid, we adopt the volume preservation approach,
proposed earlier by Nestler et al. [246]. The polar-plot of the interfacial
energy and the corresponding equilibrium crystal shape are shown in
Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), respectively.
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4.1.3 Assumptions
In this section, I list the assumptions of the modeling and brieﬂy discuss
their relevance in the vein growth process.
• Precipitation is the rate limiting step in the vein growth process.
Thus, the attachment kinetics of the solute on the evolving crys-
tal/liquid surface is much slower than transport to the precipitation
site through the hydrothermal solution. Therefore, the supersatu-
ration of the liquid is constant.
• The evolution of crystal in veins occurs by an interplay of surface
energy anisotropy and growth kinetics. Typically, a crystal nu-
cleates in its equilibrium (Wulﬀ) shape, and evolves towards the
corresponding ‘kinetic Wulﬀ shape’. In the present work, I assume
that crystal facets develop due to strong (faceted) anisotropy of the
surface energy (see Equation 4.3), whereas, the growth kinetics are
isotropic. The anisotropy in growth kinetics can be accounted for in
the present model by using a piece-wise function, similar to Equa-
tion 4.3 for the kinetic coeﬃcient τ (in Equation 4.6). However, in
absence of any reliable data on kinetic Wulﬀ shape of quartz, which
can be used to validate the numerical simulations of kinetically
controlled growth shape of quartz geometry, the present assumption
seems to be reasonable.
• The present study deals with the precipitation of quartz in veins at a
temperature (very low grade metamorphism) which is signiﬁcantly
lower than the recrystallization temperature (lower greenschist
facies). At such temperatures, GBs are immobile, where as the grain
surfaces (grains touching the liquid) can freely evolve. Therefore,
the kinetic coeﬃcient τ (in Equation 4.6) for grain/grain interaction
has been assigned suitable values to ensure stiﬀ or immobile GBs.
• The Discrete Element simulations of Virgo et al. [247, 248] explored
the complex interaction of fractures with veins, as a function of
vein misorientation with respect to principle stress, and strength
ratio between the vein and host rock and degree of sealing of the
vein. On the contrary, the algorithm that I use to introduce the
crack inside the numerical domain is purely geometrical (reported
in chapters 10, 11 and 12). The crack shape in every event is
kept constant but the location is varied. Additionally, the crack
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aperture is chosen to be constant in simulations of bitaxial sealing
(Figure 4.5(c)), such that the crystal facets develop and growth
competition sets in before the fracture is sealed. For the unitaxial
sealing, I assume the opposite i.e. crystal facets do not develop
and growth competition does not set in before every sealing event
is completed. These assumptions are essentially made to keep the
parameter study manageable, and it can be easily varied in future
models to simulate systems with variable crack aperture [249]. In
future studies, location of the fractures can be calculated using
mechanics-based discrete element algorithms presented by Virgo
et al. [247, 248].
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Figure 4.5: (a) 3D polycrystalline quartz generated using voronoi tessellation. The
colors illustrate the axial tilt as per the color-map below (b) The deﬁnition
of crystal orientation in 3D. The colored facets are meant for visual illus-
tration and is not related to the color legend shown below. (c) Schematic
diagram showing the simulation box size and crack conﬁgurations used
for 3D phase-ﬁeld simulations. A crack aperture size of 50 grid points is
used for normal opening (left). A shear displacement of 25 grid-points
towards right-hand size is induced by numerical pre-processing for the
second case (right). The 3D surface proﬁles of fractures are generated
using diamond-square algorithm [250]. (d) Magniﬁed views of the fractured
domain to qualitatively demonstrate the numerical grid resolution.
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4.2 Grand chemical potential
modeling approach
In order to conduct large scale quantitative pattern formation simulations
of the order of micrometer, certain modiﬁcations are required in the model
proposed in the previous section. The need for such modiﬁcations are
borne out of twin diﬃculties:
1. The interfacial energy σαβ of an α/β interface is a function of the
chemical free energy density landscape in the system, and
2. the equilibrium interface width Λαβ becomes far too restrictive for
simulating large scale microstructures.
Both these restrictions are described elegantly in the previous work
of Choudhury and Nestler [2]. In the following section, these model
modiﬁcations are summarized. This is followed by the thermodynamic
description of the Fe-C alloys in consideration.
4.2.1 Phase-ﬁeld model
I start by writing down the grand-potential functional of the system,
incorporating the interfacial and bulk contributions of the respective
phases. The evolution equations for the phase and concentration ﬁelds
can be evaluated in the standard way. Phase evolution is determined by
the phenomenological minimization of the modiﬁed functional which is
formulated as the grand potential functional3,
Ω (T, μ,φ) =
∫
V
(
Ψ(T, μ,φ) +
(
a˜ (φ,∇φ) + 1

w˜ (φ)
))
dV. (4.8)
I write the grand potential density Ψ, as an interpolation of the individual
grand potential densities Ψα, where Ψα are functions of the chemical
potential μ and temperature T in the system,
Ψ (T, μ,φ) =
N∑
α=1
Ψα (T, μ)hα (φ) with, (4.9)
3The development of this generalized model traces back to the original work of
A.C and B.N [1, 2]. In part III, K.A. adapted this model to study the eutectoid
transformation in binary Fe-C steel.
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Ψα (T, μ) = fα (cα (μ) , T ) −
K−1∑
i=1
μic
α
i (μ, T ) (4.10)
The concentration cαi (μ, T ) is an inverse of the function μαi (c, T ) for
every phase α and component i. From equation 4.9, the following relation
can be derived,
∂Ψ(T, μ,φ)
∂μi
=
N∑
α=1
∂Ψα (T, μ)
∂μi
hα (φ) . (4.11)
where, hα (φ) = φ2α (3 − 2φα)+2φα
∑
β<γ,(β,γ)=α φβφγ . Since, the grand
potential density Ψ (T, μ,φ), is the Legendre transform of the free
energy density of the system f (T, c, φ), and from their coupled relation
∂Ψ(T, μ,φ)
∂μi
= −ci, it follows that,
ci =
N∑
α=1
cαi (μ, T )hα (φ) . (4.12)
The evolution equation for the N phase-ﬁeld variables is written
τ
∂φα
∂t
=
(
∇ · ∂a˜ (φ,∇φ)
∂∇φα −
∂a˜ (φ,∇φ)
∂φα
)
− 1

∂w˜ (φ)
∂φα
− ∂Ψ(T, μ,φ)
∂φα
− Λ,
(4.13)
where Λ is the Lagrange parameter to maintain the constraint
∑N
α=1 φα =
1. a˜ (φ,∇φ) represents the gradient energy density and has the form,
a˜ (φ,∇φ) =
N,N∑
α,β=1
(α<β)
σ˜αβ |qαβ |2, (4.14)
where qαβ = (φα∇φβ − φβ∇φα) is a normal vector to the α−β interface.
The double obstacle potential w˜ (φ) which is previously described in
[1, 54, 198] can be written as,
w˜ (φ) =
16
π2
N,N∑
α,β=1
(α<β)
σ˜αβφαφβ , (4.15)
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where σ˜αβ is the surface energy. The parameter τ is written as∑N,N
α<β ταβφαφβ∑N,N
α<β φαφβ
, where ταβ is the relaxation constant of the α/β in-
terface. The concentration ﬁelds are obtained by a mass conservation
equation for each of the K − 1 independent concentration variables ci.
The evolution equation for the concentration ﬁelds can be derived as,
∂ci
∂t
= ∇ ·
⎛
⎝K−1∑
j=1
Mij (φ)∇μj
⎞
⎠ . (4.16)
Mij (φ) =
N∑
α=1
Mαijgα (φ) , (4.17)
where each Mαij represents the mobility matrix, of the phase α, calculated
by multiplying the diﬀusivity matrix with susceptibility matrix as,
Mαij = Dαik
∂cαk (μ, T )
∂μj
. (4.18)
In the above expression (written in Einstein notation for a shorter de-
scription), a repeated index implies sum over all the elements. Every
Mαij value is weighed with respect to the phase fractions represented by
gα (φ) which gives the total mobility Mij (φ). The function gα (φ) is
in general not same as hα (φ) which interpolates the grand potentials,
however, in the present description, I utilize the same. Dαij represent the
inter-diﬀusivities in phase α and so on. Both the evolution equations
require the information about the chemical potential μ. Two possibilities
exist to determine the unknown chemical potential μ.
• The chemical potential μ can be derived from the constraint relation
in equation 4.12. The K − 1 independent components μi are
determined by simultaneously solving the K − 1 constraints for
each of the K − 1 independent concentration variables ci, from the
given values of ci and φα at a given grid point. A Newton iteration
scheme can be used for solving the system of equations,
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{
μn+1i
}
= {μni } −
[
N∑
α=1
hα (φ)
∂cαi (μn, T )
∂μj
]−1
ij{
ci −
N∑
α=1
cαi (μn, T )hα (φ)
}
,
(4.19)
where {} represents a vector while [] denotes a matrix.
• Alternatively, explicit evolution equations for all the K − 1 inde-
pendent chemical potentials, can be formulated by inserting the
constraint equation 4.12 into the evolution equation for each of the
concentration ﬁelds. For a general, multi-phase, multi-component
system, the evolution equations for the components of the chemical
potential μ can be written in matrix form by,
{
∂μi
∂t
}
=
[
N∑
α=1
hα (φ)
∂cαi (μ, T )
∂μj
]−1
ij⎧⎨
⎩∇ ·
K−1∑
j=1
Mij (φ)∇μj −
N∑
α=1
cαi (μ, T )
∂hα (φ)
∂t
⎫⎬
⎭ .
(4.20)
In the present work, an explicit formulation, as shown in equation 4.20
have been used for calculating K − 1 independent chemical potentials.
The diﬀusion coeﬃcient (Di) that accounts for the transport of solute
inside the phase volumes (Dαi ) and along the interphase interfaces (D
αβ
i )
is given by:
Di =
N∑
α=1
Dαi φα +
1

N,N∑
α<β
Dαβi φαφβ . (4.21)
As the relaxed (stable) interface φ (x) contour has a sinusoidal proﬁle,
the eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcient through the interface can be determined
using the values of Dαi (diﬀusivity of ith component in phase volume)
and Dαβi (diﬀusivity of ith component in interphase interfaces)
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∫ −/2
/2
φαφβdx =
∫ −/2
/2
φα (1 − φα) dx = 8
with φα =
1
2
{
1 + sin
(π

x
)} (4.22)
On integrating equation 4.21 over the interfacial width (from −/2 to
−/2), average diﬀusivity in the interphase interfaces is expressed as
Dinterfacei =
[
Dαi  +
1

Dαβi ·

8
]
.
1

= Dαi +
Dαβi
8 . (4.23)
4.2.2 Thermodynamic description
In order to describe the thermodynamics of the respective phases, one
can approximate the variation of the grand-potential of the respective
phases using a polynomial of second degree in the chemical potential.
Without going into the details, I would like to state that such an ap-
proximation is the minimum requirement for ﬁtting the Gibbs-Thomson
coeﬃcients of the respective interfaces. In the present investigation I am
especially interested in the coupled growth of ferrite(α) and cementite(β)
in austenite(γ). Hence, the Gibbs-Thomson coeﬃcients of the α − γ
and β − γ interfaces are important parameters required for the correct
description of the system. Also, since I am dealing with a binary system,
I have only a single independent chemical potential μ, and one deﬁne the
functions with only this chemical potential as the argument. I start by
writing the grand-potential of a given phase as,
Ψα (T, μ) = Aα (T )μ2 + Bα (T )μ + Cα (T ) . (4.24)
At the eutectoid temperature TE , where the three phases(α, β, γ) are at
equilibrium, once can ﬁx the coeﬃcients in the following manner,
Aα (TE) =
1
2
(
∂2Ψα
∂μ2
)
TE ,μeq
≡ −Vm
∂2Gα
∂c2
(4.25)
Bα (TE) = −c − 2Aα μeq
Vm
(4.26)
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Cα (TE) =
Gα
Vm
+ Aα (TE)
(
μeq
Vm
)2
(4.27)
where Vm is the molar volume, Gα is the free energy of the phase at
the eutectoid composition and the respective equilibrium temperature.
The ﬁrst derivative ∂G
α
∂c
, which is the chemical potential μeq and the
second derivative of the free energy ∂
2Gα
∂c2
, are also extracted from the
thermodynamic functions of the respective phases derived from the CAL-
PHAD database [3]. I point out that while the above procedure ﬁxes the
coeﬃcients, A, B, C for austenite and ferrite, the calculation of corre-
sponding values for the cementite phase, are not as generic. Theoretically,
the free energy as a function of composition of the cementite phase is
represented by a point (only). However, for phase-ﬁeld calculations, I
require information about the changes in free energy, at least for small
diﬀerences in composition. The database I use for this calculation yields
two free energy values corresponding to compositions on either side of the
eutectoid composition (of cementite). One can utilize this information
together with the chemical potential of the cementite phase in equilib-
rium with the austenite (at the eutectoid composition) to derive the free
energy as a function of composition for the cementite phase (a parabola
with a narrow opening). The grand-potential description is obtained
by performing the Legendre transform of the free energy density which
gives the grand-potential density (a wide-inverted parabola). It is worth
mentioning that a limiting case (not applied here) could also be adopted
for stoichiometric compounds (in general) by assuming the coeﬃcient A
of cementite to be zero. This is equivalent to assuming ∂
2f
∂c2
as inﬁnity.
The coeﬃcients B and C can thereafter be ﬁxed using the information
about the equilibrium chemical potential and the grand-potential both of
which are thermodynamically deﬁned for the stoichiometric compound
as well4.
To ﬁt the information of the slopes of the equilibrium lines of the phase
diagram, it is essential to describe the variation of the grand-potential
as a function of temperature. One can achieve this through a linear
4The procedure of determining the coeﬃcients namely A, B and C is outlined by
K.A. However, the curve ﬁtting technique described in the preceding paragraph was
jointly conducted by S.S. and M.M.
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interpolation of the coeﬃcients of the grand-potential density functions.
The properties at a chosen lower temperature of ferrite and austenite
are ﬁxed by utilizing the same procedure as in equation 4.27, however
using the values of the free energy Gα, the chemical potential and the
second derivative of the free energy with respect to concentration are
derived from the thermodynamic functions in CALPHAD at the chosen
temperature, and are computed at the respective phase concentrations
at the eutectoid temperature. Due to unavailability of the chemical
potential for cementite from the CALPHAD databases, the case of the
cementite is treated diﬀerently. One can derive this information, using
the equilibrium between the cementite and austenite and approximating
the chemical potential and grand-potential from the value given for the
austenite at the chosen temperature, as both these quantities must be
equal for the two phases at equilibrium. The procedure suﬃces because
the austenite-cementite equilibrium is relevant during coupled growth of
the ferrite and the cementite phases from the austenite.
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Figure 4.6: Calculated phase diagram.5
It is noteworthy that in the present work, I have not modeled the diﬀerence
in diﬀusive mechanisms of the cementite phase. While it may not be
completely appropriate for the case of eutectoid reaction in steels, yet it
does not hamper the spirit of the present work which is the comparison
between phase-ﬁeld simulations and a modiﬁed Jackson-Hunt theory.
5The C code to generate this phase diagram was originally developed by A.C. for
eutectic alloys. This code was extended by K.A. to generate the illustrated phase
diagram relevant for eutectoid transformation in binary Fe-C alloys.
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Therefore, in the present discussion, the set of parameters chosen for
the diﬀusion of carbon in cementite are exemplary only for a possible
eutectoid transformation.
4.2.3 Relation to sharp-interface limit
In this section I derive the relation between the simulation parameters
and the corresponding quantities in the sharp interface limit. Two of
these quantities are the Gibbs-Thomson coeﬃcient and the slopes of
the equilibrium co-existing lines. These relations can be derived from
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for the case of binary alloys which
writes as,
∂μ
∂T
=
(
∂Ψα
∂T
− ∂Ψ
γ
∂T
)
(cα − cγ) . (4.28)
Expanding ∂μ
∂T
= ∂μ
α,γ
∂c
∂cα,γ
∂T
one can derive the slope of the equilibrium
co-existence lines as,
mα,γ = ∂c
α,γ
∂μ
(cα − cγ)(
∂Ψα
∂T
− ∂Ψ
γ
∂T
) = −12Aα,γ (c
α − cγ)(
∂Ψα
∂T
− ∂Ψ
γ
∂T
) . (4.29)
Similarly the Gibbs-Thomson coeﬃcient Γαγ derives as;
Γαγ =
σ˜αγ(
∂Ψα
∂T
− ∂Ψ
γ
∂T
) , (4.30)
where σ˜αγ is the surface tension of the α−γ interface. Similar expressions
for the Gibbs-Thomson coeﬃcients of the cementite phase can be derived
by replacing α with β in the preceding equations. Theoretically, the
deviations of chemical potential or the concentrations due to curvature,
would be non-existent for the cementite phase, by the virtue of the
inﬁnite values of ∂
2f
∂c2
. However, the approximate construction of the
grand-potential densities allow small deviations in composition due to
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curvature eﬀects, although of a much lower order as compared to the
austenite and ferrite phases.
In my simulations, I set the conditions such that there is no interface
kinetics in direct correlation to the conditions imposed in the theoretical
analysis. We derive the same, by setting the interface relaxation coeﬃcient
τ(α,β)γ through a thin-interface analysis [2, 199] as,
τ(α,β)γ =
(
c(α,β) − cγ)2
Dγ
∂cγ
∂μ
(M + F ) (4.31)
where c(α,β) are the equilibrium concentrations of the phases at equi-
librium at the eutectoid temperature and M,F are solvability integrals
derived from the thin-interface analysis. The total sum of M +F ≈ 0.222
which is used in the simulations. As can be seen from the nature of the
phase diagram in Figure 4.6, the diﬀerence between these concentrations
change a little with changing temperature. Hence, the assumption of
using the values at the eutectoid temperature holds. I would like to state
that the equation for the relaxation constant τ(α,β)γ used is strictly valid
in cases pertaining to vanishing diﬀusivity in one of the phases, or for
instances of equal diﬀusivities in both phases. In the former case, the
relation must be used with the anti-trapping current which removes the
chemical potential jump at the interface, arising out of artiﬁcial solute
trapping as a consequence of choosing a thick interface.
The case when the diﬀusivities in both the phases is arbitrary, the problem
is not as trivial. It is to be noted that the whole class of problems
which falls in the category of two-phase transport through a complex
structure inherently exhibit thin-interface eﬀects for stationary/moving
interfaces. Despite some recent progress, so far no method has been found
to completely eliminate thin-interface eﬀects in the case of arbitrary
diﬀusion coeﬃcients in the two phases with a non-stationary interface
[200–203] in a closed form manner. One of the principal reasons for non-
closure of the problem, is that the artiﬁcial discontinuous jump eﬀects
(arising out of arbitrary diﬀusivities) are independent of the velocity of
the interface. This implies that such eﬀects cannot be removed through
the imposition of an anti-trapping current that has been previously used
for removing the artiﬁcial solute trapping eﬀects in one-sided diﬀusion
problems. While few hints to the solution by the introduction of tensorial
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mobilities [201] and through the usage of artiﬁcial parameter χ (related
to diﬀusive current in solid) [204] are present, a closed form solution is
still in the process of being worked out. This in all certainty is not the
highlight or aim of the present work6.
The reason which allows us to take the liberty of overlooking these
defects and derive meaningful results, is that the interface width used
in the present problem is of a very small magnitude. It is worth noting
that the interface width is proportional to the capillary length of the
phases and in the present formulation, scales inversely with the factor
∂2f
∂c2
. Apparently, while the capillary length of the phases, austenite and
ferrite are close to each other, the case of cementite is very restrictive
to the choice of the interface width. By deriving leverage out of the fact
that the thin-interface defects scale with the interface width, a small
choice of the interface width in present simulations allows us to limit
the magnitude of the thin-interface defects, and facilitates reasonably
quantitative results.
In order to derive the relaxation constant, once can utilize the mobility of
the austenite and assume that even though the gradients of the chemical
potential exist in the solid, the principal driving force is still due to the
gradient of the chemical potential in the austenite. In the absence of a
closed form solution, this seems like a reasonable choice. I substantiate
my claim in the following sections, that the errors due to this assumption,
do not seem to aﬀect the quantitative aspects of the present results.
6The preceding paragraph, although written in words of K.A. is originally based on
the views of A.C.

Part III
Phase-ﬁeld modeling of
eutectoid transformation
in Fe-C steels

5 Comparison of simulated
eutectoid growth rate with
theory in volume
diﬀusion-controlled regime
In the following chapter, I investigate the lamellar growth of pearlite
at the expense of austenite during the eutectoid transformation in steel.
To begin with, I extend the Jackson–Hunt-type calculation (previously
used to analyze eutectic transformation) to eutectoid transformation by
accounting for diﬀusion in all the phases. This is followed by a comparison
of the numerically simulated growth rate with the extended theory. This
chapter was published in [5].
5.1 Theoretical analysis of
coupled growth
I consider the diﬀusion of the components A and B ahead of the planar
eutectoid front. For calculating the concentration ﬁelds ahead of the
growth front in question, one can make the following Fourier series
expansion for cA and cB ,
cγX =
∞∑
n=−∞
Xne
iknx−qnz + (c∞X )γ , X = A,B (5.1)
where γ is the austenite phase. In the respective growing phases (α and
β) the concentration ﬁelds can be respectively written as,
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cνX =
∞∑
n=−∞
Xne
iknx+qnz + (c∞X )ν , X = A,B ν = α, β. (5.2)
An elaborate description of the terms involved in the above expression
and derivation from a stationary diﬀusion equation has been described in
detail in the previous work on eutectic growth [205]. In the ﬁeld under
consideration, the growth front is assumed to be at z = 0. Further, z > 0
depicts austenite phase where exponential proﬁles for the concentrations
of components A and B exist. For z < 0, the composition proﬁle in
pearlite (for ferrite and cementite phases) have similar exponential proﬁles.
Therefore, to account for the symmetry across the interface, I change
the sign of the exponent e−qnz to eqnz when treating the concentration
proﬁles in ferrite and cementite phases (∀z < 0).
In the Jackson-Hunt analysis for the calculation of diﬀusion ﬁeld in liquid
and solid, the Stefan’s condition at ν − γ interface, which expresses
mass-conservation upon the phase transformation reads as
Dν∂nc
ν
X |z=0 − Dγ∂ncγX |z=0 = vnΔcνX , ν = α, β (5.3)
where ∂ncνX denotes the partial derivative of cνX in the direction normal
to the interface. The quantity vn is the normal velocity of the interface
(positive for a growing front) and ΔcνX = c
γ
X − cνX . Dγ and Dν are
chemical diﬀusion coeﬃcients for bulk and growing phases respectively.
For using the Stefan condition, I take the derivative of cνX with respect
to the ’z’ coordinate
∂zc
ν
X |z=0=
∞∑
n=−∞
qnXne
iknx ν = α, β (5.4)
for the growing phases and
∂zc
γ
X |z=0=
∞∑
n=−∞
−qnXneiknx, (5.5)
for the austenite phase. Integration across one lamella period (lamellar
spacing) λ gives,
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qnX
α
nD
αηαλ + qnXβnDβηβλ + qnXγnDγλ =
M−1∑
j=0
∫ xj+1λ
xjλ
vnΔcνjX e−iknxdx.
(5.6)
where, M denotes the number of lamellae and ηα and ηβ are the respective
phase volume fractions. In the above equation, there are three sets of
unknowns Xαn , Xβn and Xγn in contrast to the classical Jackson-Hunt
type analysis with vanishing diﬀusivity in the solid, where Xγn remains
the only unknown, and is thereby ﬁxed by the property of orthogonality
of the respective modes. In the present situation, a relation among the
Fourier coeﬃcients is needed, to ﬁx the respective unknowns. One can
achieve these relations by arguing that the constitutional undercooling
can be derived equivalently by using either the shifts in the equilibrium
concentrations of the bulk or the growing phases. Hence, the resultant
shift in the average concentration in the γ phase and the corresponding
shift in the α and β phases must be constrained by the relation,
mαX
(〈cαX〉 − cαX,E) = mα,γX (〈cγX〉 − cγX,E) (5.7)
mβX
(〈cβX〉 − cβX,E) = mβ,γX (〈cγX〉 − cγX,E) (5.8)
where 〈cαX〉, 〈cβX〉 and 〈cγX〉 denote the average phase concentrations at
the interface, while cαX,E , c
β
X,E and c
γ
X,E are the eutectoid compositions.
mαX and m
β
X represent the slopes (with respect to the concentration
of component ’X’) of the α and β phase in equilibrium with austenite.
Similarly, mα,γX and m
β,γ
X represent the slopes of the co-existence lines of
the austenite phase in equilibrium with α and β phases respectively.
While such an equation certainly has multiple solutions, I invoke the
following assumption,
mαXX
α
n = m
α,γ
X X
γ
n (5.9)
mβXX
β
n = m
β,γ
X X
γ
n (5.10)
which satisﬁes the given property. Substituting the preceding condition
in equation 5.6 yields,
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qnX
γ
nδnmλ
[
Dα
Dγ
mα,γX
mαX
ηα +
Dβ
Dγ
mβ,γX
mβX
ηβ + 1
]
=
M−1∑
j=0
∫ xj+1λ
xjλ
vn
Dγ
ΔcνjX e−iknxdx
= 2
l
M−1∑
j=0
∫ xj+1λ
xjλ
e−iknxΔcνjX dx
(5.11)
and hence, I rearrange to
Xγn =
4
lqnλkn
[
Dα
Dγ
mα,γX
mαX
ηα +
Dβ
Dγ
mβ,γX
mβX
ηβ + 1
] ·
M−1∑
j=0
ΔcνjX e−iknλ(xj+1+xj)/2 sin [knλ (xj+1 − xj) /2]
(5.12)
where νj represents the name of one of the growing phases (α, β) occurring
in the sequence of M lamellae (ν0, ν1, ν2 . . . νM−1) periodically arranged
with a repeat distance (lamellar spacing) λ. The symbol l appearing in the
denominator represents the characteristic length scale of the concentration
boundary layer. By considering the negative summation indices, one can
formulate real and imaginary combinations of these coeﬃcients,
Xγn + X
γ
−n =
8
lqnλknρ
M−1∑
j=0
ΔcνjX cos [knλ (xj+1 + xj) /2] sin [knλ (xj+1 − xj) /2]
i
(
Xγn − Xγ−n
)
=
8
lqnλknρ
M−1∑
j=0
ΔcνjX sin [knλ (xj+1 + xj) /2] sin [knλ (xj+1 − xj) /2]
(5.13)
where,
ρ = D
α
Dγ
mα,γX
mαX
ηα +
Dβ
Dγ
mβ,γX
mβX
ηβ + 1 (5.14)
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Therefore, equation 5.1 can be rewritten as,
cγX = (c∞X )γ +
Xγ0
ρ
+ 1
ρ
M−1∑
j=0
∞∑
n=1
8
lqnλkn
cos [knλ (xj+1 + xj) /2]
sin [knλ (xj+1 − xj) /2] cos (knx) + 1
ρ
M−1∑
j=0
∞∑
n=1
8
lqnλkn
sin [knλ (xj+1 + xj) /2] sin [knλ (xj+1 − xj) /2] sin (knx) .
(5.15)
The general expression for the mean concentration 〈cγX〉m ahead of the
mth phase of the phase sequence can be calculated to yield
〈cγX〉m =
1
(xm+1 − xm)λ
∫ xm+1λ
xmλ
cγXdx
= (c∞X )γ +
Xγ0
ρ
+ 1(xm+1 − xm) ρ
∞∑
n=1
M−1∑
j=0
{
16
λ2k2nlqn
ΔcνjX
× sin [πn (xm+1 − xm)] sin [πn (xj+1 − xj)]
× cos [πn (xm+1 + xm − xj+1 − xj)]
}
.
(5.16)
〈cγX〉α =(c∞X )γ +
Xγ0
ρ
(5.17)
+ 1
ηαρ
∞∑
n=1
{
16
λ2k2nlqn
(
ΔcαX − ΔcβX
)
× sin2 (πnηα)
}
∼=(c∞X )γ +
Xγ0
ρ
+ 2λ
ηαρl
P (ηα)ΔcX (5.18)
〈cγX〉β =(c∞X )γ +
Xγ0
ρ
− 2λ(1 − ηα) ρlP (1 − ηα)ΔcX (5.19)
with kn = 2πn/λ, qn ≈ kn, λ/l  1, ΔcX = ΔcαX − ΔcβX and the
dimensionless function
For the binary eutectoid system with phases 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾, one can derive
the average concentrations of the components A, B by setting, 𝑥0= 0,
𝑥1 = 𝜂𝛼, 𝑥2 = 1 and applying equation 5.16
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which has the property P (η) = P (1 − η) = P (η − 1).
Incorporating the Gibbs-Thomson eﬀect and using the relation l = 2Dγ/v
leads to,
ΔTα = −mα,γB Bγ0 −
λv
ηαDγρ
P (ηα)mα,γB ΔcB + Γα〈κ〉α (5.21)
ΔTβ = −mβ,γA Aγ0 −
λv
ηβDγρ
P (ηβ)mβ,γA ΔcA + Γβ〈κ〉β (5.22)
where 〈κ〉α = 2 sin θαβ/ (ηαλ), 〈κ〉β = 2 sin θβα/ (ηβλ), Γα = σ˜αγTE/Lα
and Γβ = σ˜βγTE/Lβ . Additionally, for a binary alloy, the coeﬃcients
follow the condition, Bγ0 = −Aγ0 . The global front undercooling is
determined using the assumption of equal interface undercooling ΔTα =
ΔTβ = ΔT . For a constant undercooling, I deduce the relation between
the growth velocity ‘v’ and lamellar width ‘λ’ by eliminating the unknown
amplitude Aγ0 (orB
γ
0 ) as,
v =
ΔT − 2TE
λ
(
mβ,γA + m
α,γ
B
)
[
mα,γB σ˜βγ sin θβα
ηβLβ
+ m
β,γ
A σ˜αγ sin θαβ
ηαLα
]
− λ
Dγρ
(
mβ,γA m
α,γ
B
mβ,γA + m
α,γ
B
)[P (ηα)ΔcB
ηα
+ P (ηβ)ΔcA
ηβ
]
.
(5.23)
It is worth clarifying that in the derived expression for binary eutectoids
above, the growing phases α and β posses slopes with opposite signs for
the same component. mβ,γA and m
α,γ
B denote the slopes of the phases β
and α respectively with respect to the minority component in each phase.
Hence, they will always be of the same sign. Therefore, for eutectoid
systems, the denominator mβ,γA + m
α,γ
B , is non-vanishing. Further, it
is important to point the diﬀerence of the preceding expression with
respect to the relations for the velocity derived for eutectic solidiﬁcation
in absence of diﬀusion in solid-phases [4, 205]. The velocity diﬀers by the
factor ρ, which depends on the ratio of the diﬀusivities in the growing
phases and the bulk phase, together with the ratio of the slopes of the
respective phase-coexistence lines.
P (η) =
∞∑
n=1
1
(πn)3
sin2 (πnη) (5.20)
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5.2 Comparison between
theory and simulation
In this section, I compare the growth velocity of pearlite obtained from
phase-ﬁeld simulation with the analytical results in the two regimes: dif-
fusion in austenite (only) and diﬀusion in austenite as well as ferrite. The
simulation set-up comprises of a bounding box with periodic boundary
conditions in the transverse direction, while no ﬂux boundary conditions
are used in the growth direction. The bounding box width in the trans-
verse direction directly controls the lamellar spacing λ such that the
pearlitic composition is retained (88% ferrite and 12% cementite). The
chemical potential in the bounding box is initialized with the equilibrium
chemical potential for eutectoid transformation. The box width in the
growth direction is chosen 10 times larger than the lamellar width such
that the chemical potential gradient in bulk remains uniform at successive
simulation time-steps. In order to completely rule out the possibility
of non-uniformity of chemical potential in bulk phase, the simulation is
carried in a moving frame (also known as shifting-box simulation). In the
present simulations, the domain is shifted in the growth direction (up-
wards) by adding a row of grid-point at the top of domain and discarding
oﬀ a row of grid-points at the bottom, every time the advancing lamellar
front ﬁlls up 10% of the simulation box. Further, I have also ensured that
the 10% of the box, comprising of the growing phases, have suﬃcient
number of cells to describe the diﬀusional ﬁeld. Although, one cannot
claim to be error proof, a good match with analytical results, conﬁrms,
that the deviations are not large enough to inﬂuence the results obtained.
To ﬁnd the co-operative lamellar growth rate, the previously discarded
grid-points are aggregated back and the position of advancing interface
is determined by ﬁnding the position of the contour line φα − φβ = 0
through a linear interpolation of the neighboring values (where the sign
of φα − φβ changes). In the present context, α and β denote any two
phases, between which the interface is to be isolated.
The rate of change of the position of the interface in transverse direction
is plotted as a function of time, and the simulation is run until there is no
more change in the velocity of the interface, which indicates the steady-
state has been attained. The procedure described above is repeated to
calculate the steady state velocities for diﬀerent lamellar widths ’λ’ and
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plotted for comparison with analytical results as shown in Figure 5.2. The
parameters used for analytical calculation of the lamellar growth velocity
as well as for sharp-interface theory as summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Parameters used for the reported analytical calculation and for sharp-
interface theory.
Symbol Value Units
TE 999 K
ΔT 10 K
σαγ = σβγ = σαβ 0.49 J/m2
Dα = Dβ 2 × 10−9 m2/s
Dγ 1 × 10−9 m2/s
Aα,γ = Aβ,γ −1.015385 × 10−11 m3/J
Aα,β −1.184616 × 10−12 m3/J
Aβ,α −1.9 × 10−14 m3/J
cαA 8.85 × 10−4 -
cβA 0.25 -
cγA 0.034433 -
cαB 0.999115 -
cβB 0.75 -
cγB 0.965567 -
ηα 0.88 -
ηβ 0.12 -
θαβ = θβα 30◦ degrees
ταγ (calculated) 1.724027 × 108 Js/m4
τβγ (calculated) 7.118288 × 109 Js/m4
The phase proﬁle obtained from the phase-ﬁeld simulation for the two
cases: diﬀusion in austenite (only) and diﬀusion in austenite as well as
ferrite are shown in Figure 5.1(a) and Figure 5.1(b) respectively. The
corresponding plots for chemical potential are shown in Figure 5.1(d) and
Figure 5.1(e). It is to be noted that the phase-ﬁeld simulation pictures
shown in Figure 5.1 are merely snapshots of the region of interest and do
not represent the entire simulation box. The growth velocities of pearlite
evolving in austenite at an undercooling of 10K in both the regimes
are plotted in Figure 5.2. I observe a reasonable overlap of analytically
predicted growth velocity with phase-ﬁeld results in absence of diﬀusion
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(a) (b)
Cementite () Ferrite () Austenite () 
(c) (d)
Figure 5.1: Phase patterns (austenite in red, ferrite in blue and cementite in yellow) and
chemical potentials plotted for corresponding cases: (a) and (c) Diﬀusion
in austenite (only) and (b) and (d) Diﬀusion in austenite as well as ferrite.
It is to be noted that the pictures above are merely snapshots depicting
the region of interest and not the entire simulation box itself. The pearlite
lamella width is 200 μm which is half of the illustrated box-length.
in ferrite. However, a small deviation is observed near the critical lamellar
spacing when diﬀusion in ferrite is also accounted for along with diﬀusion
in austenite. In this case, pronounced tapering of cementite near the
growth front due to diﬀusion in ferrite, is observed. It is noteworthy,
that such a taper1 causes a modiﬁcation of the triple point orientation
with respect to the growth direction, and thereby the triple point angles
1A similar set of simulations using the multiphase-ﬁeld model [1] was conducted by
C.Q. (without utilizing the grand-potential formulation). Although that work is
unpublished, those simulations (a separate study) facilitated a direct assessment of
the eﬀectiveness of grand-potential model (used in the present studies) by serving as
a comparable case. Conceptually, such a comparison helped K.A. in comprehending
the role of interfacial excess energies. This line written in words of K.A. is essentially
based on a discussion with C.Q.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of pearlitic growth front velocities as a function of lamellar
spacing at constant undercooling (ΔT = 10K) derived from a Jackson-
Hunt-type calculation with phase-ﬁeld results in respective diﬀusion
regimes2.
5.3 Discussion and outlook
In the present chapter, I generalized the Jackson-Hunt analysis in order
to incorporate diﬀusion in the growing phases, in addition to the diﬀusion
in the bulk. The results of the analysis predict that the growth front
velocities change by a factor ρ, with respect to the case where diﬀusivity
2The C code to generate the analytical plot was originally developed by A.C. for
eutectic alloys. This code was extended by K.A. to generate the illustrated plot
relevant for eutectoid transformation in binary Fe-C alloys.
assumed in the analytical derivations diﬀers from those resulting in the
simulations. This indeed causes modiﬁcations in the velocities near to the
critical spacing and the critical spacing itself, which is also reﬂected in
my simulations. However, for spacings further ahead, where the capillary
term is less dominant with respect to the solutal eﬀect, the agreement
is better. Further, as already shown in previous works [43], there exists
a diﬀerence between theoretical analysis of the Jackson-Hunt type and
quantitative phase-ﬁeld simulations, which arises because of the inherent
assumptions used in the analytical derivations.
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is absent in the growing phases. Phase-ﬁeld simulations, conducted with a
thermodynamically consistent model, conﬁrm the theoretical predictions
fairly well. In addition, the simulations predict the morphology of the
growth front showing a tapering of cementite in the direction of growth.
It is worth clarifying that the present work does not aim to represent the
eutectoid transformation in Fe-C systems, in totality. These studies are
limited to only a part of the entire eutectoid transformation phenomena,
which is to analytically and numerically investigate the inﬂuence of
diﬀusion in the growing phases, on the lamellar front velocity, which
has been adequately achieved through my results. The presence of a
stoichiometric phase like cementite imposes a limitation on the choice
of length scale and therefore the interface width, thereby limiting the
thin-interface defects arising due to having arbitrary diﬀusivities in all
phases. This argument is further accentuated by a good agreement
of analytical and numerical results as plotted in ﬁgure 5.2. Further,
this near-overlap also suggest that the aim of the present work has
been adequately accomplished. Thus, the present phase-ﬁeld simulations
decompose the eﬀect of dual-diﬀusion mode (in bulk as well as growing
phases), in isolation i.e. without considering additional eﬀects for e.g.
the lattice strains [97] which inﬂuence the growth morphology.
The complete problem of eutectoid transformation however, is complicated
and a precise description is not the aim of the present work. The
additional ingredients, include the contribution from grain-boundary
which is an interesting direction for future research. Therefore, for
comparison with experiments and particularly, to present a detailed
argumentation with respect to the previous ﬁndings [94, 206] based
on the results of this article would not be meaningful. To arrive at a
reasonable overlap between simulations and experiments, it is necessary
to consider the combined inﬂuence of bulk and grain-boundary diﬀusion
together with transformation strains in the present phase-ﬁeld model.
It will also be intriguing to address the faster kinetics of re-austenisation
or pearlite dissolution (as compared to pearlite growth) by deriving and
transferring ideas from the present work. To this end, studies need to be
conducted to establish the exact mechanism and primary diﬀusion regime
that governs the kinetics of such transformations. Low undercooling
and presence of preexisting cementite particles in austenite, alter the
pearlite growth morphology from lamellar to spheroidized widely known
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as “divorced pearlite” [196]. The phenomena is addressed in detail in
the following chapters to gain further insights on spherodizing behav-
ior or non-cooperative growth of pearlite during widely used annealing
treatment of steel.
6 Non-cooperative
eutectoid transformation:
symmetric arrangement
of preexisting cementite
In the present chapter, the simulation results concerning the lamellar to
divorced eutectoid transition and the concurrent growth and coarsening
regime are discussed. In particular, the inﬂuence of undercooling and
interparticle spacing is explored as the transformation proceeds from a
symmetrical arrangement of preexisting cementite (θ). This chapter was
published in [6].
6.1 Lamellar to Divorced transition
As I am primarily interested in amending the criteria which determines
whether the eutectoid transformation front evolves by a cooperative
(lamellar growth, which leads to the formation of pearlite) or a
non-cooperative mechanism (resulting in divorced eutectoid), I use
the same input parameters (volume diﬀusion constants and interfacial
energies) for the present phase-ﬁeld simulations that was used in chapter
5 to simulate a pearlitic morphology. In order to account for the role of
diﬀusion of carbon along the transformation front simultaneously, the
interface diﬀusion constant is assumed to be 1000 times greater than
volume diﬀusion constant in ferrite. The interface relaxation coeﬃcient is
derived from a thin-interface analysis which is described elsewhere [2, 199].
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Figure 6.1: (a) Numerically simulated microstructures at two diﬀerent undercoolings
below the eutectoid temperature (ΔT = 5 and 10 K) and particle spacing
(λ = 0.28 and 1.1μm) starting from the same initial arrangement of the
phases. The diagram shows that a cooperative growth regime is favored
at higher undercooling and spacing leading to the formation of pearlitic
lamellae. At lower undercoolings and smaller particle spacings, a non-
cooperative mechanism predominates which results in the formation of a
divorced eutectoid microstructure. (b) 1-D chemical potential proﬁle for
ΔT = 5K and λ = 0.58μm plotted along the dashed line connecting the
center of both the cementite particles. The proﬁle shows that the carbon
partitioned at the α/γ transformation front is incorporated by both the
particles which results in non-cooperative eutectoid transformation.
The temporal evolution of austenite, ferrite and cementite phases is
studied, which is governed by the initial particle spacing at intercritical
temperature and the undercooling below the eutectoid temperature (A1).
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The simulation domain width in the transverse direction directly controls
the spacing (represented by λ) while the radius of the particles is kept
same for consistency of the numerical results. In order to compare the
present phase-ﬁeld results with the classical theories, which introduce a
criteria for lamellar to divorced transition based on experimental ﬁndings
[190, 196], I limit the present discussion to a symmetric arrangement
of preexisting cementite particles which are embedded in an austen-
ite matrix. The undercooling below the eutectoid temperature (ΔT )
as well the particle spacing (λ) is varied to study their eﬀect on the
resulting microstructure.
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Figure 6.2: Temporal evolution of the isolevels φα = 0.5 (dashed lines representing α/γ
interface) and φθ = 0.5 (solid lines representing θ/γ and θ/α interfaces) for
the (a) cooperative (resulting in pearlitic lamella) and (b) non-cooperative
(resulting in divorced eutectoid) regimes. The pulling-away of the advanc-
ing ferrite-austenite interface is evident from the numerically simulated
isolevels shown in (b). A comparison of the temporal evolution of the
isolines in (a) and (b) indicate that the initial particle spacing ‘λ’ (number
of grid-points along x-axis) governs the switch between both the evolution
regimes (for constant undercooling ΔT = 10K).
Figure 6.1(a) shows the dependence of undercooling and particle spacing
in stimulating a transition from lamellar to divorced morphology. It
is noteworthy, that the numerical results accentuate the experimental
ﬁndings which emphasize a greater tendency of the ferrite-austenite
interface to pull away from cementite particles at low undercooling and
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small spacing. On the contrary, at larger spacing and higher undercooling,
a cooperative growth regime is favored which results in the formation
of pearlitic lamellae. On analyzing the simulated chemical potential
proﬁle in 1-D as shown in Figure 6.1(b), it is apparent that a divorced
morphology forms due to the incorporation of partitioned carbon (at
the advancing α/γ transformation front) into the existing cementite
particles. Thus, a near overlap of the present simulation results with the
existing theory demonstrate the general capability of phase-ﬁeld method
in capturing the topological changes during eutectoid transformation.
Figure 6.21 compares the temporal evolution of the numerically simu-
lated isolines corresponding to interphase interfaces for a lamellar growth
[Figure 6.2(a)] and divorced eutectoid [Figure 6.2(b)], starting from a
symmetric arrangement of cementite particles. As the undercooling is
constant for both the cases (ΔT = 10K), the evolution mode (coopera-
tive or non-cooperative) is determined by the initial particle spacing ‘λ’
(represented by X-axes in Figure 6.2). At a lower value of ‘λ’ (0.27μm),
the α/γ interface pulls-away from θ, more commonly known as, the
non-cooperative growth. However, at a larger value of ‘λ’ (1.11μm), the
growing phases, α and θ maintain a common transformation front, by
evolving cooperatively.
6.2 Concurrent growth and coarsening
The most phenomenal ﬁnding of the present numerical studies is the
isolation of concurrent growth and coarsening regime during eutectoid
transformation. Figure 6.3 shows the temporal evolution of phase con-
tours which are overlaid on the chemical potential map, when the initial
cementite spacing is reduced to 0.294 μm at an undercooling of 5K below
the A1 (eutectoid) temperature. An intermittent coarsening regime sets
in before the pulling away of the α/γ interface from cementite particles.
In order to provide a detailed exposition of this newly identiﬁed regime
(which is not clearly visible in Figure 6.3), I plot both the phase con-
tours separately [in Figure 6.4(a)] as well as the 1-D chemical potential
proﬁle along the dashed-line [in Figure 6.4(b)] for diﬀerent simulation
1The plot showing the temporal evolution was generated by K.A. on the advise of
R.M.
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time-steps. Depending on the initial distance from the ferrite-austenite
transformation front, the cementite particles are labeled as 1 and 2. On
comparing the 1-D chemical potential proﬁles for two diﬀerent simulation
time-steps (t1 and t2), I ﬁnd that a change in the carbon redistribution
mechanism is stimulated which leads to coarsening of particles prior to
the divorce from the growth front.
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Figure 6.3: Temporal evolution of the phase contours which are plotted over the
corresponding chemical potential maps during concurrent growth and
coarsening regime (ΔT = 7.5 K and λ = 0.294 μm). Coarsening can be
observed clearly in Figure 6.4.
To begin with, the α/γ transformation front advances and forms an inter-
face with the adjacent cementite particle 1. As a result of this interaction,
particle 1 starts to grow due to the incorporation of partitioned carbon
primarily via the interface (transformation front) diﬀusion ﬂux. It is note-
worthy, that the particle 1 which shares a common interface with ferrite
experiences a greater inﬂux of partitioned carbon as compared to particle
2, since the interface diﬀusivity is assumed to be 1000 times faster than
the diﬀusion in austenite in all the present cases. As the diﬀusion ﬁelds of
both the cementite particles overlap, particle 1 grows while the particle 2
shrinks, as shown in Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(c). At this stage, the driving
force for coarsening predominates over the growth. The same is also
reﬂected [Figure 6.4(a)] by a temporal increase in the curvature of θ/γ
interface of particle 1 which slowly approaches inﬁnity and subsequently
curves inwards. An advancement of α/γ transformation front towards
particle 2 causes a shift in the carbon redistribution mechanism again;
the driving force for cementite growth exceeds coarsening. I attribute
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Figure 6.4: (a) Phase contours showing the subsequent shrinkage and growth of
particle 2 as the α/γ front advances. (b) 1-D chemical potential proﬁles
plotted along the dashed line in (a) which shows a deviation in the
carbon redistribution mechanism during temporal evolution (as seen at
t1 = 6.44 × 10−4 seconds and t2 = 7.79 × 10−4 seconds). (c) Temporal
evolution of the scaled radius (R/R0) of particle 2 illustrating sharp
deviations in the trend. The corresponding contours of particle 1 are also
plotted along side at diﬀerent time-steps which explains how the temporal
change in curvature of θ/γ interface of particle 1 results in the onset of
growth and coarsening regimes respectively.
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this to a reduction in the distance between α/γ transformation front and
particle 2, which makes the incorporation of partitioned carbon feasible
at smaller distances via bulk diﬀusion ﬂux. As a result, the chemical
potential near the advancing α/γ front ascends leading to the growth of
particle 2. This change in the carbon redistribution mechanism which
results in predominance of growth over a coarsening regime is evident
from the 1-D plot shown in Figure 6.4(b)2.
It is worth clarifying that the “concurrent growth and coarsening” regime
(denoted by ‘C’) reported in the present work principally diﬀers from
the particle coarsening in alloys which has been extensively reported in
the literature [207–211]. Although, the reported regime ‘C’ does involve
curvature driven coarsening of particles, the primary diﬀerence with the
phenomena of conventional coarsening is attributed to the energetics of
α/θ/γ phase triple-junction which determines if the transformation pro-
ceeds by a cooperative (to yield lamellar pearlite) or by a non-cooperative
regime (yielding divorced eutectoid). Further, the accompanying eu-
tectoid transformation modiﬁes the eﬀective curvature of θ/γ interface
of particle ‘A’ which increases the rate of coarsening as depicted by
a decline in normalized radius of particle ’B’ shown in Figure 6.4(b).
It can be argued that the reported regime holds a close resemblance
with the discontinuous coarsening of grain boundary precipitates which
could result in the formation of precipitate free zone (PFZ) along prior
austenite grain boundaries [212]. However, on a careful examination, it
is apparent that the physics of temporally evolving interphase interfaces
which is reported in the present study is not only diﬀerent, but also more
complex when compared to the grain boundary interfaces involved in
discontinuous coarsening3.
6.3 Lamellar-Divorced-Coarsening
map (LDC)
Having numerically simulated and comprehended the ipseity of the con-
current growth and coarsening regime which precedes the non-cooperative
2The preceding paragraph written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with T.M.,
R.M. and B.N. which facilitated in speedy interpretation of results.
3This paragraph written in the words of K.A. is based upon a discussion with R.M.
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eutectoid transformation, I construct a Lamellar-Divorced-Coarsening
(LDC) transition map as shown in Figure 6.5 to summarize the parametric
study. The LDC transition map generated by conducting phase-ﬁeld
simulations for three diﬀerent undercoolings (5, 7.5 and 10 K) below
the eutectoid temperature and initial particle spacings predicts the mor-
phology that is favored for a given set of initial conditions during an
isothermal transformation. In a nut-shell, the most signiﬁcant contri-
bution of the work presented in the current letter is the addition of an
alphabet ‘C’ (acronym for concurrent growth and coarsening regime which
is favored at smaller spacing and lower undercooling) to the classical
Lamellar-Divorced (LD) map [99, 196]. Further, the present numerical
ﬁndings are also in complete agreement with the existing theory for the
divorced to lamellar morphological transition; lamellar morphology being
more favorable at large spacings and high undercooling.
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Figure 6.5: A morphological transition map showing the predominance of lamellar (L),
divorced (D) and concurrent growth and coarsening (C) modes during the
eutectoid transformation in Fe-C alloy system. The initial spacing between
the cementite particles (at the intercritical temperature) as well as the
undercooling below the A1 temperature govern the switching among the
three numerically simulated modes.
6.4 Discussion and outlook
The spacing of the cementite particles embedded in the austenite ma-
trix as well as undercooling below the eutectoid temperature entirely
determines the ﬁnal microstructure. An in-depth phase-ﬁeld study of
the isothermal transformation presented in this chapter, aids in selection
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of parameters to tailor the eutectoid microstructure appropriately. The
present approach also captures the important transition between lamellar
and divorced morphologies and sheds light on the change in carbon redis-
tribution mechanism which is primarily governed by initial conﬁguration
of the phases. The concurrent growth and coarsening regime is identi-
ﬁed for the ﬁrst time which may be fundamentally diﬃcult to isolate in
experiments. Thus, the present numerical studies provide new insights
into the transformation mechanism and amend the classical model of
eutectoid transformation.
In the following chapters, a detailed study on the inﬂuence of asymmetrical
arrangement of cementite particles on the ﬁnal eutectoid morphologies
is presented. Large-scale numerical studies of the divorced eutectoid
transformation for a random distribution of particles is also conducted to
facilitate a direct comparison with the experimental microstructures.

7 Mixed cementite
morphologies
The inﬂuence of curvature-driven coarsening is more pronounced, as
the transformation proceeds from a random spatial arrangement of
θ particles. In the following chapter, I report a detailed parametric
study of the non-cooperative eutectoid transformation, which proceeds
from random arrangement of preexisting θ particles. This chapter was
published in [7].
7.1 Amending the governing criteria
The multiphase-ﬁeld model that is used to study the non-cooperative
evolution in Fe-C binary alloys is already discussed in an earlier chapter
of this thesis. The reader is referred to previous studies [2, 5, 6, 215, 216]
for a detailed description.
In the present section, I investigate the inﬂuence of introducing a third
particle at an equivalent spacing (λ = 0.252 μm), on the coarsening
kinetics, starting from a symmetrical arrangement of cementite. In
Figure 7.1, I plot the numerically simulated coarsening rate of the boxed
particle (second from left), as the transformation proceeds, starting from
a symmetric arrangement of 2 and 3 θ particles respectively. During
the early stages of transformation, the coarsening rates observed in
both the cases are identical. As the α/γ transformation front evolves
non-cooperatively, the second particle shrinks due to the onset of a
curvature-driven coarsening regime, discussed previously [6]. By virtue
of a decrease in the eﬀective curvature, the shrinking rate of the second
particle is accelerated by the soft-impingement (overlap of the carbon
concentration ﬁeld with the third particle). Apparently, the accelerated
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coarsening regime that I report in the present study is dependent on
the distribution of θ, ahead of the advancing transformation front and
not feasible unless 3 or more preexisting particles are considered for
numerical studies.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of the numerically simulated coarsening rate of the boxed
cementite during an isothermal eutectoid transformation (ΔT = 7.5K)
starting from a symmetrical arrangement of 2 and 3 preexisting particles
(λ = 0.252 μm).
In Figure 7.2(a), I plot the phase isolevels at representative time-steps,
as the eutectoid transformation proceeds from a preexisting symmetric
arrangement of 3 θ particles. As the α/γ transformation front temporally
advances, concurrent shrinking of the second and ripening of the third
particle is observed. Meanwhile, the α/γ transformation front continues
to evolve non-cooperatively by pulling away from the ﬁrst θ particle.
The chemical potential proﬁle (1D) as plotted along the dotted line in
Figure 7.2(b), suggests a strong carbon diﬀusion ﬂux, originating from
the center of second particle. The transport of carbon by volume diﬀusion
towards particles on either side provides a plausible mechanism for an
observed overlap of non-cooperative and coarsening regimes. A closer
examination of the temporal change in radius of the third particle (Figure
7.2(c)) suggests that the non-cooperative and coarsening regimes overlap
in the early stages i.e. as the second particle shrinks, and in succession,
once it disappears.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Temporal evolution of the isolevels φα = 0.5 (dashed lines representing
the α/γ interface) and φθ = 0.5 (solid lines representing θ/γ and θ/α
interfaces) during the isothermal eutectoid transformation (ΔT = 7.5K),
which starts from a symmetrical arrangement of 3 cementite particles (λ =
0.252μm). (b) 1-D chemical potential proﬁle plotted at two representative
time-steps along the dotted-line in Figure 7.2(a) that connect the centers of
the 3 cementite particles. During the early stages, the carbon partitioned
at α/γ transformation front is incorporated in all the particles. As the
α/γ transformation front advances, larger amount of carbon partitions
preferably at the θ/γ interface of the second particle, which results in
accelerated curvature-driven coarsening. (c) Comparison between the
coarsening rate of the second and third particle, as the α/γ transformation
front advance towards right-hand side of the computational domain.
7.2 Simulation parameters
The simulation parameters used for the present study are summarized in
Table 8.1, in their dimensional form. Since, I am primarily interested in
generic features of non-cooperative eutectoid transformation, the reported
times are normalized by l02/Dγ , where l0 = σ/ (RT/vm) is the capillary
length.
The size of the computational domain is chosen to be 433 × 500 grid
points, where the grid spacings in the x and y directions (Δx and Δy)
are equal to the lattice constant (0.0042 μm). Hence, the size of the
domain is estimated to be 1.81 μm × 2.10 μm. The initial condition,
which comprises of a random distribution of preexisting cementite (θ)
particles embedded in austenite (γ), is constructed using an algorithm
which ﬁlls the numerical domain with spheres of diameter ‘d0’. By varying
λmin (the shortest distance between the two neighboring particles), I
generate diﬀerent particle distributions. A thin layer of ferrite (α) is
embedded at the bottom of the numerical domain. No-ﬂux and periodic
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boundary conditions are imposed along the top-bottom (along the α/γ
growth direction) and left-right (perpendicular to the α/γ advancing
transformation front) edges of the numerical domain, respectively.
Table 7.1: Numerical parameters used for the phase-ﬁeld simulation of eutectoid
transformation starting from a random distribution of cementite particles
(‘λmin’ denotes minimum interparticle distance) with an initial diameter
‘d0’. TE denotes the eutectoid transformation temperature of a binary Fe-C
alloy, ΔT, the undercooling (below the A1 temperature) and σ, surface
energies (pairwise). Dα, Dθ and Dγ represents volume diﬀusivity in ferrite
(α), cementite (θ) and austenite (γ), whereas Dαγ , Dαθ and Dθγ represent
diﬀusivity along the corresponding transformation fronts.
Symbol Value Units
TE 999 K
ΔT 5, 7.5, 10 K
σαγ = σθγ = σαθ 0.49 J/m2
Dα = Dθ 2 × 10−9 m2/s
Dγ 1 × 10−9 m2/s
Dαγ = Dαθ = Dθγ 1000Dα m2/s
λmin 0.21, 0.252, 0.315 μm
d0 0.063 μm
7.3 Inﬂuence of minimum
interparticle spacing (λmin)
Figure 7.31 illustrate the temporal evolution of eutectoid phases during
an isothermal transformation (ΔT = 7.5 K), starting from three diﬀerent
λmin. As the transformation proceeds, the preexisting θ particles, ahead
of the advancing α/γ transformation front grow or shrink, depending
upon the local carbon redistribution mechanism. As the advancing α/γ
transformation front sweeps across the computational domain, the local
carbon redistribution is strongly inﬂuenced by the energetics of the
α/θ/γ phase tri-junction as well as soft impingement, causing temporal
shifts between non-cooperative and coarsening regimes. I prefer to call
such an apparent overlap between the observed curvature-driven particle
1The numerical simulation jobs (submitted on computer cluster by K.A) were jointly
administered by all the co-authors. T.M. ensured timely re-spawn of computational
jobs. The illustrated plot was prepared by K.A.
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coarsening and pulling away of the advancing α/γ transformation front
from θ as a mixed-mode regime. Due to a complete disappearance of
θ particles ahead of the growth front as the transformation approaches
completion, onset of the cooperative growth mode is observed. The
distinct reversal in the carbon redistribution mechanism is indicated by
the evolution of non-spheroidized θ particles in all the three test cases,
as the advancing α/γ transformation front traverses across to reach the
upper edge of the computational domain.
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Figure 7.3: Phase-ﬁeld simulations illustrating the temporal evolution of the eutectoid
phases during an isothermal transformation at an undercooling of 7.5
K below the A1 temperature. The initial condition comprises of a thin
ferritic (α) layer and random distribution of θ particles , embedded in the
γ matrix at minimum interparticle spacings (λmin) of (a) 0.21 μm (b)
0.252 μm and (c) 0.315 μm.
The particle size distribution that are plotted at representative time
steps in Figure 7.4, reveal interesting trends. Starting from a smaller
initial interparticle spacing (λmin = 0.21 μm), a particle size distribution
with two well deﬁned peaks is obtained during the early stages of the
transformation. As the transformation proceeds, the diﬀerence between
the two peak values reduce and ultimately, they merge forming a unique
peak, as the advancing α/γ front reaches the upper edge of the numerical
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domain. A temporal shift of the peak value towards right is also observed.
A similar trend is observed, if the initial interparticle spacing is chosen
slightly larger (λmin = 0.252 μm), as shown in Figure 7.4(b). On further
increasing the initial interparticle spacing to 0.315μm, a size distribution
with two well-deﬁned peaks of equal height are obtained during the ﬁnal
stages of transformation, as shown in Figure 7.4(c). The ﬁnal θ size
distribution in the transformed microstructure, simulated by choosing
three diﬀerent values of λmin (0.210, 0.252 and 0.315 μm) are plotted in
Figure 7.5. The multimodal size distribution obtained for larger value of
λmin (0.315 μm) indicate an overlap of cooperative, non-cooperative and
coarsening regimes, as the eutectoid transformation proceeds.
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Figure 7.4: Temporal evolution of the corresponding size distribution of θ particles,
plotted at representative times for three diﬀerent minimum interparticle
spacings (λmin) of (a) 0.21 μm (b) 0.252 μm and (c) 0.315 μm. The plots
suggest that a bimodal size distribution is favorable at larger λmin.
7.4 Inﬂuence of arrangement
The classical theory of non-cooperative eutectoid transformation [99,
190, 196] states that the transition from cooperative to non-cooperative
evolution of the α/γ front, during an isothermal eutectoid transforma-
tion is governed by interparticle spacing and undercooling (below A1
temperature). However, the onset of curvature-driven coarsening regime,
which is discussed in my earlier work [6], necessitates an extension of
the proposed criteria. From a technological perspective, it needs to be
ascertained, if there are any other factors apart from interparticle spacing
and undercooling that may inﬂuence the evolution kinetics as well as the
θ size distribution in the transformed microstructure.
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Figure 7.5: Normalized size distribution of θ particles in the transformed microstruc-
ture, starting from diﬀerent λmin. A multimodal size distribution of θ
particles in the ﬁnal microstructure is obtained if λmin = 0.315μm (where
N0 = 17 denote the number of particles at the start of transformation).
On the contrary, unique size distribution peaks are obtained at lower λmin.
The above plots are generated by analyzing the isothermally transformed
eutectoid microstructures at an undercooling of 7.5 K.
In the present section, I numerically simulate and analyze the temporal
evolution of the eutectoid microstructure, starting from three diﬀerent
preexisting arrangements of θ particles. In order to decompose the in-
ﬂuence of diﬀerent initial arrangement of θ on the complex spatial and
temporal evolution pathways, I assume the same initial interparticle spac-
ing (0.315 μm) and undercooling (ΔT = 7.5 K below A1 temperature),
for the three numerical test cases. According to the established theories
[99, 190, 196], the carbon redistribution mechanism during the temporal
evolution is determined by the conﬁguration of preexisting θ particles
ahead of the advancing transformation front. As shown in Figure 7.6(a),
the number of θ particles ahead of the α/γ front decrease as the trans-
formation proceeds due to curvature-driven coarsening. A comparison
of simulated trends suggest that the time elapsed before the number
of preexisting particle falls to zero, is equal for the three arrangements.
However, as the particle depletion trends do not overlap, it can be argued
that the spatial arrangement and size of θ particles in the transformed
microstructure may depend of their preexisting conﬁguration.
My present assertion is validated by comparing the θ size distribution
in the transformed microstructure for the three numerical test cases, as
shown in Figure 7.6(b). For arrangement 1, the size distribution comprise
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of two equivalent peaks. However, a bimodal and a trimodal size distri-
bution is obtained for the transformations starting from arrangements
2 and 3, respectively. Thus, the present numerical results suggest that
the preexisting arrangement of θ particles in γ inﬂuence the intermittent
carbon redistribution that ultimately results in variable size distribution
proﬁles in the transformed microstructures.
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Figure 7.6: Phase-ﬁeld simulations of isothermal eutectoid transformation (ΔT =
7.5 K) are conducted starting from diﬀerent initial arrangements of θ
particles (embedded in γ) but same λmin (0.315 μm). (a) Plot showing
the temporal decrease in the number of preexisting θ particles, as the
transformation proceeds from three diﬀerent initial arrangements. (b)
Corresponding size distributions of θ in the transformed microstructure.
7.5 Inﬂuence of undercooling -
A revisit
The inﬂuence of undercooling in facilitating a transition from the non-
cooperative mode (resulting in divorced eutectoid) to cooperative (forma-
tion of pearlitic lamellae) is well-known [6, 99, 190, 196]. In my ongoing
quest to generalize the governing criteria of non-cooperative eutectoid
transformation for a random distribution of preexisting θ particles, I nu-
merically re-investigate the inﬂuence of undercooling on the mechanism,
by which, the advancing α/γ transformation front evolves. In Figure
7.7(a)-(c), I show the representative microstructures simulated at three
diﬀerent undercoolings (ΔT = 5, 7.5 and 10 K, below A1 temperature).
The initial conﬁguration of eutectoid phases (λmin = 0.21 μm) are as-
sumed to be identical for the three numerical test cases. On comparing
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the simulated microstructures, it is apparent that the advancing α/γ
transformation front pulls away from the interface of the boxed θ particle
and the divorce eventually occurs, if the undercooling is small (ΔT = 5K).
The morphology of the divorced cementite particle, illustrated by the
white box in Figure 7.7(a), is found to be tapered along the path of
advancing α/γ transformation front. The curvature-driven coarsening,
which results in a steep decline of preexisting particles implicitly regulates
the temporally evolving carbon redistribution mechanism ahead of the
growth front. Given the concurrent formation of ‘cementite-free’ patches
ahead of the growth front as well as a non-spherical morphology of the
boxed particle, I am convinced that the cooperative regime, although for
an inﬁnitesimal duration, must have set in at an intermittent stage.
(a) (b) (c)
T = 10 KT = 7.5 KT = 5 K
t = 3.6 x 108t = 1.1 x 109 t = 2.7 x 108
Cementite () Ferrite () Austenite () 
Figure 7.7: The representative microstructures (taken at diﬀerent times) depict the
inﬂuence of increasing the undercooling on the eutectoid transformation
mode, starting from equal minimum interparticle spacing (λmin = 0.21μm)
and identical arrangement of θ. (a) At ΔT = 5 K, the advancing α/γ
transformation front evolves non-cooperatively and divorces the boxed
particle. (b) A similar transformation mode is observed for ΔT = 7.5 K,
however, the boxed particle is more rounded as compared to Figure 7.7(a).
(c) At ΔT = 10 K, the boxed θ particle evolves cooperatively with the
α/γ front. A careful analysis of the representative microstructures (taken
at diﬀerent times) reveal that the mode of transformation is implicitly
related to undercooling as well as number of preexisting particles ahead of
the growth front, at a given time.
At a larger undercooling (ΔT = 10K), the boxed particle evolves cooper-
atively (Figure 7.7(c)). On the contrary, the boxed cementite particle
that is divorced by the advancing α/γ front appears to be comparatively,
more spheroidized, as the transformation proceeds at ΔT = 7.5K (Figure
7.7(b)). At this point, it is worth noting that the velocity of the ad-
vancing α/γ transformation front, which is directly proportional to ΔT,
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determines the transformation time. As the extent of particle coarsening
is dependent on the transformation time, I attribute the reason for an
observed non-cooperative evolution mode to be the higher density of
preexisting particles, ahead of the advancing α/γ transformation front2.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the temporally evolving cementite volume fraction during
an isothermal eutectoid transformation at three diﬀerent undercoolings
(ΔT = 5, 7.5 and 10 K). The initial conﬁguration of eutectoid phases is
chosen to be identical for the three test cases. (λmin = 0.315 μm).
The temporal evolution of θ volume fraction, plotted in Figure 7.8 at
diﬀerent undercoolings (5, 7.5 and 10 K), provides a fair idea of the
average carbon partitioning rate. A larger amount of carbon partition-
ing observed at ΔT = 10 K suggest that the particle ﬁneness in the
transformed microstructure is inversely related to undercooling.
7.6 Discussion and outlook
An extension of the governing criteria that controls the transition between
cooperative, non-cooperative and coarsening regimes during the eutectoid
2The preceding paragraph written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with T.M.,
R.M. and B.N. which facilitated speedy interpretation of results.
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transformation, starting from a random distribution of preexisting cemen-
tite particles, is proposed. A bimodal size distribution of cementite that
is obtained by numerically post-processing the simulated microstructure,
is in general agreement with the previous experimental ﬁndings [197, 213].
By conducting a systematic parametric study, I demonstrate that a mul-
timodal size distribution in the transformed microstructure is essentially,
an inherent characteristic of a eutectoid transformation that proceeds in
the mixed-mode. The complex nature of the eutectoid transformation is
depicted by the overlapping modes that have been numerically simulated
for the ﬁrst time. Further, by conducting an extensive parametric study,
I explain the mechanisms by which mixed θ morphologies (spheroidal as
well as non-spheroidal), evolve. I believe that the in-depth analysis of the
inﬂuence of arrangement and spacing of preexisting θ as well as under-
cooling that has been reported in the present study, will aid in selection
of parameters to tailor the eutectoid microstructure, appropriately.
It is worth mentioning that the inﬂuence of prior austenite grain bound-
aries on the transformed microstructure need to be investigated. A
detailed study is presented in the next chapter. Although, the present
numerical study provides valuable insights into the rich behavior that
is exhibited during the eutectoid transformation in binary Fe–C alloy,
the applied phase-ﬁeld method needs to be extended to account for the
diﬀusion of substitutional alloying elements.

8 Mechanisms of
non-cooperative eutectoid
transformation in
polycrystalline austenite
In this ﬁnal chapter of Part A, I investigate the inﬂuence of preexisting
asymmetric arrangement of θ, prior γ grain boundaries and morphol-
ogy of α layers on the temporal evolution of the divorced eutectoid
microstructure. A reasonable agreement between the numerically simu-
lated and experimental microstructures is also established. This chapter
was published in [8].
8.1 Inﬂuence of Arrangement
As the generic features of non-cooperative eutectoid transformation is of
primary interest, the reported times are normalized by l02/Dγ , where l0 =
σ/ (RT/vm) is the capillary length and Dγ is the diﬀusivity in austenite
(γ). T , R and vm denote transformation temperature, universal gas
constant and the molar volume respectively. The numerical parameters
used in the reported simulations are listed in Table 8.1.
8.1.1 Divorced-Coarsening transition in
asymmetric arrangement
According to the classical theory of non-cooperative eutectoid transforma-
tion [196], interparticle spacing (λ) and undercooling (below A1 tempera-
ture) determine whether transformation proceeds in a cooperative manner
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or the advancing α/γ front divorce the θ particles. In the present section, I
build upon the results reported in chapter 6 and extend the numerical stud-
ies to investigate the inﬂuence of preexisting arrangement of θ particles
on the non-cooperative evolution of the α/γ transformation front.
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Figure 8.1: (a) Temporal change in the volume fraction of the boxed θ particle, as the
α/γ transformation front advances starting from a two diﬀerent arrange-
ments (symmetric and asymmetric). Corresponding evolution of the phase
contours plotted over the chemical potential maps, as the transformation
proceeds from (b) symmetric and (c) asymmetric arrangements.
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In Figure 8.1(a), one can compare the coarsening kinetics, as the transfor-
mation proceeds from a preexisting symmetric and asymmetric arrange-
ments of two θ particles. The evolution of the chemical potential and
phase contours at representative times are shown for the two cases in
Figure 8.1(b) and 8.1c, respectively. It is observed that the boxed particle
(shown by the schematic diagram in Figure 8.1(a)) when placed at the
symmetric position, shrinks at a faster rate, as compared to the latter.
One may argue that the coarsening kinetics is expected to be much faster
for the case of asymmetric arrangement, rather than the symmetric due
to assistance from α/γ interface diﬀusive ﬂux (which is stronger than the
volume diﬀusion ﬂux) during the intermediate stages of the eutectoid
transformation, as seen in Figure 8.1(c) (at t = 7.55× 10−4). On the con-
trary, as the transformation proceeds from a symmetric arrangement, due
to geometric considerations and the chosen value of λ, the advancing α/γ
front does not get a chance to form an interface with the shrinking θ par-
ticle, as clearly seen in the temporally evolving phase contours in Figure
8.1(b). Therefore, any assistance from α/γ interface diﬀusion can be com-
pletely ruled out. Apparently, the question arises: In spite of availability
of a faster diﬀusion path along the α/γ interface, why is the coarsening
rate slower when the isothermal eutectoid transformation proceeds from
an asymmetric arrangement of preexisting θ particles? The answer lies
in analyzing the diﬀerence between the mean curvatures of the two θ
particles for the respective cases. Once the advancing α/γ front forms an
interface with the asymmetrically placed θ particle, it continues to shrink
in a lenticular morphology. This essentially means that the curvature
diﬀerence between the θ/γ or θ/α interfaces of the two particles depreci-
ate, thereby, slowing down the curvature-driven coarsening rate. On the
contrary, when the eutectoid transformation proceeds from a symmetric
arrangement, the temporally shrinking particle retains the spheroidal
morphology. On analyzing the temporal evolution of phases for both the
cases (symmetric and asymmetric arrangements), it is apparent that the
diﬀerence in curvatures of θ/γ or θ/α interfaces of the two particles are
greater when the shrinking particle retains the spheroidal morphology
i.e. when symmetrically located with respect to the θ particle.
Figure 8.2 shows the inﬂuence of interparticle spacing (λ) as the eutectoid
transformation proceeds isothermally from asymmetric arrangement of
preexisting θ particles (undercooling, ΔT = 10K below A1 temperature).
The results of the numerical simulations are illustrated for two diﬀerent
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interparticle spacings (λco = 0.26 μm and λd = 0.57 μm). Starting from
the initial conﬁguration of phases. which comprise of asymmetrically
arranged particles, the α/γ transformation front advances to form an
interface with the θ phase. When the chosen λ is small (λco = 0.26 μm),
the particles nearer to the preexisting α/γ transformation front (at odd
positions), ripen while the ones farther (even position), shrink. As
the eutectoid transformation proceeds, the θ particles at even positions
shrink and ultimately, dissolve. On analyzing the simulated chemical
potential proﬁle, one can observe the carbon diﬀusion ﬂux along the α/γ
transformation front, directed towards the θ particles that are located
at odd position positions. However, if the λ is increased (λd = 0.57 μm),
coarsening of θ is less pronounced and the transformation proceeds
predominantly, in the non-cooperative mode. For even larger λ, curvature-
driven coarsening of θ is not observed. It is worth noting that the criterion
of divorced-coarsening transition regime reported earlier holds for the
case of asymmetric arrangements as well. However, the rate of coarsening,
which inﬂuences the ﬁnal microstructure, is dependent on the relative
arrangement of preexisting θ particles.
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Figure 8.2: Phase-ﬁeld simulations showing the inﬂuence of λ as the eutectoid transfor-
mation proceeds isothermally from a preexisting asymmetric arrangement
of θ particles (ΔT = 10K). The phase contours are plotted on the corre-
sponding chemical potential maps. At smaller λ (λco = 0.26 μm), onset
of curvature-driven coarsening result in dissolution of θ particle, marked
at even positions. However, at larger λ (λd = 0.57 μm), the eutectoid
transformation predominantly proceeds in non-cooperative mode.
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8.1.2 Mixed transformation products
It is typical to observe the non-spherical θ particles co-existing with
the spherical/well-rounded ones in a transformed eutectoid microstruc-
ture. As the presence of non-spheroidized θ has an adverse eﬀect
on the machinability of steel, it is essential to establish the condi-
tions of growth and process parameters which prevent the formation
of non-spheroidized counterparts.
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Figure 8.3: Temporal evolution of phase isolines (φ = 0.5) and the corresponding
chemical potential map for an asymmetric (a) single-layered and (b) bi-
layered arrangement of θ particles (initial spacing, λ = 0.84 μm), during
an isothermal eutectoid transformation (undercooling, ΔT = 7.5K). The
isolines plotted over the chemical potential map illustrate the corresponding
sharp interfaces of the phases. Black lines correspond to α/γ interface
while the white lines represent θ/α and θ/γ interfaces.
In Figure 8.3, I present the phase-ﬁeld simulation results to demonstrate
the inﬂuence of preexisting θ particle in bringing about a shift from
co-operative to non-cooperative evolution mode. For the case of single-
layered arrangement, the preexisting particles that are nearer to the
α/γ transformation front, evolve non-cooperatively yielding a divorced
eutectoid morphology. As the transformation front temporally evolves
to form an interface with the farther set of particles, it pulls away and
divorces the θ particles in Level 1, as illustrated in the in Figure 8.3(a).
Owing to an absence of any θ particles ahead of the growth front, the
transformation proceeds further in a cooperative mode. The apparent
shift in the transformation mode (i.e. cooperative to non-cooperative)
results in the evolution of lamellar/non-spheroidized eutectoid morphology
(at t = 5.01 × 10−3s). On the contrary, when the transformation starts
with a bi-layered arrangement of preexisting θ particles (shown in Figure
8.3(b)), a shift in the carbon redistribution mechanism is not observed.
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The temporally advancing α/γ transformation front continues to pull-
away from the θ particles in Level 2 (in the ﬁrst layer), which ultimately
result in the formation of divorced eutectoid. Apparently, the present
simulations suggest that the presence of preexisting θ particles ahead of
the growth front (in second layer) favor the non-cooperative evolution of
the growth front.
8.2 Non-cooperative eutectoid
transformation in
polycrystalline austenite
8.2.1 Inﬂuence of preexisting α thickness (L) and
conﬁguration of θ particles
Polycrystalline γ is modeled as an array of four hexagonal grains in a
two-dimensional simulation domain with periodic boundary conditions.
As the preexisting γ grains are chosen to be equiaxed and of the same
size, the ratio of the width (Nx grid-points) and height (Ny grid-points)
of the numerical domain is restricted to
√
3 : 2. This implies that a circle
of radius ‘r’ which circumscribes the central grain relate to the numerical
domain width as, Nx = 3r (or Ny = 2
√
3r). For the present simulations,
a computational box size of 500 × 433 grid-points is chosen, where the
grid-spacings in the x and y directions (Δx and Δy respectively) are
equal to 0.0042 μm. Therefore, the present choice of numerical domain
size implies a γ grain size (2r) that is equal to 1.2 μm. The four γ
grains in consideration are assigned distinct phase-ﬁelds and uniform
equilibrium composition that is derived from the phase diagram. A
spatial distribution of ‘N0’ spherical θ particles (initial radii equal to
8 grid-points) is algorithmically generated by using a numerical pre-
processing technique. The minimum distance between two particles is
constrained to be greater than λmin ± ξ grid-points, where λmin is the
minimum inter-particle spacing and ξ is a random noise between 0 and
10 grid-points. The pre-processing algorithm iteratively ﬁlls the spherical
particles inside the domain as per the imposed minimum inter-particle
spacing (λmin) criteria. Following every successful incorporation of a new
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particle in the numerical domain, the algorithm performs a number of
iterations (lesser than the predeﬁned maximum designated by imax) to
search for a suitable coordinate of the next particle that is to be added.
For a limiting case, when the introduction of new particles is no longer
possible for the chosen imax, the iteration exits. The maximum possible
number of iterations (imax) following every successful particle ﬁlling is
chosen to be high enough to ensure that the algorithmically generated
particle distribution is homogeneous. Finally, a layer of α (of uniform
thickness ‘L’) is placed along the γ grain boundaries and a parametric
study is conducted by varying the simulation parameters as shown in
Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Numerical parameters used for the phase-ﬁeld simulation of eutectoid
transformation starting from polycrystalline γ (‘r’ denotes grain radii)
containing random distribution of θ particles (‘λmin’ denotes minimum
inter-particle distance) and grain boundary α layers (of uniform thickness
‘L’). TE denotes the eutectoid transformation temperature of a binary
Fe-C alloy, ΔT , the undercooling (below the eutectoid temperature) and σ,
surface energies (pairwise). Dα, Dθ and Dγ represents volume diﬀusivity
in ferrite (α), cementite (θ) and austenite (γ), whereas Dαγ , Dαθ and Dθγ
represent diﬀusivites along the corresponding transformation fronts.
Symbol Value Units
TE 999 K
ΔT 7.5 K
σαγ = σθγ = σαθ 0.49 J/m2
Dα = Dθ 2 × 10−9 m2/s
Dγ 1 × 10−9 m2/s
Dαγ = Dαθ = Dθγ 1000Dα m2/s
L 0.1, 0.084, 0.0504, 0.0336 μm
λmin 0.075, 0.084, 0.105, 0.147 μm
r 1.2 μm
Figures 8.4(a)-(e) and 8.4(f)-(j) show the temporal evolution of eutectoid
phases staring from a polycrystalline conﬁguration that is described
above, for two diﬀerent α layer thicknesses, L = 0.0336 and 0.1 μm,
respectively. Assuming other simulation parameters to be constant,
numerical simulations are also carried out for intermittent thicknesses
(0.0504 and 0.084 μm), to study the inﬂuence of initial grain boundary α
layer thickness on the evolving as well as ﬁnal eutectoid morphologies,
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that are in contact with cementite particle, pinch-oﬀ during the early
stage of transformation and forms an island morphology to minimize
the surface energy (Figure 8.4(b)). Once the pinching-oﬀ stops, the α/γ
begins to temporally advance (Figure 8.4(c)), in a predominantly non-
cooperative mode. In the time elapsed (during the α layer pinch-oﬀ), the
count of preexisting θ particles plummets down as a result of curvature
driven coarsening (the phenomena is discussed in the detail in previous
chapters) which subsequently, lead to a cooperative growth of the α/γ
front during the ﬁnal stages of eutectoid transformation (Figure 8.4(e)).
It is noteworthy that the α pinching-oﬀ is not observed, if the initial α
layer thickness is assumed to larger (Figure 8.4(f)-(g)). By conducting
a parameter study, it is observed that the coarsening of the preexisting
θ particles is comparatively less, if L > 0.0336 μm. Apparently, the
numerical simulations suggest that the pinching-oﬀ of grain boundary
α-layer is strongly dependent on the surface energies and ceases once the
equilibrium phase triple-junction angles develop.
Ferrite (α) Austenite (γ)Cementite (θ)
(b) t = 2.8 x 107 (c) t = 7.6 x 107 (d) t = 2.3 x 108 (e) t = 3.2 x 108(a) t = 0
(j) t = 2.6 x 108(f) t = 0 (g) t = 2.8 x 107 (h) t = 7.6 x 107 (i) t = 1.1 x 108
Figure 8.4: Phase-ﬁeld simulation showing the temporal evolution of the mixed eutec-
toid morphologies during an isothermal transformation (ΔT = 7.5 K below
A1 temperature), starting from an initial conﬁguration which comprise
of grain boundary α layers of initial thickness L and θ particles that
are randomly dispersed (λmin = 0.126 μm) in polycrystalline γ (grain
diameter = 1.2 μm). The eﬀect of initial grain boundary α thickness on
the temporal evolution of phases is observed in the present simulations. At
a small thickness (L = 3.36 × 10−2 μm), the grain boundary α pinches-oﬀ
from θ particles to minimize surface energy, at the early stages, as ob-
served in (a)-(e). The temporal evolution shown in (f)-(j) suggests that α
pinch-oﬀ do not take place at early stages, if the initial thickness is higher
(L = 0.1μm).
in detail. It is observed that for a thickness of 0.0336 μm, the α layer
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The temporal evolution of θ volume fraction is plotted in Figure 8.5(a)
starting from diﬀerent initial thicknesses (L) of grain boundary α layers. A
signiﬁcant deviation in the carbon redistribution mechanism is observed
for the case of L = 0.0336 μm, during the early stages of eutectoid
transformation. Such a deviation can be attributed to curvature-driven
coarsening regime, that is active during the α layer pinch-oﬀ (in early
stages of eutectoid transformation) and causes a net carbon diﬀusion ﬂux
from the θ particles located near the grain center towards the α/γ front as
they start advancing from the prior γ grain boundaries. Unarguably, for
the case pertaining to L > 0.0336 μm, the inﬂuence of particle coarsening
in bringing about a change in the transformation mechanism, cannot
be denied. Apparently, a temporal decline in the number of preexisting
θ particles (located towards the grain center) is also observed in this
case.
It can be argued that the pinching-oﬀ of preexisting α layers that is
observed in the present phase-ﬁeld simulations is unrealistic from an
experimental perspective. The result of the parametric study reported
in Figure 8.5(a) allows us to identify the minimum threshold (numerical
value of L) below which, pinching-oﬀ occurs. To rule out such a possibility,
I assume the α layer thickness to be suﬃciently high (L = 5.04×10−2μm)
for all the numerical simulations, that follow.
In order to study the inﬂuence of arrangement and spacing of θ particles
on the resulting microstructure, I numerically simulate the eutectoid trans-
formation staring from diﬀerent λmin (minimum inter-particle spacing).
The criteria for λmin that is imposed by the numerical pre-processing al-
gorithm already described above, yields various distribution of θ particles
(corresponding number of particles is designated as N0). Figure 8.5(b)
shows the θ size distribution obtained at the end of eutectoid transfor-
mation, by initializing numerical simulations with diﬀerent number of
particles (or λmin). A comparison of the ﬁnal θ size distribution suggests
that the peak value decrease on increasing N0 (or on decreasing λmin).
Due to an enhanced coarsening of θ particles at smaller λmin (or larger
N0), the number of preexisting particles located towards the grain center
decline temporally and subsequently, dissolve (in the later stages). As the
transformation proceeds towards completion, due to a complete or near
absence of preexisting θ particles, the α/γ transformation front starts to
evolve co-operatively leading to the formation of elongated/bottle-shaped
particles which are found to be pointing towards the grain center. The sup-
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ple reversal of the transformation mode (non-cooperative to co-operative)
that results in the formation of spheroidal as well as elongated/bottle-
shaped particles, explain the presence of more than one local maxima
in the size distribution plots shown in Figure 8.5(b). It is noteworthy
that the reported reversal in the transformation mode is not favored if
the initial inter-particle spacing (λmin) is large. The distribution plot
pertaining to N0 = 90 (λmin = 0.105 μm) represents an intermediate case
in which, non-cooperative as well as cooperative modes dominate during
the early and later stages of the transformation respectively, as suggested
by an absence of a unique distribution peak. These results essentially
suggest that at smaller λmin, curvature-driven coarsening predominates.
Although the inﬂuence of coarsening is less pronounced at larger values of
λmin, the transformation for these cases proceed by a complex interplay
of cooperative and non-cooperative modes, depending upon the local
distribution of θ particles in the proximity of advancing α/γ front.
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Figure 8.5: (a) The plot showing the eﬀect of initial thickness of grain boundary α
layer (L) on the temporal evolution of θ volume fraction. Pinching-oﬀ of
α layers is observed at early stages (at L = 3.36 × 10−2 μm) which results
in a deviation from the trend observed for higher L. (b) Starting with four
diﬀerent interparticle spacings, the eutectoid transformation is numerically
simulated (λmin = 0.075, 0.084, 0.105 and 0.147 μm) and the ﬁnal particle
distributions (obtained on completion of the phase transformation) are
compared. For the sake of comparison, other simulation parameters such
as grain size (1.2 μm), initial thickness of grain boundary α layers (L =
5.04 × 10−2 μm) and undercooling (ΔT = 7.5 K below A1 temperature)
are kept constant for the four cases. A deviation from the bottle-shaped
distribution proﬁle is observed for λmin = 0.105 μm(N0 = 119) due to
fragmentation of pearlitic lamellae.
For a more detailed understanding, I analyze the temporal evolution of
eutectoid phases starting from (a) λmin = 0.075 μm and (b) λmin =
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0.084 μm, by plotting the corresponding particle size distribution at the
representative time-steps. In the case of smaller λmin (Figure 8.6(a)),
a temporal shift of size distribution peak towards the right-hand side,
suggests the predominance of a characteristic curvature-driven coarsening
regime during the intermittent as well as ﬁnal stages (474.6 − 1559.4 μs).
At the later stages of the eutectoid transformation, coalescence of particles
results in formation of non-spheroidal morphologies. Interestingly, for the
case of larger λmin (Figure 8.6(b)), a bimodal size distribution of evolving
θ particles is obtained. To begin with (67.5 μs), the size distribution has
a unique peak. However, as the α/γ transformation front temporally
advances in mixed-mode, spheroidal as well as non-spheroidal particles
evolve. On comparing the size distribution and the number of particles
(inversely dependent on λmin) in the simulated microstructure (Figure
8.6(a) and 8.6(b)), I conclude that the curvature-driven coarsening is not
a dominant mode by which the eutectoid transformation proceeds, if the
initial inter-particle spacing is larger.
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Figure 8.6: Temporal evolution of the phases and the corresponding particle size dis-
tributions are plotted, by numerically simulating the isothermal eutectoid
transformation (ΔT = 7.5 K below the A1 temperature), starting from
an initial conﬁguration comprising of grain boundary α layers (initial
thickness, L = 5.04 × 10−2 μm) and θ particles at minimum distances of
(a) λmin = 0.075 μm and (b) λmin = 0.084 μm in polycrystalline γ (grain
diameter = 1.2 μm).
At this point, I would like to state that the simulated bimodal size distri-
bution of θ particles (for λmin = 0.084 μm) is an inherent characteristic of
a mixed-mode (cooperative/non-cooperative) eutectoid microstructures.
As the transformation proceeds, the carbon redistribution is dependent on
the preexisting arrangement as well as the distance of the nearest θ parti-
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cles ahead of the advancing α/γ interface. Apparently, for a given random
distribution of preexisting particles, the carbon redistribution mechanism
is more complex when compared to the case of symmetric arrangement, for
which theories are relatively well established [99, 190, 196]. The numerical
results suggest an overlap of cooperative and non-cooperative transforma-
tion modes, which are primarily governed by interparticle spacing (from
nearest neighbor) and spatial arrangement of θ ahead of advancing the
α/γ front. As I demonstrate that the cooperative and non-cooperative
evolution of the α/γ front as well as curvature-driven coarsening of θ
particle are favored depending upon the initial interparticle spacing and
arrangement, the cementite morphologies and distribution found in the
transformed microstructure yields insights concerning the intermittent
regimes that predominate during the isothermal transformation.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of θ size distribution simulated at two diﬀerent prior γ grain
sizes (r = 1.2 and 1.8 μm). N0 denotes the number of θ particles at the
start of eutectoid transformation. λ for both the test cases is assumed to
be same (equal to 0.147 μm). Prior α/γ boundaries are denoted by black
lines in the schematic diagram.
8.2.2 Inﬂuence of prior γ grain size (r)
To understand the inﬂuence of prior γ grain size on the ﬁnal microstruc-
ture, I compare the size distributions of θ simulated at diﬀerent ‘r’ (1.2
and 1.8 μm) while assuming the λ to be same (equal to 0.147 μm) for
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both the numerical test cases. A characteristic unimodal size distribution
of θ is obtained at larger grain size (1.8 μm), as shown in Figure 8.7.
On the contrary, a bimodal size distribution is favored, if the initial
grain size is assumed to be smaller by 33%. It is imperative to note
that the inﬂuence of introducing prior γ grain boundaries on the size
distribution of θ is more pronounced at small grain size and diminishes,
when increased1.
8.2.3 Comparison with experimental microstructures
With a view to establish a synergy between the numerically simulated
and experimental microstructures, I compare the various morphologies of
θ observed in the experimental microstructure with the phase-ﬁeld simu-
lations2. For the given set of growth conditions, one can observe various
non-spheroidized θ morphologies, which lend insights into the evolution
mechanism of α/γ front during various stages of eutectoid transformation.
Two such exemplary θ morphologies namely elongated and bottle-shaped
particles are shown in Figures 8.8(a) and 8.8(c) respectively. The occur-
rence of elongated particles near the center of the prior-γ grain in the
transformed microstructure accentuate the present simulation results,
which suggest that the α/γ transformation front evolves cooperatively,
owing to an absence of preexisting θ ahead of it, during the ﬁnal stages
of eutectoid transformation. The temporal disappearance of θ ahead
of the growth front is an outcome of curvature-driven coarsening which
predominates, if λ is suﬃciently small. On the contrary, bottle-shaped
θ morphologies evolve, if the transformation proceeds in a mixed mode,
depending on the distance from the nearest preexisting particle.
One can also identify an interesting spatial arrangement of θ particles in
the transformed microstructure, which I prefer to call a “particle loop”,
as illustrated in Figure 8.8(b). Depending on the spatial arrangement and
inter-particle spacing (λmin = 0.147 μm), the α/γ advancing transforma-
tion front drags the θ particles as it evolves towards the prior-γ grain
center. For the present simulations, where it has been explicitly assumed
1The preceding section written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with R.M. and
B.N. which facilitated the correct interpretation of results.
2B.N. motivated K.A. to compare the numerically simulated patterns with experi-
mental microstructures. The comparative analysis was conducted by K.A.
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that the preexisting α layers are aligned along the prior-γ grain bound-
aries, the simulated θ loop qualitatively agree with the experimental
microstructure, illustrated along side.
800-30-710-10-7
(a)
Particle loop
800-30-710-10-8
(b)
840-60-750-15-3(c)
Ferrite () Cementite ()
Austenite ()
Figure 8.8: Comparison of the θ morphologies observed in experimental microstruc-
tures with the exemplary simulation results. The illustrated experimental
microstructures are obtained by isothermally holding the austenized sample
(T1 ◦C, t1 minutes) at T2 ◦C for t2 minutes (Fe–0.92C–0.66Si–1.58Mn–
1.58Cr–0.12Ni–0.05Mo–0.178Cu (wt.%) alloy). (a) Elongated θ particles
aligned radially inwards and point towards the grain center. (b) As the α/γ
transformation front evolves non-cooperatively, the divorced θ particles
get aligned in a loop (T1 = 810 ◦C, t1 = 30 minutes, T2 =1= 710 ◦C,
t2 = 10 minutes). (c) The bottle θ morphology, which is representative of
mixed co-operative/non-cooperative regime, active during the course of
transformation. (T1 = 840 ◦C, t1 = 60 minutes, T2 =1= 750 ◦C, t2 = 15
minutes). The experimental microstructures are provided by Z.X. Yin and
H.K.D.H. Bhadeshia.
At this point, it is worth clarifying that the illustrated experimental mi-
crostructures obtained by the inter-critical annealing of multi-component
steel (Fe–0.92C–0.66Si–1.58Mn–1.58Cr–0.12Ni–0.05Mo–0.178Cu wt.%)
serve as exemplary cases for a qualitative comparison with the numeri-
cally simulated θ morphologies and spatial arrangements 3. For a quan-
titative comparison, the inﬂuence of various alloying element on the
3This statement written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with R.M. and B.N.
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future numerical studies. As the current work focuses on the analysis of
a complex carbon redistribution mechanism that result in the formation
of characteristic θ morphologies and arrangements in the transformed
microstructure, the present numerical study is limited to the case of an
isothermal transformation (ΔT = 7.5K) in binary Fe-C steel.
8.3 Discussion and outlook
Here, I have explained the inﬂuence of preexisting arrangement of θ
particles on the evolution of α/γ transformation front. It is worth noting
that the inﬂuence of arrangement of θ, which is shown to have profound
eﬀects on the ﬁnal microstructure, has been all together neglected in
the previous theoretical, experimental and numerical studies. Using
phase-ﬁeld simulations, I also explain the inﬂuence of preexisting α layer
thickness and γ grain size on the evolution mechanisms in polycrystalline
microstructures. It is shown that the criterion for the lamellar-divorced-
coarsening transition reported in earlier works holds even if the preexisting
arrangement of θ particles is not symmetric. However, the coarsening
rate is greatly inﬂuenced by the λmin and relative arrangement, which in
turn determine the ﬁnal microstructure.
t = 2.9 x 106 t = 1.9 x 107 t = 3.3 x 107
Figure 8.9: 3-D numerical simulation showing the temporal evolution of eutectoid
phases and the corresponding chemical potential map (central 2-D slice
of the numerical domain) for a symmetric arrangement of preexisting θ
particles (ΔT = 10 K, λ = 0.14 μm). The predominance of curvature
driven coarsening at small λ indicates the importance of accounting for
the third dimension in numerical simulations.
non-cooperative eutectoid transformation, needs to be considered in the
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experimental ﬁndings [197, 213, 214]. By analyzing the eutectoid trans-
formation which proceeds isothermally from an initial setting comprising
of a random distribution of θ particles and grain boundary α layers
embedded in polycrystalline γ, I explain the mechanisms by which mixed
θ morphologies evolve. Such microstructures are typically used in bearing
steels [217]. It is also shown that the changing the preexisting arrange-
ment of θ can trigger a change from unimodal to bimodal distribution
of particles. One can observe that the numerically simulated eutectoid
microstructures possess many similarities with the experimental ones, as
suggested by their comparison in Figure 8.8 and a following discussion on
their evolution mechanisms. The present numerical results suggest that
the curvature-driven coarsening is a dominant regime at lower λmin val-
ues. If λmin is chosen to larger, the transformation proceeds by complex
interplay of cooperative and non-cooperative evolution modes.
Using phase-ﬁeld simulations, I have shown that the morphology of
preexisting ferrite layers inﬂuences the mechanism by which eutectoid
transformation proceeds. However, the inﬂuence of preferential grain
boundary or triple-junction nucleation on the θ size distribution have
not been explored. In this context, a broader consensus on eutectoid
nucleation can improve the microstructure predictive capability of the
technique described in the present article. A signiﬁcant limitation of this
study is that the numerical simulations are limited to 2D. An exemplary
simulation of the non-cooperative evolution in 3D is shown in Figure
8.9. The addition of the third spatial dimension, essentially changes the
dynamics of curvature-driven coarsening, which in turn, directly aﬀects
the ﬁnal eutectoid microstructure4. Therefore, the numerical studies
need to be extended by analyzing the morphological evolution of phases
during the divorced eutectoid transformation in 3D.
4This statement, written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with R.M.
For the ﬁrst time, I have reported the evolution of bimodal distribution of
θ particles in Fe-C alloys, which are in good agreement with the previous
Part IV
Phase-ﬁeld modeling of
polycrystalline evolution in
veins

9 Free growth in an
open cavity
The dependence of growth rate on facet orientations for a single crystal has
been reported in the past [251, 252]. However, when polycrystal growth
occurs, the neighboring crystals inﬂuence the growth rate. Microstruc-
tures formed due to crystal growth in an open cavity are characterized
by an increase in grain size with more favorably oriented facets out-
growing the misoriented neighbors [253, 254]. The orientation selection
rule responsible for the growth competition in such systems is based on
misorientation with respect to the most preferred growth direction. In
the following section, I simulate grain growth competition in 2D and
3D and deduce the orientation selection rule. Since the scope of the
current study is limited to kinematics of crystal growth, the driving force
is assumed to be constant. The results reported in this chapter were
published in parts in [9] and [11].
9.1 Polycrystalline evolution of alum
One common mineral analogue that has been used to replicate free growth
of crystals in laboratory experiments is Potash alum [KAl (SO4)2 · 12H2O]
[237]. The crystal structure of alum is cubic with eight {111} facets.
At room temperature it grows into an octahedral habit and also de-
velops {110} and {100} facets. However, the growth rate of the
{110} and {100} facets is much higher as compared to {111}, hence
they are much smaller in size as compared to the primary facet
[255]. Klapper et al. [256] report that temperature ﬂuctuation in-
creases the growth rate of {110} and {100} facets with respect to
{111}. They also state that crystal dissolution and recrystallization
can lead to formation of extra facets in the early growth stages.
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Figure 9.1: Anisotropic growth competition of crystals with orientation A (blue), B
(red) and C (green). (a) A = 15◦, B = 30◦ and C = 45◦ (b) A = 15◦, B
= 30◦ and C = 0◦ (c) A = 30◦, B = -5◦ and C = 45◦ (d) A = 10◦, B =
-15◦and C = 45◦ (e) A = 11◦, B = -15◦and C = 45◦ (f) A = 25◦, B =
-25◦ and C =45◦ (g) Orientation map for C = 45◦derived from phase-ﬁeld
simulation results (h) Orientation deﬁnition for 2D cubic crystal growth
simulations.
In the ﬁrst set of simulations, I study the eﬀect of non-neighboring
members (termed as “Long distance eﬀect” by Nollet et al. [242]) on the
free-growth regime of cubic crystals. A 2D simulation is carried out with
10 crystal seeds uniformly embedded at the bottom of the simulation
domain and orientation designated as A, B or C degrees. In Figure 9.1,
the second grain from left at the bottom grain boundary is assigned ‘A’
degrees and sixth grain as ‘B’ degrees. All other grains are assigned ‘C’
degrees. The orientation deﬁnitions in 2D simulations are given by Figure
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9.1(h). Similarly, one can simulate the free-growth in 3D by embedding
36 crystal seeds uniformly at the bottom and assigning each orientation
A and B once in the domain. The rest of the grains are assigned with
orientation value C as shown in Figure 9.2. The numeric value of ‘A’, ‘B’
and ‘C’ are chosen to investigate the eﬀect of non-neighboring crystals
(if any) on orientation selection during free-growth of crystals.
On the basis of phase-ﬁeld simulation results as shown in Figures 9.1(a) -
9.1(f), an orientation map (Figure 9.1(g)) of crystal orientations ‘A’, ‘B’
and ‘C’ is derived which establishes the following selection rules:
• If every crystal has a diﬀerent orientation, the crystal which is most
favorably oriented (vertical in this case), survives and rest of the
crystals are consumed.
• The consumption or survival of a crystal depends on its own orien-
tation relative to its neighbors. The non-neighboring crystals do
not aﬀect the growth.
• Crystals retain the equilibrium shape (from Wulﬀ construction)
when in contact with liquid at all times.
• Crystals having the same growth orientation with respect to most
preferred orientation (vertical in this case) form perpendicular
grain boundaries (relative to initial surface) and co-exist in the
ﬁnal microstructure, if the other neighboring crystals are not more
favorably oriented. This is also observed in the 3D case when two
crystals have a similar orientation with respect to the vertical line
but lie in diﬀerent planes.
Next, I perform a 3D simulation of alum crystal growth such that crystals
also develop {110} and {100} facets in addition to {111} as shown in
Figure 9.3. Hemispherical crystal seeds are uniformly embedded at the
bottom of the domain as shown in Figure 9.3(a), and every crystal is
assigned a random orientation with respect to the normal direction of
the growth plane. The growth competition results in the consumption of
poorly oriented crystals (greenish and bluish in color) and in survival of
favorably oriented ones (reddish) as shown in Figure 9.3(c).
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Figure 9.2: 3D phase-ﬁeld simulation of cubic crystal growth: (a) Initial condition
with hemispherical nuclei uniformly embedded at the bottom of the do-
main and with assigned orientations of A (blue), B (red) and C (green)
degrees. Growth competition leads to orientation selections according
to the orientations (b) A = 15◦, B = 30◦ and C = 0◦ (c) A = 5◦, B =
30◦and C = 45◦ (d) A = 15◦, B = 10◦ and C = 45◦ (e) Schematic diagram
to provide orientation deﬁnition for 3D cubic crystal growth simulations.
The diﬀerent colors of crystal facets is meant for better visualization of
orientation components (axial tilt and rotation axis) and is not to be
confused with color-coding in preceding sub-ﬁgures.
9.2 Polycrystalline evolution of quartz
I use the faceted anisotropy of the surface energy function (equation
4.3) to simulate the evolution of single quartz starting from a spherical
nucleus, as shown Figure 9.4(a).
As a model test case, I relax the earlier assumption of volume pre-
served evolution to reproduce the growth competition in polycrystalline
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quartz (Figure 9.4)1, typically observed in experimental studies. It is
apparent from the temporal evolution of the freely growing polycrys-
tal that the misoriented crystals (blue) are consumed by more favor-
ably oriented ones (red). The quartz polycrystal develops prominent
facets and strong growth competition result in the overgrowth of crystals
by favorably oriented ones2.
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Figure 9.3: Free growth of alum crystals with random orientations. (a) Bottom layer of
the 3D phase-ﬁeld simulation domain showing the spherical crystal nuclei
and their assigned orientations in diﬀerent colors. (b) intermediate stage
of alum crystals growing in liquid. The facets {111}, {110} and {100}
can be distinctly identiﬁed, (c) 2D simulation showing the ﬁnal stage of
growth competition. Favorably oriented crystals (reddish) outgrow their
neighbors. (d) Orientation deﬁnitions for 3D and (e) 2D alum growth
simulations. The colored crystal facets in Figure 9.3(d) is provided for a
better visualization and is not related to colorbar shown below.
1Data visualization package used by K.A. to generate 3D iso-surfaces was developed
by M.S. and B.N.
2The iso-lines (shown in Figure 9.4(h)) were plotted by K.A. on the advise of J.U.
and B.N.
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Figure 9.4: Three dimensional phase-ﬁeld simulation of (a) a quartz crystal evolving
from a spherical nucleus. The volume of the evolving crystal is preserved
so that the ﬁnal morphology (when temporal shape evolution stops) corre-
sponds to the equilibrium crystal shape. (b) the crystal growth competition
using the faceted-type anisotropic surface energy, if the initial crack aper-
ture is wide. The white arrow shows a misoriented crystal (see color-map)
which is overgrown by the favorably oriented neighbors while the yellow
arrow shows a favorably oriented crystal overgrowing the neighbors. (c) A
2D simulation showing the late stage ”pillar-like” growth of quartz. The
favorably oriented crystals (reddish color) outgrow the blue and green
misoriented neighbors. The illustrated colormaps show the misorientation
w.r.t to sealing direction (vertical). (d) Colored isolines of the temporally
evolving polycrystals in early stages. It is observed that under the present
set of assumptions for the numerical simulations, the triple junction stay
immobile until well deﬁned facets have formed, as shown by the blue arrow
and the corresponding iso-lines.
10 Grain boundary tracking
behavior in unitaxial
crack-seal microstructures
In the present chapter, I modify the boundary condition and parameters
to present a systematic study of unitaxial crack-sealing, e.g. crack
surface roughness, crack opening velocity, opening trajectory and number
of crystal nuclei1. A detailed discussion of 2D simulation results and
possible extensions of the current numerical model to 3D is also presented.
This chapter was published in [9].
10.1 Crack-seal growth
In the following section, I use the phase-ﬁeld method described in the
previous chapter, to study the eﬀect of various crack parameters namely
roughness, opening velocity and trajectory on the crack-seal microstruc-
ture. Further, I also examine if the number of competing crystal nuclei
causes a variation in the ﬁnal microstructure.
Numerical simulations are carried out with periodic asperities on the
crack wall and uniformly distributed crystal nuclei placed at top of the
domain. The crystals grow downwards in the direction of crack opening.
All the crystals are assumed to posses a cubic anisotropy and assigned
random misorientations in the range of −45◦ to 45◦.
1The original ideas to utilize the multiphase-ﬁeld model to investigate vein growth
characteristics was conceived by B.N. during her doctoral research. The following
work presented by K.A. is an expansion of B.N’s preliminary ideas.
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Figure 10.1: Eﬀect of crack-wall roughness on the grain boundary tracking behavior.
The direction of the crack opening is θopen = 45◦to the vertical line. (a)
The roughness of the crack is governed by angle β. The simulated grain
structures refer to wall roughness of (b) 100◦, (c) 120◦, (d) 139◦ and (e)
171◦. (f) Straight lines are ﬁtted along the grain boundaries to calculate
(g) tracking eﬃciency, plotted as a function of crack roughness. The
nature of the plot obtained from 2D phase-ﬁeld simulations is consistent
with the results of Urai et al. [218]. The colors refer to diﬀerent crystal
orientation with respect to the vertical direction (see colormap).
10.1.1Eﬀect of crack wall roughness
The crack surface is assumed to be periodic and the degree of roughness
is controlled by the vertical angle β which is varied between 90◦ and
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180◦ while keeping the wavelength constant as shown in 10.1(a). An
angle of β = 180◦ corresponds to a smooth surface. The crack is opened
periodically at an angle θopen with respect to the vertical direction. In
order to study the inﬂuence of crack roughness, I ﬁx the value of θopen
to be 45◦. The velocity of crack opening is selected in such a way that a
complete sealing of the crack occurs before every crack opening event.
At a higher crack roughness (β = 90◦) , it is observed in Figure 10.1(b)
that the crystals track the crack opening trajectory. This is also charac-
terized by the crack peaks (referred as ‘Grain Boundary Attractor’ by
Hilgers et al. [241] and Nollet et al. [242]) attracting the grain bound-
aries and forcing the crystals to grow in a ﬁbrous morphology. As β is
successively increased in Figures 10.1(c) - 10.1(e), the tracking behavior
decreases and crystals develop curved/oscillating grain boundaries. The
period of oscillation reduces with decreasing roughness.
To quantify the grain boundary tracking behavior, one can plot the
contour of the crystal grain boundaries (corresponding to one of the
tracking grain boundary) and ﬁt straight lines to the left and right
crystal boundaries as illustrated in Figure 10.1(f). The overall tracking
inclination θtrack is deﬁned as the mean value of the slopes of the two
lines and is used to elaborate the general tracking eﬃciency as:
GTE = θtrack
θopen
(10.1)
GTE is plotted as a function of roughness angle β in Figure 10.1(g). The
resulting trend indicates that the general tracking eﬃciency decreases
for lower crack-surface roughness, beyond a certain β value. It is to be
noted that purpose of the preﬁx ‘general’ in the term ‘general tracking
eﬃciency’ (GTE)2 is to highlight the diﬀerence with the deﬁnition of
‘tracking eﬃciency’ by Urai et al. [218]. As evident from the simulations
and plotted results in Figure 10.1, GTE converges to the deﬁnition
of ‘tracking eﬃciency’ when crystal growth is isotropic without any
oscillations. Additionally, the deﬁnition of GTE is more general as it
remains valid even when characterizing the tracking behavior of oscillating
grain boundaries.
2This term was coined by K.A. based on a discussion with M.S.
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10.1.2Eﬀect of crack opening rate
To study the eﬀect of crack opening velocity on vein growth, a simulation
setup similar to section 10.1.1 is considered with 10 crystal nuclei. The
roughness angle β = 100◦ is selected to ensure a high level of tracking
eﬃciency, if complete sealing occurs before every opening event. The
crack opening angle is kept constant (θopen = 45◦) and rate of opening is
varied as shown in Figure 10.2. It is observed in Figure 10.2(a) that at
higher crack opening rate (as compared to crystal growth rate), crystals
lose contact with the crack surface. This leads to the formation of
an elongate-blocky growth morphology, since crystals now grow more
or less anisotropically and follow the orientation rule as observed for
free-growth in Figure 9.1(g). At lower crack opening rate as in Figures
10.2(b) and 10.2(c), crystals grow isotropically in ﬁbrous morphology,
since the facet formation is suppressed. Further, within the complete
crack-seal regime, at a higher opening velocity, the crystal boundaries
have a tendency to curve in contrast to the case when opening velocity is
smaller. The simulation results for the inﬂuence of crack opening velocity
on crystal growth morphology are presented in Figure 10.2. A deﬁnitive
change in the crystal growth morphology is observed if crack opening
rate is varied.
Figure 10.2: Eﬀect of crack-wall opening velocity on crystal growth morphology and
ﬁnal microstructure. The growth is elongate-blocky at higher crack
opening rate in contrast to ﬁbrous when the crack opening rate is slower.
Further, within the complete crack seal regime, a morphological transition
from curved to straight boundaries is observed. The direction of the crack
opening is 45◦with respect to vertical. The crack opens after every (a)
200Δt, (b) 500Δt and (c) 700Δt seconds where Δt = 0.12 second refers
to time-step width. The colors refer to diﬀerent crystal orientation with
respect to vertical (see colormap).
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10.1.3Eﬀect of crack opening trajectory
In the next series of simulations, 100 crystal nuclei with diﬀerent orien-
tation are uniformly embedded at the top of the domain and the crack
opening angle θopen is varied. The crack roughness angle β is selected to
be 100◦ and a complete sealing is ensured at every opening event. The
phase-ﬁeld simulation results show that crystals track the crack opening
trajectory, irrespective of θopen. Thus, the grain boundary tracking ef-
ﬁciency is not aﬀected by the crack opening angle. The results of the
simulation are summarized in Figure 10.3.
Figure 10.3: Eﬀect of crack opening trajectory on crack-seal microstructure. The
angles of opening θopen are (a) 14.0◦,(b) 18.4◦,(c) 26.5◦,(d) 33.6◦and(e)
36.8◦with respect to vertical in anti-clockwise direction. The crystals track
the crack opening irrespective of the trajectory, if opening increments are
small and crack surface is suﬃciently rough. The colors refer to diﬀerent
crystal orientation with respect to the vertical direction (see colormap).
On further increasing the magnitude of the crack opening increment in
Figure 10.4 while ensuring complete sealing before every opening event,
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one observes that the tracking behavior is lost and crystals grow in a
random morphology (Figure 10.4(a)). However, when the crack opening
increment is reduced 10 folds, while keeping θopen unchanged, crystals
re-establish a tracking of the crack opening trajectory as shown in Figure
10.4(b).
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Figure 10.4: Eﬀect of crack opening increment on the crack-seal microstructure. The
same number of crystal nuclei, crystal anisotropy and wall morphology are
used as in Figure 10.3. (a) Loss of tracking behavior for linear and oblique
opening in large increments (20 grid-points lateral oﬀset). (b) Grain
boundary tracking for linear and oblique opening in smaller increments
(2 grid-points lateral oﬀset). Crystals track the trajectory only when
opening increments are suﬃciently small. The picture on upper right hand
side (plot of φ = 0.5) shows the grain boundary morphology provided to
compare with crack-opening path. The colors refer to diﬀerent crystal
orientation with respect to the vertical direction (see colormap).
10.1.4Eﬀect of number of crystal nuclei
The number of nuclei is varied to study its inﬂuence on the vein growth
morphology. The crack is assumed to be suﬃciently rough for 100%
tracking of crystal boundaries and complete sealing is ensured. The
phase-ﬁeld simulations show that varying the initial number of nuclei
does not inﬂuence the tracking behavior. It is noteworthy that the
number of surviving crystals remains constant and is numerically equal to
the number of peaks in the crack surface which faces the crystal growth
front. The crystal boundaries stabilize at the crack peaks which suggest
that these attract the grain boundaries. Further, one does not observe
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any change in growth morphology once the number of crystals surviving
equals the crack peaks, irrespective of the initial number of nuclei as
shown in Figure 10.5.
Figure 10.5: Eﬀect of initial number of nuclei on crystal growth morphology and ﬁnal
microstructure. The crack opening increments are small in the direction
45◦with respect to vertical. The crack surface facing the crystal growth
front has 8 peaks. The number of crystal nuclei are varied as in (a) 25,
(b) 50, (c) 100 and (d) 250 to observe the eﬀect on ﬁnal microstructure.
The number of crystals that end up tracking the crack openings is equal
to the number of peaks on the advancing crack. Colors refer to diﬀerent
crystal orientation with respect to vertical (see colormap).
Finally, 3D phase-ﬁeld simulations of crack-sealing are carried out by em-
bedding 100 alum crystal nuclei on computationally generated rough crack
surface in Figures 10.6(a) and 10.6(b). The roughness of the 3D crack
surface is controlled by varying the range of amplitude of peaks. Higher
roughness relates to a wider range of maximum and minimum height of
peak which is permissible (chosen randomly at diﬀerent spatial locations).
The crack is opened slowly to ensure ensuring complete sealing before
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every opening event. The 3D simulation results are displayed in Figure
10.6 which shows a layer-by-layer plot of the simulation domain. The
simulation results reveal that a crack surface with higher roughness forces
the crystals to track the opening trajectory. As the surface roughness is
reduced, the resulting grain boundaries partially form curved/oscillatory
morphologies (Figure 10.6(d)). It can be observed that crystals grow in
a mixed regime when the wall roughness is not suﬃciently high.
Figure 10.6: Crystals are embedded on an algorithmically irregular surface for simulat-
ing crack-sealing process in 3D. The crack surface roughness is deﬁned by
the amplitude of peaks. To reduce the surface roughness, the amplitude
of every peak is reduced by a numeric factor. (a) The initial simulation
domain setting. (b) Top view of the crack surface. 3D layer plot of the
phase-ﬁeld simulation of crack-sealing process showing (c) grain boundary
tracking along with occasional occurrence of curved boundaries for the
roughness factor 6 and for a crack opening velocity of 2 grid points lateral
oﬀset, in (d), the number of curved/inﬂected grain boundaries increases
for the roughness factor 10 and for a crack opening velocity of 4 grid
points lateral oﬀset. The crack opening trajectory is similar to the one
shown in Figure 10.4(b). Colors refer to diﬀerent crystal orientation with
respect to vertical direction (see colormap).
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10.2 Discussion and outlook
In the present chapter, the multiphase-ﬁeld model for grain-growth has
been extended to study the crystal growth in veins in crack-sealing
conditions. The presence of a barrier for example, a rigid and rough
crack surface, obstructs the freely growing crystals, forcing them to
grow into a morphology unrelated to the equilibrium crystal shape.
It is found that the boundary conditions such as roughness, opening
velocity and trajectory determine the ﬁnal crack-seal microstructure.
The phase-ﬁeld simulation results of crack-sealing process suggest that
if the wall rock is suﬃciently rough and opening velocity is small, the
crystals grow isotropically, in a ﬁbrous morphology and track the crack-
opening trajectory. In this case, anisotropy in surface energy does not
eﬀect the growth morphology since facet formation is suppressed due
to the additional boundary condition, which corroborates the previous
simulation and experimental studies on crack-sealing process [218, 241,
242]. Moreover, higher roughness of the facing wall rock also increases
the ﬁneness of ﬁbrous microstructure. This is inferred from Figure 10.5
which shows that if the roughness is suﬃciently high, the number of ﬁbers
formed is numerically consistent with the peaks on the facing crack surface.
At a lower crack surface roughness, the grain boundary tracking eﬃciency
decreases and the crystal boundaries have a curved/oscillating morphology
as presented in Figures 10.1(c), 10.1(d) and 10.1(e). The anisotropy of
the surface energy provides an explanation for the curvature observed in
grain boundaries in this case, as the crack opening events occur along an
oblique 45◦ line with respect to the vertical direction. It is noteworthy,
that grain boundaries alone do not provide much information about the
crack-opening trajectory in such cases. The simulation results also reveal
that straight grain boundaries are formed when surface energy of the
growing crystals is assumed to be isotropic. Further, within the complete
crack-seal regime, when the opening increment is relatively faster, curved
grain boundaries are formed. 3D simulations of the unitaxial crack-
sealing process accentuate these ﬁndings; if the wall rock roughness is
low and crack opening velocity is increased while still ensuring complete
sealing before every opening event, the crystals growth occurs in a mixed
regime, characterized by a decrease in tracking behavior with a propensity
to form curved grain boundaries. A systematic study to correlate of
crack roughness (by choosing more realistic boundary condition for e.g.
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fractal surface) and opening rate (in 3 dimensions for more relevant vein
forming crystals like quartz or calcite) with the extent/amplitude of grain
boundary curvature/oscillation is presented in Chapter 11.
At this point, I would like to clarify that the objective of present work
is not to question the numerical algorithm or the simulation results
of Urai et al. [218], Bons [240], Hilgers et al. [241] and Nollet et al.
[242]. Rather, it is aimed to advance the numerical studies to 3D by
adopting a thermodynamically consistent approach and to discuss the
applicability of phase-ﬁeld method to study polycrystal growth in veins.
In this scope, the foremost intention is to discuss the reproducibility of
previous results (in free-growth as well as crack-sealing 2D simulations) as
well as advantages of using the present phase-ﬁeld model (3D numerical
studies for crystal of any shape, large-scale simulations and provision to
implement transport)3.
The present work establishes the phase-ﬁeld method as comprehensive,
artifact-free and standout approach to simulate the polycrystalline evo-
lution in unitaxial veins. The simulation results also demonstrate the
general capability of multiphase-ﬁeld method in dealing with anisotropic
3D vein-growth problem. It is noteworthy that the numerical model
presented in the current work provides a general framework to simulate
crystals of any shape. Since the underlying model equations are based
on continuum mechanical and thermodynamic concepts, several exten-
sions of the present vein-growth model are possible. This includes the
studies related to diﬀusion driven grain evolution and hydrodynamic
convection. Including such eﬀects in the present phase-ﬁeld model is
imperative for the complete understanding of the vein growth problem.
Once implemented, the model can be further utilized to study the precise
eﬀect of hydrodynamic convection on the morphology of the vein front
and crystal boundaries. Further, this also helps in debating the question
posed by Barker et al. [260] whether vein formation involves advective
ﬂuid ﬂow, or occurs by local diﬀusion of material from the surrounding
wall rock. Though, this requires signiﬁcant computational resources,
the eﬃcient parallelization of the phase-ﬁeld solver [244] (utilized for
phase-ﬁeld simulations presented in this article) makes it feasible.
3The preceding paragraph written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with B.N., M.S.
and M.R.
11 Fracture cementation
processes in 3D
In the present chapter, I study the inﬂuence of the realistic boundary
condition i.e. crack opening rate on the 3D tracking eﬃciency in cemented
(or sealed) fractures, as against the 2D studies reported in chapter 10
for cubic crystals. By employing advanced visualization and innovative
post-processing techniques, new methodologies to calculate the general
tracking eﬃciency for a more complex motion of grain boundaries is
proposed. This chapter was published in [10].
11.1 Numerical aspects
With an objective to numerically simulate crack-sealing in veins (or
cement, as deﬁned in petrology) and to characterize the resulting mi-
crostructure, I choose quartz crystals as a representative cement forming
material. Fractal based models are considered to be an eﬃcient method
for creating realistic-appearing terrain [261]. An algorithmically gener-
ated (diamond-square algorithm) fractal surface is utilized to model a 3D
crack surface (boundary condition) for phase-ﬁeld simulations (Figure
11.1). The progressive fracturing of host-rock and crystal precipitation
in the open space is algorithmically replicated once by numerical pre-
processing to obtain the initial condition for a simulation as shown in
Figure 11.2. The pre-processing algorithm adopted is as follows:
• The fractal topology of the lower crack surface is generated by a C
program to implement the well-known diamond-square algorithm
[250]. The topography (height-map) of the upper crack surface
is obtained by subtracting the respective heights (for lower crack-
surface) from the total height of the parent rock in consideration.
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The two complementary fractal surfaces are stationed over each
other with a minor clearance which represents the fracture in host
rock.
(b)(a)
Figure 11.1: (a) Fractal surface (generated by a well-known diamond-square algorithm)
used for three-dimensional crack-sealing simulations. (b) Height-map of
the generated surface.
• The space between the upper and lower surface is increased (by
5 grid points in the fracture direction) which represents the ﬁrst
crack-opening event.
• Crystals of equal size with diﬀerent crystallographic orientation in
space are initially laid on the lower crack surface. At this point, it is
important to note that the size of the crystal nuclei needs to be equal
in order to negate the advent of size-eﬀects in the following fracture
cementation simulations. The numerical pre-processing technique
in order to rule out any such possibilities involves the following
sub-steps: Cuboid crystal nuclei (diﬀerent colors represent an axial
tilt of the crystallographic axes deﬁned in the previous section) are
generated separately and merged with the parent numerical domain
containing the cleft (a boundary condition) such that the former
can be over-written. The resulting domain can be described as a
perfectly sealed microstructure.
• The lower crack surface is shifted downwards again to create a
small space between the wall and crystal front. Thus, one obtains
the initial numerical domain to start the phase-ﬁeld simulations.
At this point, I would like to clarify that the eﬀectiveness of commonly
used fractal techniques that are used to model natural terrain, is a topic
of ongoing debate. For the present studies, I choose the diamond-square
algorithm due to simplicity and ease with which it can be computation-
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ally implemented. The primary intention of using such a numerically-
constructed rough surface is to demonstrate the ability of the developed
pre-processing algorithm to design a relevant boundary condition (in
3D), for the simulation of fracture cementation process. In past years,
eﬃcient algorithms have been developed to generate realistic surface
[262, 263]. However, a detailed comparison of such algorithms merit a
separate discussion which in all certainties, is neither the focus nor the
highlight of the present thesis.
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Figure 11.2: Sequence of numerical pre-processing adopted to obtain a homogeneous
overlay (of same size) of crystal nuclei on the algorithmically generated
fractal surface. The ﬁnal domain appearing in the above sequence is used
as the initial condition for phase-ﬁeld simulations.
The unitaxial, one-directional growth is numerically simulated to investi-
gate the formation of 3D crack-sealing microstructure using the initial
condition generated in Figure 11.2, and the tracking behavior of grain
boundaries and multi-junctions are characterized. The following discus-
sion will focus on the two 3D simulation test cases with the same initial
condition but diﬀerent crack-opening rate, as described in Table 11.1.
As a result of wall rock opening along the predetermined opening tra-
jectory, the crack-aperture increases during simulation run-time. This
adversely aﬀects the computational eﬃciency as the size of simulation
domain increases in the fracture direction. In order to avoid such compli-
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cations, the simulation is carried out in a moving frame (also known as
shifting-box simulation). In the present simulations, the domain is shifted
in the growth direction (downwards) by adding a row of grid-point at the
top of domain and discarding oﬀ a row of grid-points at the bottom, every
time the advancing crystal growth front ﬁlls up 10% of the simulation box.
The ﬁnal domain is obtained by aggregating back the discarded rows of
pixels as described by Ankit et al. [5] for a diﬀerent material system. Fur-
ther, one has to ensure that the advancing crystal-rock interface always
stay within the boundaries of shifting-box for every simulation time-step.
A typical example of the 3D phase-ﬁeld simulation of crack-sealing shown
in Figure 11.3 exempliﬁes the advantage of numerically simulating and
analyzing the fracture cementation in 3D instead of 2D.
Table 11.1: Table showing the choice of normal crack-opening rates for simulations A
and B (Δx = Δy = Δz = 1.0 and Δt = 0.12). NA and NB represent the
crack-opening displacements in the normal direction for the test cases ‘A’
and ‘B’, respectively (as shown in Figure 11.5).
Simulation Time between Opening increment in Trajectory
successive opening vertical direction (N)
A 2Δt 3Δx (NA) Quarter arc
B 2Δt 8Δx (NB) Quarter arc
(a) (b)
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Figure 11.3: 3D phase-ﬁeld simulation of the crack-seal microstructure. The direction
of crack opening is along the quarter circle in the plane of computa-
tional thin-section (as shown by the blue arrow in the opening-trajectory
schematic diagram). The present simulation shows the morphology of
grain boundaries after 400 crack opening and sealing events. (a) A 2D
section of the 3D computational microstructure suggests consumption
of the grain marked by white arrow. (b) A look at the 3D computa-
tional microstructure reveals that the grain was actually not consumed;
rather it evolved along a diﬀerent plane. Transparency of the surround-
ing grains enable the visualization of the tracking cement inside the
numerical domain.
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11.2 Modeling of crack as a barrier
For the present studies, the crack surface is modeled as an inert phase,
which does not undergo a volumetric change to minimize the interfacial
energy. In a strict numerical sense, it simply means that the phase
evolution equation (4.6) is not solved at grid-points which constitute the
crack. In general, I prefer to call all such aggregate of grid-points as
barrier. To picturise the situation, let us consider a numerical domain
that comprises of three phase-ﬁeld parameters (φgrain1, φgrain2 and φliquid)
and a barrier, as shown in Figure 11.4.
Figure 11.4: Schematic representation of the barrier and the surrounding phase-ﬁelds.
The barrier is constrained to evolve spatially, as per the desired crack-
opening displacement without undergoing a change in shape or volume.
The corresponding domain volumes are given by Ωgrain1, Ωgrain2, Ωliquid
and Ωbarrier, respectively. The modiﬁed free energy functional (Equation
4.1), which do not account for any volumetric change in the barrier is
given by,
F (φ) =
∫
Ω−Ωbarrier
(
f (φ) + εa (φ,∇φ) + 1
ε
w (φ)
)
dx, (11.1)
where, Ω = Ωgrain1 + Ωgrain2 + Ωliquid + Ωbarrier. To numerically simulate
the fracture cementation process that proceeds by the crack-sealing
mechanism, the barrier is constrained to evolve spatially (no surface
energy minimization) as per the assigned crack-opening displacements
shown in Figure 11.51.
1 The preceding paragraph written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with M.S. and
B.N.
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N
A
N
B
SA
SB
NA : Constant normal opening displacement (case A)
NB : Constant normal opening displacement (case B)
SA : Evolving shear displacement (case A)
SB: Evolving shear displacement (case B)
Crack opening trajectory
First crack opening displacement (case A)
Second crack opening displacement (case A)
First crack opening displacement (case B)
Figure 11.5: Schematic diagram (not to scale) to illustrate the crack-opening trajec-
tories that are prescribed for the numerical test cases ‘A’ and ‘B’. The
values of crack-opening displacements in the normal direction, NA and
NB that are assumed to be constant are listed in Table 11.1. The shear
displacements, SA and SB are estimated before every crack-opening event
to ascertain the net displacement along a quarter circle.
11.3 Quantifying fracture cement
tracking characteristics
The term ‘tracking eﬃciency’ [218] quantiﬁes the tracking behavior of
crack seal microstructures and is governed by the roughness of the fracture
wall, crack opening width and the ratio of crystal growth versus crack
opening rate [241, 242]. Ankit et al. [9] amend this deﬁnition to a ’general
tracking eﬃciency’ (GTE) based on a ﬁtting procedure for linear crack
opening trajectory. It is to be noted that both the above deﬁnitions of
grain boundary tracking eﬃciency are based on the ﬁnal microstructure
morphology and do not account for the temporal evolution of grain
boundary tracking behavior. The dynamics of tracking eﬃciency is
particularly important when the wall roughness of the advancing crack
surface is not suﬃciently high and the opening trajectory is non-linear.
For such cases, general tracking eﬃciency is numerically obtained by
ﬁtting a straight lines in inﬁnitesimally small time interval δt in which
both the crack opening as well as grain boundary morphology can be
assumed to be linear. In the following section, I highlight the advantage
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of calculating tracking eﬃciency by accounting for time evolution of grain
barycenter (center of mass). One can calculate the tracking eﬃciency of
the 3D computational microstructure by two diﬀerent methods:
1. The isosurfaces of the surviving crystals that are in contact with the
advancing wall rock is visualized and the local peaks of the facing
crack surface are plotted. I employ a post-processing algorithm
which iteratively inspects after every numerical time-step, if a given
grid-point is a local peak among the ‘k’ nearest neighbors that
lie along the barrier/grains sharp-interface. For the present test
cases ‘A’ and ‘B’, I assume that ‘k’ equals 10. The peaks of the
fractal surface lying along the grain boundaries/multi-junctions are
extracted from the computational microstructure of the simulations
A and B (deﬁned in Table 11.1) and are then superimposed, as
shown in Figures 11.6(a) and 11.6(c), respectively2. The total
number of the grain boundary/multi-junction tracking peaks is
designated as Ntp. Similarly, those fractal peaks which neither lie
along grain boundaries nor at multi-junctions are plotted (Figures
11.6(b) and 11.6(d)). The total number of such non-tracking peaks
is denoted by Nntp. The general tracking eﬃciency (GTE) for
the 3D crack-seal microstructure is deﬁned for the ith simulation
time-step as:
GTEi1 =
N itp
N intp
. (11.2)
The deﬁnition of GTEi1 is extended to account for the overall
temporal evolution of tracking eﬃciency as:
GTE1 ==
n(δt)∑
i=1
N itp
N intp
· (δt)
n (δt) =
n(δt)∑
i=1
N itp
N intp
n
(11.3)
where δt, n and t represent time-step width, number of time-steps
and total simulation time respectively.
2. The second deﬁnition of grain boundary tracking eﬃciency takes
into account the temporal evolution of the barycenters of the sur-
viving crystals in the shifting box, as described in the previous
2This technique also known as ’masking’ was implemented in the visualization package
by M.S. This technique was chosen for the present scientiﬁc problem after a discussion
with C.H. and B.N. The illustrated plots are prepared by K.A.
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section. The actual positions of the surviving crystal barycenters
are obtained by adding the coordinates of the barycenters in the
shifting box with the total shift of the simulation box as shown for
three tracking grains (Figure 11.7).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Tracking peaks
Non-tracking peaks
0° 45° 90°
Figure 11.6: Local peaks of crack surface (represented as colored spheres) plotted over
the rock-crystal growth interface for simulation A in (a) and (b) and
for simulation B as shown in (c) and (d). The fractal peaks that are
tracked by the grain boundaries/triple/quadruple junctions are plotted
as oﬀ-white spheres in (a) and (c). The fractal peaks not tracked by
grain boundaries/multi-junctions are plotted as light-blue spheres in
(b) and (d). On the basis of the ﬁnal microstructures, the values of
GTEt1 (‘t’ being total time) for simulation A and B are 0.685 and 0.325
respectively. On accounting for temporal evolution, the corresponding
values depreciate to 0.491 and 0.206. The grain colors refer to the axial
tilt indexed in the color-bar.
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Figure 11.7: (a) Diagram explaining the calculation of GTE2 which accounts for the
temporal evolution of tracking eﬃciency (GTEi2). The solid line represent
the evolution of the crystal barycenter in the shifting box while the
dashed line corresponds to crack-opening trajectory. (b) In order to
account for the temporal evolution in calculation of general tracking
eﬃciency, the barycenter of surviving crystals (in contact with advancing
crack surface) is determined. For the sake of better visualization, the
barycenter of one of the surviving crystal is numerically masked over its
iso-surface. The GTE2 is calculated by integrating GTEi2 as shown in
Equation 11.5 for the surviving crystals with axial tilts of (c) 5.63◦ (d)
42.45◦ and (e) 58.50◦ in simulation test case A and (f) 5.63◦ (g) 7.16◦
and (h) 32.01◦, in B.
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For calculating the general tracking eﬃciency, the expression pro-
posed by Ankit et al. [9] is redeﬁned for a small time interval δt
and averaged over the total simulation time, according to
GTE2 =
n(δt)∑
i=1
GTEi2 · (δt)
n (δt) (11.4)
where, GTEi2 =
θibary
θitraj
. If δt is small, one can rewrite the equation
to
GTE2 =
∫ t
0
θbary (t)
θtraj (t)
· dt
t
. (11.5)
The values of GTE1 and GTE2 are calculated for the two simulations
A and B.
Table 11.2: Calculated general tracking eﬃciencies for the simulation test cases, A and
B. Calculated values GTE2 are comparable to the corresponding GTE1
whereas GTEt1 and GTEt2 show larger deviations. This indicates that
the general tracking eﬃciencies compare quite well provided temporal
evolution is accounted for its estimation.
Simulation A
Axial tilt GTE2 GTE1 GTEt2 GTEt1
5.63◦ 0.473 0.234
42.45◦ 0.422 0.
49
1
0.751 0.
68
5
58.5◦ 0.486 0.639
Simulation B
Axial tilt GTE2 GTE1 GTEt2 GTEt1
5.63◦ 0.166 0.167
7.16◦ 0.204 0.
20
6
0.254 0.
32
5
32.01◦ 0.196 0.131
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11.4 Simulation results
11.4.1Comparison of general tracking eﬃciencies
The resulting values for GTE1 and GTE2 are listed in Table 11.2 and
it can be seen that the associated temporal evolution compares well.
On the contrary, GTEt1 and GTEt2 derived from ﬁnal microstructures,
i.e. last simulation time-step diﬀer signiﬁcantly from GTE1 and GTE2
and show larger deviations with respect to each other. Additionally,
the estimated GTE2 vary with axial tilt and therefore, may lead to
erroneous interpretation.
11.4.2Statistics
It is well known from the 2D numerical studies of crack-seal process that
a smaller crack-opening rate favors the formation of ﬁbrous morphology,
while, a larger crack opening rate leads to formation of blocky fracture
cements [9, 241]. However, none of the previous studies focuses on the
statistical aspects which have the potential to provide valuable insights
into the fracture cementation process.
One can plot the number of grains surviving the crack opening process
(in contact with the advancing crack surface) versus the temporal crack
opening distance and observe a shift between the two regimes, in the
present 3D simulations. As shown in Figure 11.8(a), the decline in the
number of grains is signiﬁcantly steeper if the crack opens at a faster rate
(simulation B), as compared to the case of slower opening (simulation
A). The plummeting of grain count is indicative of the anisotropy in
surface energy being dominant, leading to orientation selection and
growth competition, similar to free-growth conditions. In such a case,
the misoriented grains are continuously eliminated by favorably oriented
neighbors. On the contrary, when the crack-opening rate is smaller, the
decrease in the number of grains is less steep and becomes constant,
which indicates that grain boundaries are pinned by fractal peaks on the
fracture surface (Hilgers et al. [241] call such peaks as Grain Boundary
Attractors), even though the general tracking eﬃciency is near about 0.5
(much lesser than 1.0).
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Figure 11.8: Statistics obtained from 3D phase-ﬁeld simulations. (a) Number of
grains in contact with the advancing crack surface plotted as function
of normalized distance from the point of greatest depression on the
nucleation surface. The number of grains become nearly constant when
grain boundaries/triple points are pinned at facing peaks for small crack-
opening rate. At higher crack-opening rates, the growth competition
dominates due to a lesser ‘pinning eﬀect’ evident from a decreasing
trend, even at later stages. (b) Grain size distribution for the ﬁnal
microstructures shown in ﬁgure 11.6. In the case of slower crack-opening,
a shift of distribution peak towards smaller normalized grain size signiﬁes
greater pinning leading to higher grain boundary tracking eﬃciency.
Figure 11.9: Analysis of the temporal evolution of a fractal peak (in shifting box)
which pins at the quadruple point and results in greater tracking behavior,
as evident from survival of misoriented crystal ﬁber (in blue). The fractal
peak illustrated as a white sphere acts as a grain boundary attractor while
moving along a predetermined trajectory. It is interesting to note that
the grain quadruple junction acts as a stronger attractor in comparison
to grain boundaries, in the ﬁnal stages of crack-sealing simulations (right
image). The axial tilt of the grains are indexed according to the colorbar.
The grain size distribution in the shifting box (ﬁnal simulation time-step)
is plotted in Figure 11.8(b) and represents those grains in contact with
the advancing crack surface for the test cases A and B. On comparison,
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it becomes clear that the tip of the distribution shifts towards smaller
mean grain sizes due to an increased pinning behavior of fractal peaks
when the crack-opening rate is smaller. It is noteworthy that a ma-
jor repercussion of grain-boundary/multi-junction pinning, as shown in
Figure 11.9, is that the growth competition based on misorientation is
suppressed. In such cases, the consumption or survival of a grain does
not depend on misorientation as shown in Figure 11.10. Therefore, a
larger number of grains survive the crack-sealing process as opposed
to other case when crack-opening rate is faster in evidence with the
result in Figure 11.8(a).
Figure 11.10: Temporal evolution of marked areas in simulation A (slow crack-opening)
show that the precipitated cement follow the trajectories of the opening
peaks and evolve independently of their misorientation, with respect
to the most preferred growth direction. In such a case, the grain
boundaries/multi-junctions whose motion is pinned by the peaks of the
advancing crack (shown in gray), track the opening trajectory. The color
of the grains represent the axial tilt (numerical values also mentioned
for grains in consideration) and indexed as per the colorbar.
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11.5 Discussion and outlook
The present work highlight the advantages of adopting a 3D approach,
by visualizing the complex and inherently three-dimensional evolution
of grain boundaries/multi-junctions in crack-sealing process. Although,
the idea of using the general tracking eﬃciencies (GTE), as deﬁned by
Ankit et al. [9] works well for a 2D case, it is apparent that a similar
procedure, in principle, cannot be employed for a 3D case. Moreover, the
previous deﬁnition of GTE by Ankit et al. [9], do not account for the
temporal evolution of microstructures in the determination of tracking
eﬃciency, which signiﬁes the importance of present work. With a motive
to account for the temporal evolution of rock microstructures, I have
proposed two diﬀerent approaches to determine the general tracking
eﬃciencies and compare the results. I also clarify the main reason for
a considerable inﬂuence of the crack opening rate on the grain growth
statistics, i.e. on the number of grains tracking the opening trajectory,
size and orientation distribution.
For obtaining a realistic wall morphology and a uniform overlay of nuclei
over the crack surface which prevents the onset of size-eﬀects, prepro-
cessing algorithms are proposed. An innovative approach to visualize
the numerically simulated fracture cements aided by post-processing
techniques reveals that the grain boundary/multi-junction morphologies
in 3D are more complicated as compared to 2D cases, in general. In order
to deal with the third dimensionality which makes the determination of
tracking eﬃciency diﬃcult, I amend the deﬁnition of general tracking
eﬃciency (GTE1 and GTE2) given by equations (11.3) and (11.5). While
GTE1 may be interpreted as an extension of the tracking eﬃciency pro-
posed by Urai et al. [218] for the case of 3D evolution, GTE2 accounts
for the temporal change in tracking behavior of fracture cement with
respect to the crack-opening trajectory. In contrast, GTEt1 describes
the tracking eﬃciency of the ﬁnal microstructure (‘t’ being the total
simulation time) and does not account for temporal evolution. The study
of peak trajectories demonstrate that the GTEt1 is signiﬁcantly higher
than GTE1 for the simulation test cases, A and B. It is noteworthy
that GTE1 and GTE2, both accounting for the temporal evolution of
grain boundaries/multi-junctions, compare quite well as summarized in
Table 11.2. The incongruousness arising out of the neglect of temporal
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evolution of grain boundaries/multi-junctions implies that conclusions
about the tracking eﬃciency, as previously drawn upon the GTEt1 data,
which solely rely on ﬁnal microstructure have a clearly limited validity.
While the original approach of using grain boundary morphology to deter-
mine tracking eﬃciency proves to be inept in 3D, I comprehend that the
proposed GTEs, both accounting the temporal evolution, serve as reliable
methods to quantify the tracking behavior in cemented fractures.
The grain evolution statistics obtained by post-processing the 3D com-
putational microstructure reveals that the number of grains in contact
with advancing crack surface (Figure 11.8(a)) decreases steeply when the
crack-opening rate is higher. It can be argued that a steep decline in
the number of grains and survival of crystals oriented along the most
preferred orientation, is indicative of growth competition, which does not
relate to the boundary conditions namely the crack surface roughness
or the opening rate. The near incapability of fractal peaks to pin the
grain boundaries/multi-junctions when crack-opening rate is higher can
be seen in Figures 11.6(c) and 11.6(d), where reddish grains are found
in majority. On the contrary, the decline in the number of grains is
less steep for smaller crack opening rate, which ﬁnally becomes constant.
Such a statistic can be attributed to stronger pinning of fractal peaks
at grain boundaries and multi-junctions, which suppresses the growth
competition based on misorientation of neighboring grains (Figure 11.10).
An interesting outcome of visualizing the temporal evolution in Figure
11.9, is that the fractal peaks pin more strongly at quadruple junctions
(grain multi-junctions in general) as compared to grain boundaries. The
increase in pinning behavior of fractal peaks at smaller crack-opening
rates is further accentuated by shift in the apex of grain size distribution
towards small grain size (Figure 11.8(b)). Thus, the plots of number of
surviving grains as well as grain size distribution (Figure 11.8), provide
a statistical realization of the shift in regime and explain the fracture
cement characteristics observed in Figure 11.10, which is primarily gov-
erned by crack-opening velocity in the present test cases (diﬀerent from
curvature driven grain coarsening process).
Finally, it is worth clarifying that the present deﬁnitions of GTEs are
formulated with an intention to indicate the importance of temporal
evolution in determining the tracking eﬃciency. One cannot rule out the
possibility of other deﬁnitions, which may be equally capable to quantify
tracking behavior in 3D with high precision. Based on the insights from
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the present numerical simulations, I assert that as long as the temporal
evolution and the 3D characteristics of the growing cement is accounted
for, the derived tracking eﬃciency can, in principle, be calculated correctly,
irrespective of the technique used. Within the scope of current work,
the prime motive is to highlight the gain in accuracy by accounting
for temporal evolution in the well known methodologies, which strongly
emphasizes the importance of 3D numerical studies. The growth statistics,
obtained by accounting for large number of grains and supplemented
by 3D visualization, aims to bridge the gap between ﬁeld observations
(of 3D layers) and computational studies (limited to 2D till date) and
advances the understanding of the fracture cementation process.
The current work which is based on diﬀused interface modeling ap-
proach, namely the phase-ﬁeld method aims to ﬁll-in the short-comings
while focusing on the aspects that have not been addressed in the pre-
vious numerical studies. In particular, the complex motion of grain
boundaries/multi-junctions have been analyzed on the basis of large-scale
simulations in 3D. Wherever required, the beneﬁts of 3D simulations
have been highlighted while enumerating the limitations of 2D studies.
The 3D visualization aided by post-processing techniques supplement the
present numerical studies and allow to draw meaningful conclusions from
the simulation test cases. A close agreement of both the general tracking
eﬃciencies (GTE1 and GTE2) for the test cases ‘A’ and ‘B’, validates my
ﬁndings and conﬁrms that the aim of conducting the numerical simula-
tions has been adequately achieved. The most outstanding achievement
of the present work is the characterization of rock microstructures based
on temporal evolution of grain boundaries/multi-junctions rather than
relying on an approximate reconstruction from the ﬁnal morphology,
a popular approach in the geoscientiﬁc community [264]. Bearing in
mind that it is fundamentally (essentially) diﬃcult to design as well as
carry out in-situ studies in laboratory experiments that can replicate the
process of fracture cementation (e.g. Okamoto and Sekine [239], Hilgers
et al. [265]), the 3D numerical studies are of paramount importance
as they can alternatively provide invaluable insights into the fracture
cementation process.
12 Microstructural evolution
in bitaxial crack-seal veins
The aim of this ﬁnal section of Part B is to investigate the evolution of
bitaxial crack-seal microstructures in 3-D using the phase-ﬁeld technique.
A systematic study to explore the eﬀects of changing the crack-opening
vector and location of the crack, on the vein texture and grain statistics
is presented. A reasonable agreement between the numerically simu-
lated and natural microstructures is also established. This chapter was
published in [11].
12.1 Model test case -
eﬀect of input parameters
The basic building block of microstructural evolution in the domain
considered in the present section is the propagation of a grain boundary
(GB) during a crack-seal event. In the case of unitaxial growth, the grain
boundary grows against an inert template, but in bitaxial growth, the
two grain boundaries will generally join towards the end of a sealing
event. In order to explore the eﬀect of diﬀerent input parameters on the
evolving GB morphology during bitaxial growth, I consider a test case of
2 grains separated by a grain boundary. The crack cuts across the grains,
which are then displaced along an opening vector and the gap is sealed
as shown in Figure 12.1. Note that the incorporation of crack is a simple
geometric operation without any physical changes in the model. In these
simulations, the interfacial energy of the evolving grains is assumed to
be isotropic (no facet formation) by considering aαβ = 1 in Equation
4.3. Two instances of phase-ﬁeld simulations are analyzed (a) for small
shear displacement (10Δx, where Δx is the grid size for ﬁnite-diﬀerence
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solver) and (b) for larger shear displacement (30Δx). Results show that
oblique GBs (θ = 55 ◦) evolve at small shear displacement. If the ratio is
larger, a stair-stepped morphology with smooth corners develops. This
can be compared with results of Urai et al. [218] which show sharper
stair-stepped grain boundaries.
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Figure 12.1: The GB morphologies simulated by the phase-ﬁeld approach for the
syntaxial sealing of two grains. The surface energy of evolving grains are
assumed to be isotropic and the crack aperture is constant (H = 10Δx)
for both the cases. The angle (θ) deﬁned as per the schematic diagram
above approaches zero for larger shear openings (L = 30Δx),. The
adjacent contour plot shows the temporal evolution of GBs to a smooth
stair-stepped morphology. For a smaller shear displacement of the crack
(L = 10Δx), an oblique GB is obtained. The stair stepped morphology
with sharp corners that is obtained from front-tracking method is also
illustrated alongside.
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Figure 12.2: Contour plots to demonstrate the sensitivity of the numerically simu-
lated GB morphologies w.r.t input parameters. (a) Eﬀect of solid-liquid
interfacial energy (assumed to be isotropic for this case) parameter for
constant values of H (crack aperture) and L (crack shear displacement).
A deviation in the simulated morphologies is not observed. (b) Incorpora-
tion of the anisotropy in solid-liquid interfacial energy, that corresponds
to cubic, left-handed and a right-handed quartz crystals do not result
in signiﬁcant deviation in the simulated morphology when compared to
the isotropic case. The misorientation diﬀerence between the grains (for
anisotropic cases) is zero. In order to study the eﬀect of misorientation
(w.r.t most preferred orientation), an anisotropic solid-liquid interfacial
energy pertaining to the left-handed quartz crystal is utilized for the
simulation results summarized in (c). A marked deviation in the width
of stair-stepping is observed as the misorientation diﬀerence is increased
from 0◦ to 45◦. (d) Eﬀect of crack aperture and misorientation diﬀerence
on the ﬁnal GB morphology. The numerical interface width is considered
to be 10 grid-points, for all simulations illustrated above.
I conduct a ﬁrst sensitivity analysis to study the inﬂuence of diﬀerent
simulation parameters on the formation of stair-stepped or oblique GB,
as shown in Figure 12.21. It is evident from a near-overlap of the contour
1Such an analyses was included in the present study on the advise of J.U. and B.N.
The analyses was carried out by K.A.
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plots shown in Figure 12.2(a) that varying the isotropic surface energy
coeﬃcient (γαβ) by an order of magnitude, do not result in a diﬀerent
GB morphology, for small normal crack-opening displacements. Similarly,
when the simulated GBs possessing the surface energies of cubic, left-
handed and right-handed quartz crystals (where both the grains are
oriented along the most-preferred growth direction) are compared to the
isotropic case, an appreciable deviation is not found, as shown in Figure
12.2(b). The chosen crack aperture (equal to 10Δx as shown in inset of
Fig. 12.1) for the present anisotropic case is suﬃciently small to ensure
complete sealing before the facets develop and same as the aperture
size used for an isotropic case in Figure 12.2(a). Small deviations in the
simulated GB are observed on varying the relative misorientation between
the grains (surface energies corresponding to left-handed quartz) as shown
in Figure 12.2(c). A more detailed investigation (as shown in Figure
12.2(d)) reveals that the relative misorientation of the grains, which is
responsible for the growth competition, lead to obliqueness (deviation
from stair-stepped GB), when normal crack opening displacement is
high enough (H = 30Δx). At this point, it is worth iterating that the
phase-ﬁeld method is a diﬀuse-interface modeling approach, in which the
interface between two grains is deﬁned as a narrow region (of ﬁnite width)
where the phase-ﬁeld variables gradually vary between their values in the
neighboring grains. Therefore, in order to address the phenomena of grain
boundary evolution in a physically suﬃcient manner, it is necessary to
numerically resolve the interface by a suﬃcient number of grid-points.
12.2 Results
Starting from an initial-setup as described in Figure 4.5, four successive
crack-sealing events are simulated for normal and oblique crack opening
as shown in Figures 12.3(a) and 12.3(b) respectively. The crystals are
allowed to grow freely and completely ﬁll the crack aperture following
every cracking event. A signiﬁcant growth competition is observed
as indicated by overgrowth of blue colored crystals by red and green
ones (color indicates orientation). These results can be compared with
the ﬁndings of Okamoto and Sekine [239], who use the front-tracking
approach to study the eﬀect of crack aperture size and initial grain width
on the growth competition in syntaxial veins (in 2D). It is also apparent
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Initial setup (voronoi) First cracking event First sealing event
Second cracking event Second sealing event Third cracking event
Third sealing event Fourth cracking event Fourth sealing event
Initial setup (voronoi) First cracking event First sealing event
Second cracking event Second sealing event Third cracking event
Third sealing event Fourth cracking event Fourth sealing event
(a)
(b)
Figure 12.3: Temporal evolution of grains when the crack opens in (a) normal direction
(no shear displacement), designated as test case ‘A’ and (b) oblique
direction (designated as test case ‘B’) and subsequent seals. The cracking
event takes place at same position within the growing vein, as shown in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 12.4: Grain statistics signifying the eﬀect of shear displacement in bitaxial
sealing. The 3D computational microstructure obtained after every
sealing step is sliced along the vein growth direction and number of grains
are plotted against the slice distance (from central plane) for (a) normal
opening and (b) oblique opening modes. (c) The number of grains present
along the median plane and (d) the mean radius (for every slice) are
compared, after the fourth sealing step, for the test cases ‘A’ and ‘B’.
On comparing statistics obtained from both the simulation instances,
a larger deviation is observed for the lower half of the computational
domain. (e) Histogram comparing the distribution of grain axial-tilt
for the central slice of the 3D microstructure obtained after the ﬁnal
sealing event for both the test cases ‘A’ (normal opening with no shear
displacement) and ‘B’ (oblique opening displacement). As indicated by
the big arrow, a distinct reversal in the distribution trend is observed
close to the direction of crack-opening displacement vector, for the test
case ‘B’ (opening angle = 26.56◦).
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that oblique opening of the crack results in elongated grains oblique to
the vein boundary, as often seen in nature. In the following sections, I
analyze the grain statistics obtained from the numerical simulations of
polycrystalline quartz and establish a relation of the new microstructural
features obtained from the 3D simulations, using post-processing and
visualization techniques developed for this study.
12.2.1Eﬀect of shear displacement
The 3D computational microstructures after every sealing step (with
or without oblique opening) as shown in Figures 12.3(a) and 12.3(b) is
sectioned along the growth direction into 300 slices (2D) and the number
of grains is plotted against the distance from the central plane (or slice)
as shown in Figures 12.4(a) and 12.4(b) respectively.
As the size of the domain is held constant (300 × 300 × 300 grid points),
the number of grains in the computational domain decreases, every time a
fresh crack is introduced. A gradual decline in the number of grains is also
observed towards the central slice in the successive crack-sealing events,
which is attributed to a temporal increase in the growth competition
and overgrowth of misoriented grains. A major point of diﬀerence in
statistics arises when the position of minima (corresponding to the ﬁnal
microstructure obtained at the end of the fourth sealing step) is compared
for both the cases i.e. normal and oblique crack openings. As a result of
the oblique opening shown in the schematic diagram (in Figure 4.5(c)),
the number of grains below the central slice are found to be considerably
lower as compared to the normal (only) crack opening mode. The average
grain radius per slice obtained for the case of oblique opening are much
higher as compared to the normal (only) crack opening mode. A shift of
the minima towards left (in Figure 12.4(c)) and a higher mean radius of
grains (in Figure 12.4(d)) indicate a stronger growth competition which
results from the shear displacement of lower crack surface.
This is typically characterized by depletion in number of grains and
increase in surface area (reduction in grain boundary curvature), apparent
from both the plots, respectively. A distinct reversal of the disorientation
distribution close to an axial tilt of 26.56◦, as shown in Figure 12.4(e),
solicits comparison with EBSD measurements for natural samples.
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12.2.2Grain-scale microstructures
The three-dimensional iso-surface of the grains present in the computa-
tional microstructure obtained after the fourth (ﬁnal) crack-sealing event
are visualized for both the crack-opening modes. Two distinct features
are identiﬁed namely (a) stretched crystals and (b) crystal fragments. It
must be recalled that the simulation parameters (grain size and crack
aperture etc.) were set such that most of the initial crystals do not sur-
vive. It is interesting to note that the crystals whose c-axes are favorably
oriented for growth are also outgrown by their neighbors, as a result of
diﬀerence in grain boundary curvature that is directly related to grain
size. A detailed description of both these microstructural features is
provided in the following sections.
12.2.2.1 Stretched crystals
The stretched crystals are deﬁned by an irregular jagged shape of the grain
boundaries, in both the normal (in Figures 12.5(a) – 12.5(d)) and oblique
crack opening mode (in Figures 12.5(e) – 12.5(h)). The cumulative open-
ing vector correlates with the overall shape of the stretched grains, and the
wavelength of the irregularities in the grain shape is similar to the opening
vectors, however, as already stated by Urai et al. [218], the individual
opening-increments cannot be deduced. The full scale of orientations of
the crystals in Figure 12.5 (shades of red, blue and green) suggest that all
grain orientation have the opportunity to stretch. This can be attributed
to the eﬀect of grain size on growth competition, as explained below.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
No shear displacement With shear displacement
0° 45° 90°
Figure 12.5: Simulated 3D iso-surfaces of grains with axial tilts of (a) 66.929◦ (b)
14.711◦ (c) 55.84◦ (d) 5.695◦ (e) 15.441◦ (f) 74.246◦ (g) 4.982◦ (h)
86.171◦. The iso-surfaces shown in ﬁgs. (a)-(d) are obtained by opening
the crack in the normal direction (no shear displacement) while (e)-(h)
are obtained by opening the crack obliquely.
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Another common and interesting feature that is observed during the
initial stages of sealing, is the formation of crystal bridges [176], as shown
in Figure B1. (Note: in the present simulations, I have assumed that the
cracks are completely sealed prior to every new crack event; in future
studies, I will also explore cracking during incomplete sealing, which can
be easily accomplished using the present technique). Here, favorably
oriented grains outgrow their neighbors to reach the upper wall. At this
point the bridge starts to grow in the lateral direction. The formation
of crystal bridges is not only an outcome of relative misorientation, but
also of non-uniform size of the grains at the start of epitaxial growth.
12.2.2.2 Crystal fragments
In the vast majority of cases in the present simulations, as a result of
growth competition, fractured crystals fail to join by sealing. Such non-
joining crystal pairs are shown in Figure 12.6. I call these as crystals
‘fragments’ in the present thesis. Obviously, such fragments (which
can often be recognized in natural samples on both sides of syntaxial
veins) deﬁne the cumulative crack-opening, however they do not contain
information about the opening trajectory [219].
0° 45° 90°
(a) (b)
Figure 12.6: The non-joining fragments formed when the crack opens along (a) normal
direction (test case ‘A’ - no shear displacement) and (b) oblique direction
(test case ‘B’). The double headed arrows are meant to highlight the
fragmented pairs.
A distinct patterning of such crystal fragments is observed, which belong
to the same parent crystal (in the initial Voronoi setup) for both normal
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and oblique displacement. When the vectors between the barycenter
of adjacent fragments are measured, as shown in Figure 12.7, these
are found to be equal to the crack opening increment vector. The
spatial arrangement of the fragments thus contain information on the
opening trajectory.
54.5
48.9
48.3
50.7
49.0
48.6
51.1
51.0
56.2
56.2
54.8
58.5
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 12.7: Position of fragment barycenters (shown by dots) and inter-barycenter
distance (indicated by arrows) for the crystal tilted at (a) 60.1◦ (b) 18.5◦
in normal crack-opening mode (crack displacement of 50 grid points) and
(c) 36.6◦ (d) 68.4◦ for oblique opening mode (net displacement of 56
grid points). The simulation boxes used for calculating inter-barycenter
distance shown above are reconstructed using numerical post-processing
techniques since crystal fragments span across edges in the original do-
main. To overcome the problem of spanning crystal fragments across the
box edges which results in erroneous calculation, the original domain is
duplicated along the spanning boundaries. Further, the reconstructed
domain is truncated to discard partial crystal fragments along the edges.
Transparency of reconstructed crystal fragments facilitate better visual-
ization of numerically masked barycenters.
In order to validate the above ﬁndings, I performed multiple simulations
with the same crack-opening increments, but with diﬀerent grain sets. In
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all the test cases, presence of fragment trails is observed. It is interesting
that no preferred orientations are produced in any of the test-cases
(see crystal coloring in Figures 12.6 and 12.7). I would like to point
out that in the present model, the fractures are introduced at the mid-
plane of the simulation domain. This results in repetitive cleavage of
one or more fragments (formed during previous crack-opening event).
Therefore, the number of fragments in such a case is equal to the number
of sequential crack-sealing events. Figure 12.7 shows a special class of
regularly-spaced crystal-fragments that are extracted from the simulated
microstructure and found to co-exist with stretched crystals and other
fragmented pairs.
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Figure 12.8: Temporal evolution of iso-surfaces of crystal fragment (same as Figure
12.7(d)) along with a representative 2D slice of the 3D simulation domain,
shown in Figure 12.3(b). Repeated cracking (normal and oblique opening)
lead to the formation of fragments which belong to the parent crystal
‘1’. The daughter fragments 1.1 and 1.2, are overgrown by favorably
oriented neighbors and contribute to the formation of grand daughter
and great-grand daughter fragments in the successive crack-sealing steps.
The grand and the great-grand daughter fragment join (1.2.1 and 1.2.1.1)
and leads to the formation of 2.1, as there is no favorably oriented grain
in the vicinity. The iso-surfaces of the fragments along with the crack
surface (rendered as transparent) is also shown for the time-steps when
progenies re-unite, which explain the overall mechanism of fragmentation.
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Having recognized the ipseity of crystal fragments in the present phase-
ﬁeld simulations that are predicted to be similar to those seen in the
natural microstructures, it is important to comprehend the mechanism
of formation. Figure 12.8 shows the temporal cracking and joining of
3D crystal fragments, along with a 2D slice of the simulation domain,
corresponding to the test case ‘B’2. The parent crystal (designated as
‘1’ and shown in green) breaks into two fragments 1.1. and 1.2. The
intermittent space is sealed by more favorably oriented crystal (reddish
in color). In the second cracking event, the former (1.1) breaks into two
fragments. I prefer to rename the bigger fragment (of the two daughter
fragments) as 1.1, while the smaller one is designated as 1.2.1. Fragment
1.2 remains intact during the second cracking event. On completion of
the second sealing event, three fragments exist (1.1, 1.2.1 and 1.2). In
the third cracking event, the crack splits the crystal-fragments, 1.2.1
and 1.1, into two. I prefer calling the daughter fragment from 1.2.1 as
1.2.1.1, while, the fragment breaking oﬀ from 1.1 is designated 1.1.1. It is
noteworthy that the crystal fragments, which form during the preceding
crack-sealing events, are derivatives of the parent crystal ‘1’. On chalking
out the crystal lineage, it is seen that the fragments 1.1.1 and 1.2.1.1 can
be considered as grand-daughter and great-grand daughter fragments
of ‘1’, respectively. A reunion of 1.1.1 and 1.2.1.1 is observed during
the third sealing event. I designate the new fragment, which is formed
as result of the reuniﬁcation of 1.1.1 and 1.2.1.1 as 2.1. The joining
of the crystal fragments is a signiﬁcant evolution step, considering the
information concerning crack-opening increment, which is of the present
interest. In the following cracking event (fourth), 2.1 splits into two
fragments, designated as 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, which do not join, as they are
overgrown by neighboring grains. I would like clarify that it is perfectly
acceptable to adopt a naming convention depending on the sequence of
crack-sealing event rather than the size. The main point that I wish to
state here is that adopting either one of the two naming conventions does
not change the origin of any of the daughter fragments which is uniquely
described by the corresponding axial tilt (or color).
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(a) Evolution of grains and liquid as seen in central 2-D slice
(b) Evolution of three-dimensional ﬂuid-channels 
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Figure 12.9: (a) Temporal evolution of grains and liquid as observed in the central 2D
slice of a 3D numerical domain. (b) A time sequence of the corresponding
liquid iso-surface (as shown in (a)). A gradual decline in liquid volume
fraction, as the grains evolve, refers to loss of percolation. (c) The plot
showing the temporal evolution of liquid volume fraction for the two
test cases ’A’ (only normal crack-opening) and ’B’ (crack-opening with
normal as well as shear displacement). On comparison, it is apparent
that the shear displacement do not inﬂuence the rate at which liquid
percolation is lost. (d) The plot comparing the volumetric (accounting
the temporally evolving volume fraction of the liquid) with areal sealing
rate (accounting the temporally evolving area fraction of the liquid in
2D slice).
12.2.2.3 Fracture connectivity during sealing
Fracture porosity and its eﬀect on the ﬂow behavior of partially sealed
natural fracture networks [266] has important technological applications.
The formation of the initial faceted overgrowth changes the dependence
of ﬂow rate on aperture, and the initial formation of crystal bridges
has a large eﬀect on the stiﬀness of the fracture and its closure under
decreasing pore pressure. The ﬁnal sealing of the fracture by crystal
growth forming a vein restores rock strength, produces a ﬂow barrier,
and a mechanical heterogeneity that will have a strong eﬀect on the
propagation of both natural and man-made fractures. Here I explore how
ﬂuid percolation evolves as the grains seal the crack aperture after every
2Analysis of temporally evolving fragments illustrated in ﬁgure 12.8 (prepared by
K.A.) is based on a discussion with J.U.
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crack-opening event. For this, I extract the 2D central slice (as shown
in Figure 12.9(a)) from test cases ‘A’ and ‘B’ and image the temporal
evolution of the liquid area fraction. Similarly, one can render the surface
of the temporally evolving liquid, as shown in the Figure 12.9(b) and
tabulate the volume fraction corresponding to every simulated time-step.
In order to decompose the eﬀect of shear displacement, I compare the
temporal evolution of the liquid volume fractions for the two cases ‘A’
and ‘B’. Results show that the time required to completely seal the
vein progressively decreases after every crack-sealing event, for both
normal and oblique opening (Figure 12.9(c)). This can be explained by
considering that the grain size on the crack surface increases in each
localized crack event, and large grains take longer to develop full facets.
The morphology of the ﬂuid volume not only shows that the development
of crystal bridges that prevent crack closure takes place early in the
process, but also that when about 20% of the crack volume is not yet
sealed, the ﬂuid loses its percolation and transport of solute to the
precipitation sites can not occur in a free ﬂuid along the crack, but rather
by grain boundary triple tube diﬀusion or through connected matrix
porosity [176].
I also compare the temporal evolution of percolation in 3D volume with
the areal sealing rate in a central 2D slice as shown in Figure 12.9(d).
The present simulations show that the actual volumetric sealing is slower
than the areal sealing rates in 2D sections (central slice). The complete
sealing of the vein involves the delinking of inter-connected channels
which, in principle, is a slow process considering the sluggish growth of
lateral facets [177].
12.2.3Eﬀect of delocalized cracking
Finally, I investigate the inﬂuence of delocalized cracking and subsequent
sealing on the evolution of vein microstructure. Starting from a voronoi
distribution of 1000 grains (in 2D), the same crack as in the other
simulations is introduced in the numerical domain but now at one of the
three predetermined positions namely ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ as shown in Figure
12.10.
For the present test cases in 2D, the crack-opening displacement is
constrained along the normal direction. It is found that the crystal
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Figure 12.10: Temporal evolution of veins illustrating the inﬂuence of delocalized
cracking. Positions A, B and C are deﬁned at distances (measured
from the upper edge of the numerical domain) of 125, 210 and 250
grid-points, respectively as illustrated in the ﬁgure. The vein cracks
at predetermined positions namely ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ in a random order.
11 successive cracking and sealing events are simulated in the order
ACBACBACBAA. However, due to constraint of space only 4 sealing
events have been illustrated. Grey arrows marked with the alphabets
A, B and C represent the broken sequence. The translucent cracks
overlaid on the sealed microstructures facilitate the distinction between
the reuniting and non-reuniting grains. The crack opening displacement
in the normal direction is chosen to be suﬃciently high so that the
growth competition occurs. The same is evident by the formation of
crystal bridges (see Figure B1) at the intermittent stages. Regularly
spaced crystal fragments can be identiﬁed along with the stretched
counterparts after the tenth sealing event in the numerically simulated
microstructure. The colormap refers to the misorientation w.r.t the fast
growth direction (vertical).
growth competition in the delocalized cracking case is signiﬁcantly lower
as compared to the cases where crack-opening events are localized. This
is related to the creation of new small seed crystals by every delocalized
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crack. The bridged crystals show strong tendency to grow along the lateral
direction and ﬁll up the pore spaces during the sealing of localized cracks
as clearly seen in Figure 12.11(a). The thickening and thinning of grains
towards the center of crack aperture suggests that the growth competition
is high along a-axis, once the crystal bridges develop. On the contrary,
when the crack-openings are delocalized along the length of the vein,
the numerically simulated microstructure, as shown in Figure 12.11(b),
suggests that the bridged crystals do not compete along the a-axis.
(a) (b)
A
B C
0° 45° 90°
Figure 12.11: (a) Fully localized fracturing end member. Fracturing always occur
within the growing vein. (b) Random sequence of fracturing at three
diﬀerent positions namely ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’. In both cases, the crack-
opening is always in the normal direction.
12.3 Discussion and outlook
The present simulations show that the phase-ﬁeld method is a very
useful tool to study microstructural development during bitaxial crack-
seal process in veins. The examples presented serve as a ﬁrst look on
the inﬂuence of crack-opening trajectory, aperture shape and location,
polycrystalline evolution rate, initial grain size and orientations, in 3D,
consistent and stable numerical scheme, which allows parametric study
of all these parameters. Owing to an apparently large parameter space,
it was not possible to present a detailed parametric study in this ﬁrst
study of bitaxial sealing in veins.
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As the present modeling approach considers the anisotropy of the surface
energy to describe the development of facets, it essentially diﬀers from
the formulation of growth anisotropy that is implemented by Lander and
Laubach [176]3. At this point, it should be noted that either formulations
can be used and little is known about the relative importance of these
parameters for quartz. At ﬁrst approximation, I speculate that two
important parameters controlling the evolution of microstructure are the
ratio of matrix grain size and crack opening vector, together with the
ratio of crack opening vector and the distance which a fractured grain
needs to develop facets, which could be explored in future studies.
Present simulation results show many similarities with natural bitaxial
vein microstructures, such as stretched crystals, elongate crystals oblique
to the vein boundary, serrated grain boundaries, and predict new features,
such as crystal fragments. The present results are also in agreement with
the previous numerical studies [176, 231, 242].
Using the presented method, 3D models can be used to generate testable
hypotheses for the analysis of natural vein microstructures and to compare
with experimental observations. In addition, the model allows study
of the of the ﬂuid morphologies during fracture sealing, paving the
way for simulations of mechanical and transport properties of partially
sealed fractures in crustal reservoirs. Another interesting possibility
would be to investigate the tracking eﬃciency of elongate crystals during
oblique opening.
In the studies presented in Figures 12.1 and 12.2, I investigated the
inﬂuence of diﬀerent simulation parameters on the formation of stair-
stepped morphologies. The 2D simulations suggest that oblique grain
boundaries evolve if the shear displacement is less than the diﬀused
interface width (ε in equation 4.1). On increasing the crack-opening
shear displacement, stair stepped boundaries with smooth corners evolve.
The present results are comparable with those of previous numerical
studies [176, 218, 231].
The phase-ﬁeld method is thus an alternative 3D approach to the front
tracking of Urai et al. [218], Bons [240], Nollet et al. [242], or cellular-
automaton-type model of Gale et al. [175], Lander and Laubach [176],
Lander et al. [231], which are at this point limited to 2D. The description
3The preceding sentence, written by K.A. is based upon a discussion with J.U.
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of faceted morphology by an appropriate surface energy function (equation
4.3) elegantly describes the evolution of crystals of arbitrary shape (quartz
in the present article) starting from a spherical nucleus, and can describe
the transition from rough surfaces to faceted interfaces during growth
competition, together with the ﬁnal sealing of a crack.
The present study attempts to describe precipitation of quartz in veins
at a relatively low temperature, where grain boundaries are immobile.
Therefore, the kinetic coeﬃcient τ (in equation 4.6) for grain/grain
interaction has been assigned suitable values to ensure stiﬀ or immobile
GBs. However, I would like to point that in future studies, changing
the kinetic coeﬃcient will oﬀer an elegant way to simulate veins under
greenschist facies conditions where recrystallization and grain growth
occur simultaneously.
The 3D numerical simulations of the bitaxial crack-sealing vein microstruc-
ture that is reported for the ﬁrst time, suggest that the diagnostic mi-
crostructures record the crack-opening history4. The crystal fragments
(Figure 12.8) identiﬁed in the computational microstructures for both
the opening kinematics, are possible indicators of crack deformation
history as they can be also identiﬁed in natural microstructures. The
evolution mechanism discussed in section 12.2.2.2 result in an interesting
pattern where daughter fragments are aligned along the crack-opening
displacement vector. The numerically simulated crystal fragments bear
a close resemblance with those observed in petrographic thin sections.
However, there is very limited data on 3D grain shapes in syntaxial
veins, and for a full comparison of the present results with natural mi-
crostructures, 3D observation of grain morphologies and orientations are
required. Additionally, the mechanism by which stretched crystals with
serrated edges evolve is clearly shown by present numerical simulations
[176, 218, 220].
The diﬀerence observed in the rates of permeability decline in the bitax-
ially sealed 3D vein microstructure and the extracted 2D slice suggest
the importance of accounting for the third spatial dimension (Figure
12.9). Statistics obtained by numerically post-processing the bitaxially
sealed 3D microstructures suggest a strong inﬂuence of crack-opening
displacement vector on the evolving texture (Figure 12.4(e)). The 2D
simulations of the delocalized crack-sealing reveal the information ren-
4The preceding sentence, written by K.A. is based on a discussion with J.U.
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dered by the aspect ratio of the sealed vein. It is noteworthy that the
vein with barrel-like morphologies (with rippled edges) evolve (Figure
12.11(a)) if the location of the repetitive crack opening displacement
remains the same. On the contrary, if the location of the successive
crack-openings are delocalized along the growth direction, the tendency
of grain boundaries to kink or bulge near the median plane is lessened
(Figure 12.11(b)).
Clearly, the present numerical study is far from being complete. Con-
ducting more parametric studies is required in order to decipher the
mechanisms by which, distinct vein patterns evolve during the crack-
sealing process. Further, the numerical results need to be validated
against benchmark experiments and natural examples before drawing
conclusive arguments. For example, the tracking characteristics of the
numerically simulated crystal fragments need to be analyzed, in detail,
to comprehend their true implications.

Part V
Concluding remarks

13 Conclusions and
future directions
13.1 Summary
In this dissertation, the multiphase-ﬁeld approach for modeling mi-
crostructure evolution in principally two diﬀerent areas of study were de-
veloped, namely eutectoid transformation in steel and polycrystalline pre-
cipitation in geological veins. While doing so, a particular focus is placed
on demonstrating the analogous steps in advancing in these two diﬀerent
ﬁelds. The present thesis showcases the versatility of the phase-ﬁeld ap-
proach which can adapted to model the morphological transitions in diﬀer-
ent systems at the mesoscale, as long as the phase diagrams and associated
free-energy densities are known (or can be approximated). Apparently,
one can deduce from the presented examples that the interfacial energy
(can be isotropic or anisotropic depending upon the material in consider-
ation) plays a key role in pattern formation at the micrometer length and
diﬀusive time scales. I strongly believe that the purpose of the present the-
sis, which is to decompose the inﬂuence of interfacial energies on the pat-
tern formation process in two distinct areas of study using the phase-ﬁeld
method (as outlined in chapter 3), has been adequately achieved.
In the ﬁrst section of chapter 2, a concise literature review highlighting the
historical developments in the phase-ﬁeld modeling approach and various
application areas is presented. A brief discussion on the state-of-the-art
techniques to model polycrystalline evolution in veins is also presented
in the second section. The objectives of the present work are outlined in
chapter 3 while chapter 4 explains the phase-ﬁeld modeling approaches
that are adopted for the scientiﬁc problems in consideration.
Part III of this thesis (chapters 5–8) concern with the modeling of eu-
tectoid transformation in binary Fe-C steels, using the multiphase-ﬁeld
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approach that is coupled to the CALPHAD database. Chapter 5 focuses
on the pearlitic growth (cooperative mode), while the factors that drive
the transition from cooperative to non-cooperative mode (resulting in
divorced eutectoid) are discussed in detail, in chapter 6. The inﬂuence of
preexisting conﬁguration of the eutectoid phases and undercooling (below
A1 temperature) on the evolution of ferrite/austenite transformation
front in monocrystalline as well as polycrystalline austenite are discussed
in chapters 7 and 8 respectively. From a modeling perspective, a third
diﬀusion ﬂux along the interphase interfaces has also been incorporated
in the mixed diﬀusion–controlled growth theory. Thus, a comprehensive
theory of cooperative to non-cooperative transition is established. It
is anticipated that the amended theory will contribute to an eﬃcient
tailoring of eutectoid microstructures that are widely used in the manu-
facture of bearings. From an industrial perspective, it is thought that
the developed approach when coupled with DICTRA would lead to the
quantiﬁcation of the microstructure for a range of steels.
Phase-ﬁeld simulations of pattern formation in geological veins are re-
ported in part IV of this thesis. In chapter 9, the phase-ﬁeld model
for polycrystalline evolution (described in chapter 4) is validated by
benchmarking the freely evolving alum and quartz vein patterns against
physically relevant growth laws. In chapter 10, 2D numerical simulations
of unitaxial sealing are reported in order to demonstrate the capability of
the phase-ﬁeld technique as an eﬃcient alternative approach for modeling
vein growth, otherwise predominately investigated using front-tracking
methods. In chapter 11, the numerical studies are extended to 3D and the
complex evolution of veins is analyzed by innovative post-processing and
visualization techniques. Finally, in chapter 12, the phase-ﬁeld modeling
approach is extended to study bitaxial evolution of veins in 3D. For
the ﬁrst time, the mechanism by which, the fragmented trails evolve
is discussed. The aim of the present work is to link rock deformation
history with the vein patterns that are commonly found in natural mi-
crostructures. Although, the developed model does not fully resolve the
non-linear dynamics associated with mineralization, synergies between
the numerically simulated and natural microstructures suggest that the
objectives of the present work are adequately achieved. The presented
study covers many aspects of fracturing and sealing in a rock such where
epitaxial growth occurs on both sides of a crack, and new cracks form
after complete sealing of the crack.
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The grand-chemical potential model that has been used to investigate
eutectoid transformation in binary Fe-C need to be extended to account
for the role of alloying elements such as Mn, Cr and Ni. Further, the
sub-lattice approach [91, 267] needs to be incorporated in the present
framework to capture the complete physics of the phase transformation
phenomena which involve interstitially diﬀusing species. A multicom-
ponent approach could be used to study the formation of divergent
pearlite, where the interlamellar spacing increases continuously leading
to a decrease in growth rate as the transformation progresses. The case
of pearlite dissolution has also not been discussed extensively. In this
context, a quantitative modeling approach can be adopted to study the
dissolution kinetics that is much faster as compared to that of pearlite
formation. The present modeling approach that is developed to study
divorced eutectoid microstructures could also be extended to model it’s so-
lidiﬁcation parallel, namely divorced eutectic transformation in spheroidal
graphite (SG) irons.
In the geological arena, a thermodynamic-consistent model for mineral-
ization need to be developed and integrated in the present framework.
Convective ﬂow need to be incorporated in the present modeling ap-
proach for making realistic prediction on the sealing rate (and thereby
vein permeability). The formation of partially sealed veins and crystal
bridges need to analyzed in detail. The present study has shown that
the full parameter space in this domain can be simulated using these
models, including porous host rock, partial sealing, delocalized cracking
and mobile grain boundaries. The phase-ﬁeld method can be combined
with mechanical models of fracturing (such as the Discrete Element model
used by Virgo et al. [247, 248]) to calculate the location and morphology
of the cracks [224]. A multi-scale modeling approach need to be adopted
as it is the prerequisite for achieving a comprehensive understanding of
the complex vein evolution mechanisms. Modeling of multiphase, mul-
ticomponent solidiﬁcation microstructures being one of the traditional
strengths of the phase-ﬁeld method, the technique can also be extended
to study polymineralic vein evolution.

Part VI
Appendices

A Surface energy parameters
1
3-5
9-14
21-26
27-32
15-20
6-8
2
Top view
Vertex Number x y z
1,2 0.000     0.000     ±1.000
3,4 ±0.152 -0.088    0.889     
5 0.000     0.175     0.889     
6 0.000     -0.175    -0.889    
7,8 ±0.152 0.088     -0.889    
9,10 ±0.152 0.437     0.556     
11,12 ±0.455 -0.088    0.556     
13,14 ±0.303 -0.350    0.556     
15,16 ±0.152 -0.437    -0.556    
17,18 ±0.455 0.088     -0.556    
19,20 ±0.303 0.350     -0.556    
21,22 ±0.505 0.000     0.444     
23,24 0.253     ±0.437 0.444     
25,26 -0.253    ±0.437 0.444     
27,28 ±0.505 0.000     -0.444    
29,30 0.253     ±0.437 -0.444    
31,32 -0.253    ±0.437 -0.444    
x
y
z
Figure A1: The ‘k’ vertices (represented by ηk,αβ in equation 4.3) of the 3D quartz
geometry which are used to generate the surface energies of the diﬀerent
facets.
Table A1: Derived facet energies for the chosen 3D quartz geometry. The interface
free energy parameter, γαβ is chosen to be equal to 1.0 for both solid/liquid
and solid/solid interfaces in all the simulations.
Miller index Surface energy
(1 0 -1 0) 0.5γαβ
(1 0 -1 1) 0.9γαβ
(0 1 -1 1) γαβ

B Crystal bridges
(a)
(b)
0° 45° 90°
Figure B1: Cross sections of the 3D microstructure evolution shown in Fig. 12.3 for (a)
normal and (b) normal with shear displacement of the crack. The growth
competition leads to accelerated growth of the favorably oriented grains
(colored as red) leading to the formation of crystal bridges. The bridged
crystal, whose growth is obstructed by the upper crack wall continues to
evolve in the lateral directions. The cross-sectional volumes illustrated in
the present ﬁgure are meant to exemplify the morphological evolution of
crystal bridges. On analyzing the entire computational domain, more such
crystal bridges are observed.

C List of symbols
C.1 Eutectoid transformation
Symbol Description Units
TE Eutectoid temperature K
ΔT Undercooling K
σαγ , σβγ , σαβ , σαθ, σθγ Surface energy J/m2
Dα, Dβ , Dγ Diﬀusion coeﬃcient (volume) m2/s
Dαβ , Dθγ , Dγα Diﬀusion coeﬃcient (interface) m2/s
ε Parameter relating to length m
Γ Gibbs–Thomson coeﬃcient Km
P Trigonometric function -
μ Chemical potential J/m3
φ, c Phase and component vectors -
α, β, γ, θ Phase indices -
ηα, ηβ Volume fraction -
θαβ , θβα Angles degrees
m Slopes of Liquidus/Solidus K
kn Wave number 1/m
a Gradient energy function J/m2
w Energy potential J/m2
ταγ , τβγ Mobility Js/m4
Ω Grand potential functional J
Ψ Grand potential density J/m3
Λ Lagrange parameter J/m3K
g, h Interpolation function -
i, j, k, A, B Component Indices -
v Velocity cm/s
λ Lamellar or interparticle spacing μm
λmin Minimum interparticle spacing μm
t Time s (if dimensional)
d0 Particle diameter μm
N0 Number of preexisting particles -
L Initial thickness of ferrite layer μm
r Radii of grain μm
184 C List of symbols
C.2 Vein growth
Symbol Description Units
ε Parameter relating to length m
φ Phase vector -
α, β Phase indices -
θ Axial tilt degrees
β Angle degrees
a Gradient energy function J/m2
w Energy potential J/m2
γαβ Surface energy density J/m3
ταβ Mobility Js/m4
F Free energy functional J
f Bulk free energy density J/m3
λ Lagrange parameter J/m3K
g, h Interpolation function -
Δt Time-step width s (if dimensional)
Δx,Δy,Δz Grid-spacing m
D List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
CALPHAD Calculation of Phase Diagrams
L Lamellar
D Divorced
C Curvature-driven coarsening
NC Non-cooperative mode
GTE General tracking eﬃciency
tp Tracking peaks
ntp Non-tracking peaks
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